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FIGURE
18.-Discharging

and Charging Pierce-Smith Converters.

(Courtesy, the Anaconda Company)

melting.-Although
native
any deposits, it is only in
Northern Michigan and Corocoro, Bolivia, that
it occurs in large amounts. Special methods of
treatment are required. I n Michigan the ore
is crushed in stamp mills and concentrated.
Formerly, the concentrate was smelted in blast

furnaces, but the present output is almost
entirely treated-in reverberatory funaces.
The furnaces resemble the cathode refining
reverberatories (to be described hereafter)
rather than those us<d for ore smelting. They
are operated intermittently. In the roof are
two charging holes, a small one near the fire
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TABLE13.-Matte

I-;
Elootrol tic Refining 6: Smelting Co
Mount fsa ....................... I
l
Mount L ell ...........................
Mount
organ.........................
Union MinWre.........................
Falconbridge...........................
Gasp6 Copper..........................
Hudson B z ...........................
Noranda men.........................
Braden Copper .........................
Chile Exploration.......................
Empressa Paipote ......................
Norddcutsche..........................
Indian Copper .........................
Dowa .................................
Furdawn
. ..............................
Mitsubmh~.............................
Mitsui.. ..............................
Nippon Hitachi ........................
Nippon Sagano.........................
Sumitorno.............................
Mufulira ..............................
Rhokana ..............................
Roan Antelope.........................
S ~ t j e l m.
a............................
Cemo de Pasco.........................
Memina...............................
O'okiep...............................
Rio n n t o .............................

and conveTter slag analvses
Converter slag

Matte treated

~

Cotal iron

~

Murgul C o p p ........................
Kcnnrcott hino.......................
Kcnnreott McCill ......................
Magma Copper........................
Bor...................................
Plant A ...............................
Plant B ...............................
Plant C ...............................
Plant D ...............................
Plant E ...............................

~

Mostly
........

~

(7)
........
........
18. 1

16
27. 3
17

20
18
12.65
(7)
(7)
52. 9

(?I

(7)

:a 19.2
20
:a 15
32. 5
18. 2

24
35

23

21
13. 4
14
27. 7

I
,the F. E. and L. Hodoet. Data on Copper Converter
IM$T-., Met. Soc.. OEtoba 1958, v. 212, No. 6. PP.

bridge for fine concentrates and a large one near
the center for massive copper. The furnaces
are coal fired, and their capacity may be 100 to
150 tons.
The mineral, together with slag from the
refining furnace, some coal for reducing, and if
necessary, some limestone flux, is charged into
the furnace. It takes about 24 hours to melt
the charge and skim the slag; the metal is then
tapped to the refining furnace, which is placed
a t a lower level. The hearth is repaired with
sand, and a new charge is introduced.
The refining furnaces are similar to the
smelting furnaces, except for the charge holes
in the roof-which are not required. If the
copper is high in arsenic, the char e is treated
with soda ash-which is blown be ow the sur-

f

face of the copper. About 30 pounds per ton
is needed to reduce the arsenic content from
0.3 to 0.01 percent. The arsenical slag may be
treated to recover the arsenic as calcium
amenate. The oxidizing and reducing operations are similar to those used for treatmxcathode copper.
Xetallureical Smoke.-The
metallurgical
smoke prduced in roasting, smelting, andlconverting copper, as well as in other pyrometallurgical processes, consists of gaseri, dust, and
fume.
Of the gases commonly found in metallurgical
smoke-nitrogen,
carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, water vapor, oxygen, sulfur dioxide,
and sulfur trioxide-only the last two are
harmful to vegetation. The sulfur compounds

often are converted into sulfuric acid. E l e
mental sulfur also is being produced from flue
gases by reduction with coke in a shaft furnace.
When sulfur recovery is not feasible, smelter
gases, after removal of dust and fume, usually
are diluted copiously with air and d~scharged
from a high stack to avoid damage
- to surrounding veget&on.
The amount of dust and its composition
depend upon the type of material be~ng,treated;
in general, dust consists of both ongmal and
decomposed or partly decomposed fine particles
of ore, flux, furnace lining, and fuel.
Fume is that part of the sohd material in a
smoke that has been volatiked or sublimed
and subsequently condensed when the gases are
al
cooled in the flue system. The p ~ l n c ~ p constituents are oxides of arsenic, ant~mony,lead,
and zlnc, as well as sulfur~ca c ~ dand sulfates.
Ordinarily, the fume must be recovered by
special apparatus because i t exceedingly h e
material; when recovered, it 1s mlxed 5 t h the
dust for re-treatment, and the m x t F e IS known
as flue dust, irrespective of its o r ~ g n .
The two princ~palmeans of separating the
solids from the gases before the smoke is
dissipated into the atmosphere y e baghouses
and Cottrell electrostatic precipitators. Baghouses are not used in copper smelters owing to
the high temperature and a c ~ dcharacter of the
gases generated in the reverberatory furnaces
and converters. Before the dust-laden gases
reach the principal collecting system, it is
common practice to pass them through an expansion chamber in whch the v e o c ~ t y 1s
reduced and the larger solid parhcles drop out
and into a waste-heat boiler for utilization of
the heat. The gases often enter the flue at
2,000' F or hi her
The ~ o t t r e l ? ~ r d c e for
s s removing suspended
particles from smokes utilizes the fact that if
an electrastatic charge is placed on these particles they will be attracted to an electrode
the opposite charge. Commercial
Cottr treaters are large chambers containing
cm%
positive and negative electrodes; the positive
electrodes, where the dust collects, have a large
surface area and a small radius of curvature,
compared with the negative electrode. The
positive electrodes are usually pipes or plates,
and the negative electrodes are w e s or chams,
carrying a difference in potential of 25,000 to
65,000 volts. Accumulated depasits adhering
to p~pesor plates are dislodged by rapping the
electrodes a t intervals with automatic hammers.
The deposits fall into hoppers at the bottom of
the treater chamber and are removed periodically.
Virtually any type of suspended material can
be removed from a gas stream by Cottrell
treaters, and the method has wide applications.

+

I t will remove all dust and fume found in
copper-smelter smokes, as well as free sulfur
trioxide. There is no important copper smelter
in the United States or Canada that does not
employ Cottrell treaters.
The treatment given to the dust and fume
collected in copper smelters depends upon its
composition. Most matenals wdl be damped,
sintered, or briquetted and fed back into the
smelting circuit, normally a t the reverberatory.
The principal byproduct from smelter fume is
arsenious oxide or white arsenic (As203], and
virtually all the World supply of arsenic 1s a
byproduct of copper and lead smelting. Where
arsenic is present in any quantity in the smelter
feed, i t tends to accumulate in the flue system,
because As103 is relatively volatile and is
driven off in both the roasters and reverberatories. Crude arsenic-bearing dusts are subjected to repeated distillations and condensation
until a commercially pure wh~te amenic 1s
produced, and the residue is then sent back to
the reverberatory furnace.
In addition to Aslo,, small quantities of lead
and bismuth may be separated in the arsenic
plant, unless these dustscontain enough arsenic to
warrant special treatment; however, they are
usually returned to the smelting cucuit, and
the contained imuurities are removed either in
the slag or in thecrude copper.
Autogenous or Flash Smelting.-The principle of flash smelting has been known for a long
time: that is, exothermic reactions talung place
on combusti& of sulfide concentrates generate
sufficient heat for continuous smeltmg of the
concentrates and necessary flux into matte and
sla
The process was first used on a commerciafscale by Outokumpu Copper Mmes, Ltd.,
a t its smelter a t Harjavalta, Finland, m 1949.
International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
started oxygen flash smeltkg ,of copper concentrate on a commercial bass m 1952, and the
Ashio smelter of the Furukawa M i m g Co. in
Japan, adopted the Outokumpu system in 1956.
In the Outokumpu process, oxidat~onreactions
take place in a vertmal shaft. Proper proportions of preheated air and b e d concentrate are
fed int,o a b q e r on the top of the reaction
shaft. The aw and concentrate ,are effect~vely
mixed in a burner and the resultmg suspension
directed vertically downward spreads over the
whole shaft area. As the particles enter the
hot shaft, ignition 1s instantaneous and the
exothermic reactions raise the heat of the particles to the smelting temperature.
The particles collec,t,in the molten bath in a
settler, which is located horizontally below the
reaction shaft. Iron oxide and silica from the
feed react to form slag, and the drops of molten
matte collect on the furnace hearth. The grade
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of the matte is controlled by the ratio of air to
concentrate. The temperature of the furnace
is controlled by altering the preheated air temperature. If the composition of the concentrate
requires air preheat temperatures above those
practically attained, the amount of extra heat
needed can be provided by mixing fuel with the
concentrates burned in the reaction shaft.
In the International Nickel Co. process almost pure oxygen is used instead of reheated
air. The reaction velocity accomplisfed in the
rich oxygen atmosphere permits the desired
oxidation of the sulfide particles before they
reach the molten bath.
Autogenous Converter Smelting.-The Nippon Mining Co., Ltd., a t its Hitachi smelter in
eastern Japan, developed a singlwtage smelting
operation for producing blister copper direct
from copper concentrates in a converter using
oxygen enriched air. Tests were started in
May 1951, and commercial production using the
process commenced in April 1958.
Concentrates produced from Hitachi mine
ore are blended with imported concentrates and
ores, then agglomerated, dried to 3 percent
moisture, and charged to a converter with a relatively small amount of blast furnace matte.
The charge is blown with oxygen-enriched air
and the first reactions generate heat and produce copper matte and slag. Further blowing
with oxygen converts the matte to blister wpper, which is cast in anode molds and is sent to
the refinery.
The converter slag formed in smelting the
concentrates and converting the matte is
skimmed and treated by flotation and the concentrate produced is re-treated in the converter.
Formeily, all copper ores and concentrates
were treated in ten blast furnaces, but now only
one blast furnace is used to supply origin matte
for the converters, and only a small portion of
the ores and concentrates processed is smelted
in the blast furnace.

REFINING
Copper produced by smelting is too impure
for most applications. This crude copper is
classified as blister copper produced from matte,
or black copper produced from smelting oxidized
ores or native copper ores. It contains silver
and gold and other impurities, such as arsenic,
antimony, bismuth, lead, selenium, tellurium,
and iron. The amount of these impurities will
vary greatly depending on the character of the
ore and the degree of elimination in smelting
and converting.
There are two methods of refining copper,
one by fire and the other by electrolysis. In
general, electrolytic refining, which is more espensive, will be used when the amount of

precious metals or the amount and character of
the impurities present warrants. Most of the
World production of primary copper is processed
by electrolytic refining followed by melting of
cathodes in fuel-fired reverberatory furnaces.
The common sequence of refining operations is:
(1) Fire refining of converter copper to produce
purer and more homogeneous anodes, (2) electrolytic refining of the anodes to recover precious metals and remove impurities, and (3) a
second fire refining to adjust the physical properties of the electrolytic copper to cast in shapes
for use in industry.
Anode Furnace Refining.-Converter or blister copper is 6re relined before casting to e l i i inate gases and impurities so that the anodes
produced will be physically and chemically
suitable for good electrolytic refining practice,
which requires that the set or exposed surface
of the casting must be flat. Impurities that
weaken the casting must be removed so that
the supporting lugs will have sufficient strength
to resist breakage by the handling methods
used.
The fire-refining process employs oxidatim,
fluxing, and reduction. It is based on the weak
affinity of copper for oxygen, compared with
that of the impurities. Compressed air a t 8 to
10 pounds pressure is introduced under the
molten metal surface through iron pi es, causing
a bubbling and agitatin action. {his exposes
the molten copper to t e furnace atmosphere,
and copper oxide is formed. The wpper oxide
dissolves in the metal bath, and reacts with the
copper sulfide present, forming sulfur dioxide,
which escapes from the melt; the wpper oxide
also gives up its oxygen to certain impurities,
forming metallic oxides which combine with
added silica to form slag. Sulfur, zinc, tin, and
iron are almost entirely eliminated and many
other impurities are partially eliminated by
oxidation. Lead, arsenic, and antimony can
only be removed in large quantities by fluxing.
Oxygen is removed by reduction. Gold and
silver and such impurities as nickel, bismuth,
selenium, and tellurium resist he-refining treatments almost completely and must be recovered
or eliminated by electrolysis. Table 14 gives
typical analyses of blister wpper.
The reduction step is accomplished by partly
covering the molten metal with coke and inserting green wood poles through the furnace door,
forcing one end below the bath surface. As fast
as a pole bums away it is fed into the furnace
until consumed. Reducing gases form,ed by
combustion convert the copper oxide in the
bath to wpper. The progress of reduction from
about 0.90 percent oxygen to the requlred
tough-pitch content (0.02 to 0.05 percent) 1s
determined by appearance and microscopic
examination of samples. A new method of

%
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TABLE14.-Analyses of variovs types of copper for anoh furnace
Psrowt

reduction using reformed natural grss has been
developed by the Phelps Dodge Corp. for its
three smelting plants in Arizona.
Two types of fuel-fired furnaces are used to
refine blister copper for casting @to anodes;
a cylindrical tilting furnace which takes a
molten metal charge and is usuall located near
the converters in smelting p ants, m d a
reverberatory furnace designed for remelting
and refining solid blister copper or high-grade
scrap. Except for charging and melting, operations of the two furnaces are comparable.
When cheap power is available, and refining the
charge is unnecessary, electric furnaces can be
used to melt the copper for anode casting.
The types of fuel used are pulverized coal,
natural gas, fuel oil, and electric power. I n the
United States, the western refineries generally
use naturd gas when available, with oil as a
standby; eastern refineries use oil or coal.
As a fuel, coal has some disadvantages, and for
.. use i t has been almost entirely replaced by
this

r'

011.

Cylimdrical tilting furnaces are lined with
basic refractories of either burned or unburned
magnesite brick. These refractories are most
resistant t o slagging actions. Refractones
maintained by occa?ional spray coatings have
given continual service for 7 to 10 years before
complete replacement of the lining was needed.
I n reverberatory furnaces construction ranges
from a basic brick roof to a complete lining of
silica brick; some installations have basic lining
in the sidewalls below the metal lime.
Fire refining native copper, black co per, and
secondary copper is similar to &no&-furnace
refining of blister copper; it is usually carr!ed
out in reverberatory furnaces. An oxidizmg
fusion is used to volatilize zinc and lead and to
scorify manganese, iron, lead, zinc, nickel,
cobalt, and some copper; the bath is blown with
air to saturate i t with cuprous oxide Cu20.
At this time, the bath contains approximately

6 percent Cu20. The dissolved Cu20 supplies
oxygen for impurities in the molten bath, and
these rise to the surface as slag. This slag is
skimmed as rapidly as it is formed. The
oxidation must be stopped aa soon as the slag
formation ceases, because the Cu,O will then
float on the surface, and considerable copper will
be lost. The oxidation reaction is stopped by
introducing enough reducing gases beneath the
bath surface to remove the proper amount of
oxygen to ive the poured cop er the pitch or
set desiref Green wood PO es usualg 9
immersed in the bath to form the re ucing
gases. Following poling, the tough pitch copper
is cast into commercial shapes for marketing.
Electrolytic Refining.-The first patents on
electrolytic refining of copper were obtained by
James Elkington in England in 1865-70; the
Balbach Smelting and Refining Co. built the
&st electrolytic copper refinery in the United
States at Newark, N.J., in 1883; and in 1893
there were about 30 electrolytic refineries in the
world, 11operating in the United States. Early
electrolytic refiners found it virtually impossible
to produce standard quality cathodes, and the
copper was inferior to that produced b fire
refining in the Lake Superior district. k i n g
addition agents and improvements in the circulation of the electrolyte were important mod]fications that helped overcome early difficulties,
but it required years to convince consumers that
electrolytic copper could be produced regularly
and uniformly with higher purity and conductivity than Lake copper. I t was not until 1914
that electrolvtic comer
.. became the basis for
price quotatcons.
Two systems of electro1~-tiecopperrefining
are employed-the multiple or parallel and the
series. In the multiple system, separate anodes
and cathodes are used, and the cathode deposit
accumulates on a thin startine sheet of refined
copper. The series system uses no cathodes,
and the electrodes of impure copper serve as

!

both anode and cathode; the copper dissolves
from one side of each electrode, and the purified
copper plates-out on the opposite side of the
adjacent electrode. The multiple system is
more widely used than the series system, largely
because of the flexibility regarding the purity
of the anode, the better recovery of precious
metals, and the lower cost of casting and
preparing the anodes. There is only one
refinery now operating using the series system.
I n electrolytic refining, copper IS separated
from other metals and impurities by electrolytic
oxidation and is deposited as pure metal by
electrolytic reduction in an electrolyte that is
essentially a solution of copper sulfate and
sulfuric acid. Anodes and cathodes are hung
alternately at carefnll spaced intervals in
concrete electrolytic ce s containing the electrolyte. When current is applied copper is
dissolved from the anode and enters the electrolyte as CuSO, (electrolytic oxidation) ; at the
same time an equivalent amount of copper
plates-out of solution on the cathode (electrolytic reduction). Figures 20 t o 22 are
photos of electrolytic tankhouses, two in the
United States, one in U.S.S.R.
Two types of reinforced-concrete electrolytic
tanks (cells) have been used in recent installations. One is assembled from precast concrete
slabs to form a row or tier of cells with partitions
common to two tanks. The bottoms of these
cells are usually made of heavy wood planks.
The other type is the cast-in-place monlithic
tier of reinforced concrete. All types of cells
have a bottom outlet for removing electrolytic
slime and may have another outlet for drawing
off the electrolyte before removing slime.
Antimonial lead is still favored for cell linings,
but several types of acid-resisting plastic materials are being tested. Lead pipe and rubber
tubing have been traditionally used for conveying electrol te t o and from the cells. However, polyvinyg tubing is replacing rubber in
many tankhouses, and several new installations
have polyvinyl plastic as a replacment for lead
pipe and the lead lining of launders. Using
plastics instead of lead eliminates conducting
paths through which destructive current can
stray from the electric circuit.
The copper sulfate-sulfuric acid solution
used as the electrolyte can vary widely in
chemical composition, specific gravity, and temperature and still give satisfactory results in
producing high-purity cathode copper. The
electrolyte constituents may be adjusted t o
compensate for accumulating anode impurities
in solution. For example, sulfuric acid content
can range from 150 to 220 g/l, but in most
tankhouses it is maintained at 200 g/l, because
this concentration has a, high-electrical conductivity and usually avoids the anode polari-
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zation, resulting from lower solubility of impurity salte caused by high-acid content. Also,
the copper content as sulfate may be from 40 to
55 g/l, but it is usually maintained at 45 g/l.
This content insures pure copper deposition,
yet allows for the presence of reasonable
amounts, of soluble impurities.
The copper content of the electrolyte tends
to increase by 1.5 percent of the copper deposited. A sufficient amount of the electrolyte
IS continually diverted through plating-out or
liberator cells equipped with lead anodes. This
keeps the cop er content of all the electrolyte
a t the desire level for deposition of normal
high-purity copper. The temperature of the
electrolyte can ran e from 120' to 150" F ; a t
most plants it is he d a t 140' F or higher at the
cell inlet to insure higher solubity and lower
specific gravity, which facilitates movement of
the electrolyte through the cell.
All electrolytic refineries introduce certain
additions to the electrolyte to produce firm,
smooth, cathode deposits free from entrapped
impurities and to prevent sprouting growths
whichwould cause short circuits with the anodes.
Adding sodium chloride precipitates dissolved
silver and improves the physical characteristics
~
of the cathode. Certain organic a d d i t ~ vpromote a he-grained, firm, cathode d e p w ~ tfree
from growing protrusions for many days of
plating. Animal glue, a complex protein, 18
recognized as the most effective organic addition agent. Other organic compounds whch
act as modifiers are used with glue, but they do
not replace it entirely. Among these are casein,
thiourea, Goulac, Bindarene, Avitone, Orzan A,
and Separan. Glue additions range from 0.01
to 0.3 pounds per ton of cathode deposition,
and the modifying agents are added in multiples
of two, three, or four times the weight of glue.
Replenishing water evaporated from the
electrolyte each day is a critical item in
tankhouse operation. This daily eva oration
amounts to 2 to 3 percent of the tota volume
of electrolyte being heated and circulated
through the cells. Such loss must be carefully
and continuously replaced, either with clean
water or makeup solution recovered from
washing cathodes and anode scrap, or from
leaching and washing electrolyti: slime. The
makeup solution of water requlred must be
thoroughly blended and kept warm, so that it
will mix readily when added continuously to
the circulating electrolyte. Diluted electrolyte
due to improper addition of makeup solution or
water will cause needlelike or whiskerlike
growths on the cathode that may short circuit
the adjacent anode.
Anodes.-Anodes
used in multiple refining
usually have a copper content of 98.5 t o 99.6
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FIGURE
20.-Electrolytic Refinery, Baltimore, Md.
(Courtesy, Kennecott Copper Corp.)

FIGURE
21.-Electrolytic

Refinery, Perth Amboy, N.J.

(Courtesy, The Anaconda Company)

FIGURE
22.-Electrolytic

Refinery, Noril'sk, U.S.S.R.

(Courtesy, U.S.S.R. Embassy)
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percent (table 15), oxygen will ran e between
0.10 and 0.30 percent, and usually t e percentages of the various impurities, exclusive of
silver, are in the second or thwd decimal place.
Silver plus gold seldom exceeds 30 ozlton or
0.10 percent. Anode dimensions range from
27 to 36 inches in width, from 31 to 39 inches in
length, and from 1%to 2 inches in thickness.
Anodes are cast, flat with two ears or lugs a t
the top end so they may be hung vertically in
the tanks; the longer of the two lugs acts as
the conductor for the inflow of current. Weight
ranges from 400 to 700 pounds per anode. The
life of the anode under electrolysis is from 21 to
42 days, leaving a scrap remainder of 12 to 20
percent. Scrap anodes are washed to remove
slime and returned to the anode furnace for
remelting.
Cathodes.-The starting cathodes used in the
production cells are thin sheets of electrolytic
copper deposited on oiled blanks of hard-rolled
copper hung in special cells. After a 24-hour
deposition, the starting sheets, 0.02 to 0.03 inch
thick, are peeled from each side of each blank.
Strips cut from these sheets are formed into
loops which are attached to each sheet by
punching or welding so that a copper rod can
be threaded through them. The rods support
the sheets when hung in the production cells
and also serve as current conductors.
EZectroZytic Process.-In the production cells,
the starting sheets and anodes are properly
spaced, and anode lugs and cathode-rod ends
are checked for good current contact. Power
is supplied from diiect-current generators connected with the tanks by heavy copper conductors or bus bars in such a manner as to
make the impure anodes positive and the purecopper starting sheets negative. The current
enters the anode bar, splits and passes through
the anodes, through the electrolyte to the cathodes, and out the cathode bus bar. The
cathode bus bar becomes the anode bus bar
for the next tank.
With the electrolyte a t the required level,
temperature and rate of flow, current is applied

%

and copper from the anode dissolves in the
electrolyte and deposits on the cathode untll
the scheduled growth has been completed.
Current is then shut off from the section of
cells, the cathodes are withdrawn from the
electrolyte by crane, thoroughly washed with
hot water by immersion or spray? and loaded
for transportation to furnaces or to the market.
In the process of deposition the anode impurities may dissolve in the electrolyte, float
on the surface as slimes, or fall to the bottom of
the tank-forming anode slime or mud. Of
the soluble impurities that accumulate from
normal corrosion of the anode, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, and nickel Gve most concern
and necessitate closest control of the temperature and the copper and acid content of the
electrolyte. Nickel remains almost entirely
soluble; much of the arsenic, antimony, and
bismuth form complex compounds which precipitate with the slime. Concentrations of
nickel in the electrolyte can be tolerated to
20 g/l, and arsenic to 15 g/l, but antimony and
bismuth become t'roublesome when they exceed
0.5 g/l. The anode slimes are removed and
treated to recover their valuable elements,
among which are selenium, tellurium, copper,
silver, and gold. Operating data for United
States and foreign electrolytic copper refineries
are given in table 16.
Cathode Refining and Casting.-The
usual
fuel-fired furnace process involved in melting
electrolytic cathodes for casting copper in
refinery shapes is generally regarded as a
refining process, because the copper during
melting absorbs oxygen and sulfur that must be
removed in the furnace before casting. Although the resulting product contains a slightly
lower percentage of copper than the cathodes
before melting, and the process is therefore not
strictly one of refining, removal of sulfur and
adjustment of oxygen content require practically- the same steps as those used in fire refining.
Castings of tough-pitch copper must conform
to certain requirements of composition, surface
quality, and internal soundness to meet

TABLE15.-Analyses
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TABLE
16.-Electrolytic

rejning of copper

Amerimn Smelting and Re- American Smeltlng and RaAnlng Company, RaltiW n g Campmy. Perth
mom, Md.
Amboy, N.J.

American Smelting and RefinlngCompen~.Tam,
WWh.

The Anawnda Company,
Oreat Falls, ~ o n t .

~ o l i d e n sOruyaktiebolag,
RUnnLLLr, Swsden

8
Zm
s

Electrolyte:
S p e c l f i ~ e r a s.
i.
t.
~.............................
Perantam Cu.................................
Permntsge m moo .........................
Tem ersturs, c:
&inlet ..................................
CBiio"tlet..-- .............................
Cbculation .............................. m m .
Cllculation a p ~ s r a t u.s.........................

1.266........................ 1.276........................
1.26...----.-.............-.1.28......................... i.2L
3.6 (44.3 gn) .................3.6 (u.6gn) ..........--..--.
3.6 (48.76 gn).....------.-...
3.32 (12.7 gn) ................ 4.2 (62 go
16.8 ( I W . ~ ~..
~..
P..
I........ 16.6 (210.4gn)............... 1 7 . o ( n ~ . ~ o g /.....-.-..-...
i)
11.4 ( I W ~ O..
).............. 1.4 (17ogjj.
cw ........................... cw ......................
62.8.........................65. ..---........--.--.---....
62.2.
66.5.................................................. :1111 M.9 .........................
4&9......................... m.
3.88......................... 3.56.0 ............-.--.-.....
6.0 ...--.------.----......--.
6.0 .......................... 1.7.
Vertical eantdlugal Pumps.. Horizontal o e n t r l l u ~ a l VertlmI and horizontal an- Pohieairlins...............Horicontal
oentrlrugal
PumPS.
tlif"ga1 p u m p s
Heating equlpmcnt ............................ Lead stosm wils in solution Karbate tubular hast er- I s a d tubular hest ex- Lead steam mils in miution I apumps.
s d steam wlls in solution
tanks.
changer..
ohangem.
tank8.
tanks.
Addition amnts, pound per ton of cathode:
Olue.......................................
0.126 ........................ 0.113-.....-........---.--...
0.10 ..-.--.--..--.-.....-0 . W ....................... 0.10.
OOUISO.............................
o.@n........................ 0.462 ............................. 1: ...................... o.wa ........................ o,or
others .............................
HCI 0.L .................... NaCl 0.1L .....-........---NaClO.13 ................... N8ClO.W .................. Thioures 0.10.
Purltlcatlon scheme:
B.V.-blue vltrlol ( w w e r sulkte) .......................................
Sewgation Ln Pyne-Oreen .............................. Production by wneantratanb.
tion.
I ~ i.b e1e~trolytlci1berstion
................ Lib. M Cu. As, Sb; remmsl Lib.
ofCu As Sb; removal Lib, 01 Cu As Sb. removsl Llb. o r c u As Sb. -oval
Lib. 01 C v As Sb. remowl
01 NI Fe. etc., by m e a n 01 Nl. P;, etf., by wneenol Nl F& etk, b$ w n m or Nl, Fh, et&, b$ m e a n of Ni, I?;, et&, bk m e a n tratidn.
tration.
tratidn.
tmt~on.
trstion.
Current:
Am~erespereaii
............................... 16,200....................... l o r n .......................8.W10.3W .................. ,m........................ 6,-,m.
Ampw8spersq nmtbode ..................... 18.2......................... 18.3......................... 16.0......................... 6
11.2......................... 18-24,
Voltagepertank ............................... 0.210........................0.280........................ 0.200.....--.--..-...........
. m ........................ 0.sw.S.
Conversion e u u i ~ m s n.t............... ac to do.. Bynchronous rotary wn- Steam turbine generators... Motor Generator sets....... 0Motor
Omerator sets....... Motor Oenerator sets and
verter..
merourysm rectifier.
Current voltage and kw olgeneratna ......... OM.......................... 16Wand 2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1,110.....------..-.-......-.
.
.
.
......................100.
k n e r a t b r am k g e............................ 8,670........................ l b , m a n d 6 0 , ~ 0............ 6,WO........................ ...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
4
, ~ .
3
.
m
Osnerstor vol age, msr ........................ I10..........................
l6Oand 160.................. 1W.......................... 200.......................... 80.
Current emolency.................... pereant-. OS.1......................... 04.5 ........................93.0
.
.........................
08-94
.........-----..-...
81.
KwhltonCu ................................... 164.......................... 181..........................
sop.......................... 108......................
m.
P O U ~C~u Sk w d a.~........................... 244.......................... 205. -.--..-.--..--..-..-.....
230.......................... 280.......................... l6M20.

p

ILL:

See footnote a t end of lsble

Anodes:
COm&tl(m,

percent C u ...................... 60.41 Domestlo ..............
89.28 Noranda
SBX3BXI.M .................
625..........................
c a s t lug8....................

Length, wldth, thloknes..............Inch..
W e l g h t . ~..................................
I
Mode olsus nslon
~~~d~ sWf& ....::=::::::::::ii~
.................................d
Percentagescrap ...............................
Starting oathodes:
b n g t h , width, thickness ..............inch..
weight ....................................I .
ode 01 suspension ........................
Finished wthodes:
Replacedslter (7) days........................
Welght .................................... l b .
~ s n i p u l a t l o nof electrodes .....................
DepBition tnnks:
Msterlals oloonstructlon ......................
~ l n i n.
g........................................
~ ~ " ~ t h , depth .......................
Numhor 01 anudes, e d l h o d e ~...............
EIPC~~~~COD~I~OII

...I

~ m p 0 m 91er 318~are
m h wou YCtLon ..........
E:IPCIIOIYIB l n to~BII ~................
~
.

M

r ............................
24...........................
14...........................

87.547.9 ..................... 89.32........................
28XSBXL.625-lO .............
460626......................
Cast l W ....................
7.0 ..........................
24 ...........................
18-20 ........................

W.18 ........................ 88.40.

31X34XL.Ml.75 ............. a6XaSX1.375....-.-......... 3BXS5X1.626.
EC410...................... bBO .......................... 7W.
Cast 1 w....................
Cast lugs
Cast lugs.
4.25......................... 8.5 .......................... 3.87s.
42 ..........................
...........-.---.-.---......
n.
a8
18........................... 12.4......................... 15.

....................

37X37.5XO.023 ............... 30X3BX0.035................ SlXaSXO.02 ................. 37X38X0.028 ................ 41X37X0.025.
11........................... r ............................ 12........................... 11.2.
la...........................
2 small loops ................ 1 wlde loop.
1wlde loop.................. 2 small loops.. .............. 2 small loops. .............-8-12 ......................... 8............................ 14...........................
140-l&2
166-2W ...................... la0..........................
Overhead manes.. ......................................................................

......................

13.7......................... 13.5.
2Bo.......................... 3m.
Overhead manes..

..........

Conmete.
Moncuthlcooocrete ......... Concrete .................... Conmete-woad .............. Conorete.-...-.-.-.---......
A n t i m o d d lead.
Antimodal lead
Antlmonisl lead ............. b a d ........................ Lead ....-........--.---.---"~'
.......... 13'7"X3'7"X4'0"
180"~3'1"~4'6" ............ I O ~ ~ ~ " X ~ ' B " ~ ' C ' X ~ ' Oll'S"X3'6''X3'0.6"
1 ~ 1 " ~ 3 ' 7 . 5 " ~ 4 '.31".....

....I

........................
a,..
Walker ......................
W 4 W
~ 0 1 1 0....................
~.
TOP.........................

48 4v. ...............
W1.1~81.~86

4YI .........................

............

........................
Walker

......................

a0........................

Walker ......................

524..........................

49 41.
\\.hllebesd.
375.

ROIIU~.
nottom. .................... m w m .
e mud:
16.
Percantege of anode............................ 16........................... 45................. .. ........ 20 ........................... 8.3..........................
Comllosltion:
1.6~.
6.78
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
2
.
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
AU ......................ounces per ton.. 5a1 ..........................
10.6~
....
--..................................................17.138.
A~ .................................. do.... 4,439.n ...................... 1 m . w ...........-........
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
P.BJ
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cu ............................. percent .... 34.42
2.09 ......................... 0.03L
Fb
do.................................. 0.30-O.BO ..................... 0.039 ........................
8 b .................................. do ................................ -. 0.30-O.70 ..................... 0.104 ........................ 0.20 .........................0021.
7.W ......................... 0.W.
do .................................. 0.028.....................................................
S....................................
14.50 ........................ 0,047.
8e ................................... &... 20.60 ........................ 0.016~....................... 0.022 ........................
T~..................................
do... 4.82 ......................... 0.010 ........................ o.oa8 ........................ 1.m ......................... o . m ,
0.009
0.19
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.........................0.014.
0.02
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Fe ...................................do
0.082.
0.53 .........................
0.10.......................................................
AS^ .................................. do
10.76
........................ 0.073.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.025
Nl ................................... do
0.83.........................
8101.................................
do
8.56 .........................
8 0 $..................................
do..............................................................................................
Usmoved alter (7) days .................... 24 ........................... 24........................... 14........................... 28........................... 27.

..................................

..................................
.................................

8ee footnote a t end of table.
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Table 16.-Electrolytic

rejning o j copper-Continued

Mount Lyell Minlng and Mululira Co pe. Minw.
~ a i i w s ycompany ~ t d . ,
~ t d . ~, E o d e ~ i ~
Queenstown, T&anls

-

Norddeutsohe Afsnerie.
Hamhwg, ~ e r m a o y

Outokumpu Oy. Porl.
~in~snd

Phelps Dodge Remlng
~ o r p . .EI PW, T ~ Z .

Eiectlolyte:
s ~ e o ~ f l c m s v..
l.
t.~............................ 1.20 ......................... 1.n ......................... 1.26 ......................... 1 . n .........................
Paraantage Cu................................. 3.3 (40gfl)................... 3.261.1 (wgh~)..~: ........ 2.8 (36gfl)................... 3.0 (87 gm...................
~ s r e a n t ~ ..~....
~...
~....
~...
0...0....
~.. 1 ~ z .(sl m s o e f l .......... IHO ( a w l a s s ) ........ w.2 (lsssn) .................1.6 ( m a )

..................

Tem%~et.--. ..............................
4........................ €%XI........................ 67.8 .........................
CBU OUtlBt.............................................................................................
€4...........................
ck0ulGi0nn..............................gpm.. h ........................... 3............................ 4.4 ..........................
Ciroulation apparatus. ........................ Centrlhlgsl pumps .......... ~8 our a m u l h y d pumps. Centrltugsl pumps ..........
HaatIra equipment ............................
Addition asente, ~ u n psr
d ton of cathode:
OlUe.......................................
00.....................................
Others.....................................
Pwiflcstion scheme:
B.V.- blua sitriol ( m p w sulfate)........

l s a d steam MIISln solutlon
t h .

..............................

..........y::::::::::::::::::::
.-..-.......-..to dc..
.........

Produotlon.

................

..........................................................................................................

8JC-10,OX ................. 8,W ........................
2 1 4 ........................ 14.9 .........................
0.400-0.460...-.............. O.ZM.. .....................
Motor Generator sets. -.-..~ o t Oeneratar
a
sets .......
8M.......................... 2-2.m hv. l l , m 0 v a o m e r BtOrB.

Gsneratorsmperw ...........................
h e r s t o r voltage. mar ........................
Clmentei8dancy .................... pe.mt.Kwhlton Cu ...................................
Pounda C W d n y ............................

mils.

0.2W.W..................... 0.11 ......................... 0.012 ........................ 0.074.16 ....................
Cagein 0.64.76 .............. 0.824.
Oil 0.14.2 ................... 8 0 1 0.84.................... Oil0.020..................... ThloureaO.11...............

Lib.-elsouolytia Ilberstlon ............................................................................

Current:
Ampe.sswrcdi. ..............................

St-

60...........................
m.7 .........................
4.6 ..........................
Horizontal
~enulQsl
Pumps.
LBsdtubularheatdmm.

1 0 . w .......................

l 0 , m pmp do at %la, v.

Lib. of Cu As sb. Remowl
or NI, fie btc.: by muamtration.'

Lib. ofCu. As. Sb; R m v d
of NI, Fe etc., by mnmuation!

........................

6,7W
11,W....................... 14 8M.
14.8 ......................... 21.8 ......................... 19:
0.280
0.LM.
0.290

........................

........................
..... 816
~ o t o amerstor
r
mte ....... Motor ( f B ~ r n R t O lBets.
.......................... 7m.

steam turbine g-ator
1 , W........................

10,m....................... 7,033........................ 11.m.......................
w........................... 11.m ....................... 1.m.......................... 4s. ..........................
81-w ........................ 9 h ....-.--..--.--...........
01...........................
pl...........................
(0Wd....................................................
201.......................... 2M..........................
1%Im ...................... 260.2 ........................ m.......................... 188..........................

Anodes:

cw&ht
g ~....~.....~.i;i&au:lII;IIIIIIII
~ t ~ ' l T y ; ;!:;:jiii ;i2ii;::::;;;;;;:;
..................... poun m..........................

Mode of auapenslon............................
Anodsspsolng ......................... Lnchea..
Life..................................... y
..............................e
P~roentsgsserap
starting cathode%
length wldth, thlohlesa .............. Inohas..
Weifht: ..............................pomde..
MO B olmspenaion ............................
Fmshsd cathodes:
Replacsdsfter(7)dsgs........................
Weight ............................... pounds..
~ s o l p u l a t i a nof eleotrodes.........................

g:E&c2i
i.z;;;;;;;;;;;;gx"aaxl,s,
RFJaQi
;ii:::;;:;;::;;:;;;; ;:g??&xi,-G-.......................... BBO.
..........................
..........................
546

Cuwirelmpa castlnwrners. Plain cast lugs ..............
6.6 .......................... 4.6 ..........................
1&25 ........................ 28...........................
13........................... 12-16 ........................

806
Cast lugs. .................. Cast lugs. ..................
3 . W ........................ 4.75 .........................
26 ........................... 21...........................
13-16 ........................
18...........................

364

Cast lugs.

4.

26.
14.2.

.-.......

37X37X0.026 .-.-..-.........
37.5X37.6XO.Mb.
30.26X27.876XO.m(
3SX30XO.U2 ................. 37.2SX37.876XO.m5
8 ............................ 0.6 .......................... 7.2 .......................... 14........................... 11.6.
2 small Loops................ 2 4 , wide Imps. ............ 2 smsll Imps ....-...........1wide loop. ................ 1wlde loop.
13.
3-8.......................... 14........................... 12.6 ......................... 7............................ 280.
06-126 ....................... 24L ......................... 1M.......................... 178..........................

..........

Chain blooks and overheed
crme.

Overhead cranes .........................................................................

Overheed mane&

Concrete.................... prsosst reinforcad wnuete Conuete.................... Concrete .................... Conuets.
.bb.
l
........... Antlmonlal Lead. ........... Antimonid lead.
peroent). ~ n t l m o n i s Lead.
~ l n...
y.................................... Antlmonlal l a d . ........... Antimoniel lead (6
P'2.26"X3'7"X3'10".
.......... 10'6"X2'8"X4'1" ............ ll'lO,6"X3'7 .26" X4'W' ...... 37.38.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
12'8"X3'O"X3'0"
10'2"X2'8"X3'0"
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Isngt .width, depth
........................
88,34
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..........
Number of anodes, oathodes ................... 21.22 ........................ 33 32 ........................
hltehssd .-..-.............Whitehead.
...
Eluvlaoonnetlon
. . Msllosseededoublelumper W'alks ...................... Wslket ......-..-..-......2328
bar.
Bm.......................... 4WOCO.
046
.
...................... 460
A mper88 persQ I ~ U ( I PmBt i oD ................ €OMW
Bottom.
..................... Top
~ l ~ o t l o l yinlet
t e to call. ....................... Top......................... Bottom ..................... ~ o t t o m
Anode mud:
W.
8.13
12.1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.12
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.........................
p e r o e n ~ e o l a o a d e........................... 3 6 4 0........................
Composition:
2W.
0.43
88
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
A" ........................omOB8per ton.. BB.~......................... 22 ...........................
........................ 10.28 ........................ O m 0
Ag ..................................do.... 373.......................... 3703 ........................ 3,650
ah.'
1a.6
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
o u ............................... percan.. 7 r .......................... 3 b u........................
10.0.
0 . W .-..--..-..--.-........
0.3 ..--......---------------P h .................................. do....
0.0 ........................................................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2.0.
TTw
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
8.6
8b................................... d o . 0.4 ........................................................
0.W6 ........................
8 ....................................do.... 0........................................................................................
0.017 ........................
88................................... do.... 3..........................................................
12.6.
0.6
~e .................................. do
0.014 ........................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
................................... do.... 0.2
0.008 ........................ 0.6.
AS .................................. do .... 0.08
0.71 .........................
NI .................................. do.... 0.w .....................................................................................
44.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
...
...
...
...
..d
...
...
.................................................................................
810,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
o
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
........................................................
8 0 .................................d o . .
.-.......--------------.--.
26.
..~..~..s............. 18-26 ........................ @........................... 26 ........................... 21
~ e m o ~ e d a l t e r ( 1 ).d

Depasition taols:
~ a w l d ofs wmvuctlon

(

SBB lmtnote s t end of table.
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(

I

Electrolyte:
B W B o s a v i t.
~............................... 1.24......................... 1.28......................... 1.210........................ 1.285 ........................ 1.n.
Permntam Cu ................................ 2.80 (34.72 g/l) ..............3.75 (48 0 )................. 3.7 (45 gfl).................. 3.5 (45 gll).................. 3.2 ( a m g )
Per-tsge
bee H1801. ........................ 18.W ( m . 2 gn) .............. 17.0 (215 &!I) ................. 9.9 (La) &!I) .................. 17.5 (215 g/l)................. 16 (195.20$11)
Tern ~ ~ U I B , ~ C :
G i r d a t .................................. 50 ..........................
63 .......................... BS........................... 56. .......................... M.
Cdioutlet ......-.---.--....--.-...--.---.
47.5 ......................... 55 ..........................
Clroulation .............................. gpm.. 3.75 ......................... 4............................ 6 (5imporislgaUom) ........ 3 3........................... 3.
Clrculstlon a p w a t u8.......................... V e r t i d and horizontal can- Vertiasl and horlmntal can- H o r l n o n t a 1 cantrUugal Vertioal cantrllugal pump.. Worthlte canp u p .
trifwal pum
v u w pump.
PUP.
H s ~ t h gBQUipment................................ Lead steam mils in head Karbate tub&
best er- Lead steam ooils and heat Lead steam pipea ........... &bate
tubular heat ertank.
changers.
chqm.
exch~og~m.
Addltion agents, pound per ton oroathods:
Glue ....................................... 0 . m .
.................. 0.1w.OBa .................... 0.088........................ 0 . m ........................ 0 . m .
Goulso..............................................1: .................. o.ao-0.m .................... B1ndareneo.m ...........................................
Lisnoneo.79.
O t h m ................................................................... Casein0.W ............................................... 0.9 ..........................
(M per~entsolids).
Pulillcation 60heme:
I3.Y.-blue vitriol (copper suifatsl. ........ B.V. oduation by neuhal- .............................. I n procasa of deslgn.. .....................................
Begemtion In Pgne-Omn
isat% and concantration.
tar&%
Llb-=electr01ytic11ber~t1on
................ L1b.ofCu As Sb.Removal 1.ib.orcu &ab. Removal .............................. ~ i b . o f C uAS 8b. emo oval L i b of c u AS 8b. emo owl
elo.,
eoncanor NI.
M N I ~ 6ete.,
, dg w n c a a
of ~ i F&
. eic., dy m a n or NI, ,
:F eic., 6 y mnoentration.
tratlon.
tratidn.
tration.
Current:
h p e r e s p e r d l ............................... 414 .......................... 7.m ........................ 9 . m ........................
1 . m ........................ l o r n .
A m m ~ ~ ~ f t c 8 t h..
o..
d..B
................ 18.4 ......................... 15.5 ......................... 15.0 ......................... 14.5......................... 14:s.
~ o l t w p t a n.k
.............................. 0.110 ........................ 0 . m ....................... 0 . m........................ 0.lm ........................ 0 . m .
Comer on equipment, ao to dc................ Rotary wnverters ........... Motor generator wts; die981 M o m generator sets........ Rotary m n ~ e r t e r.s.......... Motor generator sat8 megLlnmtm8.
ohsnlcd rectifier, i u r b
mneratom.
Cmrent, voltage, and kw olgen818tOr8......... 7 M m...................... 2,400 ........................ 880.......................... 1837........................ 1 , m .
Generator a m w a g e ...........................2,100-1 8m................... s aa
mom ....................... ib.m....................... i z a a .
a n e r a t o r voltage. mar ........................
...................... j0.1:1:l:l::1:1:
116.......................... 17n ......................... 156.
Cmrent emOiems....................
percant-. 70........................... 82........................... 82.......... 1................ W........................80.
K w h h o n c u ................................... 151.......................... 176......----......--.--..-..
197.......................... 150.......................... 18%.
Po~ndeC4ikw-dsy ............................ 318.......................... 2~ .......................... 244.......................... a?0.......................... 2&1.

FA,

&

Anodes:
..................... 88.00 ........................ 88.80.
compsition c u ..
~.................. Percent.. 88.5 ......................... 88.40........................ 388.78..~
1.5 ..............
3 8 x 3 8 ~1.25.
.
~ .............. 7 r 3 0 1 1.25............-.-.36.5x35.6~
...
~e~~th,~id&,thl&m
e.s..
a.......... Inoh.. .66x12r0.5025 ............... 3 7 . 5 ~ 2 8 . 51.5
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established commercial standards. The surface
should be flat to slightly crowned, finely
wrinkled, and free from ridges or edgewise
depressions. Other surfaces must be free from
laps, cold sets, inclusions, and protrusions.
Internally there should be no blowholes or
cracks. The molten metal must be properly
conditioned with respect to gas content and
amount of gas-forming elements. The means
for pouring the molt.en metal into the mold
must permit a quiescent transfer so as to avoid
surface defects. Temperature range, pouring
speed, and mold design will determine bhe rate
of solidification and the internal structure of
the casting.
Refinery shapes are of two classes: Regular
shapes-consisting mainly of horizontally cast
wirebars, ingots, and ingot bars-and special
shapes-including vertically cast wirebars, cakes
and billets. Large-scale casting operations use
specialized equipment integrated with the melting furnaces. Molds for horizontal casting
are traylike, with the major axis in the horizonCal plane. In service, they are kept within
the desired temperature range with bottom
water sprays. Such molds are used largely
for wirebars, ingots, and ingot bars. Vertically
cast shapes are produced in molds havingthe
mold pocket in the vertical plane so that the
set surface of the shape is of minimum area.
Molds of this type are used chiefly in producing
billets, cakes, and wirebars (fig. 23).
The melting of cathodes in electric furnaces
eliminates the refining steps necessary in reverberatory furnaces. At one plant selected
cathodes are melted in an induction furnace
under a reducing gas atmosphere for casting
oxygen-free copper wirebars, cakes, and billeta.
Two other refineries melt the cathodes in electnc
arc furnaces that are capable of producing
copper of negligible oxygen content owing to
the normal reducing atmosphere in the furnaces.
These furnaces, however, are equipped y t h
draft systems, permitting a controlled quant~ty
of air to pass over the molten baths, and the
copper absorbs some oxygen by the time it
flows from the furnaces. The molten copper
picks up more oxygen durin its passage
through the launders to the hofding furnaces,
and by casting time the oxygen content is at
the desired 0.03 to 0.04 percent for tough-pitch
copper.
A special feature of refineries that melt
cathodes in electric furnaces is the integrated
continuous and semicontinuous casting equipment for forming wirebars, F i e @ , and cakes.
The principle of continuous casting, although
not new, has been developed for the commercial production of refinery shapes in the
last 15 yean. I n the process, molten metal
is fed into one end of a mold or forming enclo-

sure, and solid metal is continuously withdrawn from the other end a t a s eed
regulated by the rate of solidification. &his
method of casting was used only for deoxidized
and oxygen-free copper until 1958, when the
American Smelting and Refining Co. (AS. & R.)
perfected equipment for semicontinuous casting of tough-pitch copper cakes.
The cake casting operation at the AS.& R.
Perth Amboy, N.J., plant is unique and is
based on use of water-cooled graphite molds
which, because of their heat transfer properties
and lubricating qualities, are adaptable for
continuous casting.
unit has dual, water-cooled,
Thf cast%
graphte
mol
mounted on a reciprocating
carriage sus ended over a 32-foot well. Copper
is poured t ough a funnel arrangement into
each mold. As the castings solidify the
are lowered continuously through the mol s
by a hydraulic ram at controlled speeds and
ass through high-pressure water coolmg sprays.
&ongh-pitch copper cakes are cast in 25-foot
lengths, with cross-sectional dimensions of
5 by 25 inch, 5 by 30 inch, or 5 by 36 inch.
Wireban, billets, and cakes of oxygen-free,
high-conductivity copper are cast by a continuous process at the United States Metals
Refining Co., Carteret, N.J. Wiebars and
small billets are cast in one machine having
water-cooled, vertically split copper molds that
are vibrated horizontally a t about 1,200 cycles
per minute. This vibration produces ra idly
recurring pressure on the solidifying metafand
prevents surface rupture as it is withdrawn.
A second machine roduces billets up to 8 inches
in diameter and cages in two sizes, 4 x 13 inches
and 3% x 26 inches. The one piece copper
mold in this machine reciprocates in a vertical
direction, moving downward with the casting
about 1% inches and turning quickly to its
upper position by a cam mechanism. The
low frequency of relative movement between
mold and metal and lubrication prevents
surface rupture of the castings.
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The term fabrication, as applied to the metal
industries, refers to sbaplng and finishing
refined metals and alloys from bulk forms into
standard shapes, sizes, temper, and finishes
required by manufacturers of finished articles
or by construction industries.
Copper and copper-base-alloy products consist of strip, sheets, plates, rods, shapes, tubes,
bus bars, commutators,' print rolls, and wire
and are fabricated in numerous sizes, shapes,
and dimensions.

FIGURE
23.-Vertical

Casting of Copper Cakes.

(Courtesy, The Anaconda Company)
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The group of companies manufacturing these
products is generally referred to as the copper
and hraw industry. A list of the companies
fabricating copper and brass in the United
States, the locations of their plants, and the
products manufactured are given in chapter 7.
The copper-wire fabricators are a se arate
group of manufacturers. Methods 0 4 production are more or less standardized, but may
vary between two companies producing the
same article and slso between two plants within
the same company or organization. Many
types of machinery and equipment are utilized
and alloy products.

Fabricators receive their refined metals from
the refineries in carlots as cathodes, ingots,
billets, slabs, cakes, or bars. The scrap used
by fabricators originates,mostly from processing
various products; remaining requirements are
obtained from secondary manufacturers and
scrap dealers.

Melting Furnaces and Casting
The melting fnrnaces used almost exclusively
the fabricators of cqpper and copper-basea o products are. electnc induction furnaces of
the Kow-freqnency type. I n copperplate mills,
reverberatory furnaces are generally used.
Induction Furnaces.-Low-frequency, induction-meltin fnrnaces came into use from 1915
to 1920 an soon displaced the older practice
of melting in coal- or coke-fired graphite crucibles in all important operations. Induction
furnaces, now in general use, are made in various
sizes, ranging from 80 to 900 kw input with
single coil furnaces and 1,000 kw with dual coil
furnaces. Pouring capacities vary up to 10,000
pounds. In many instances double-slot (two
inductor tubes serving one bath) furnaces are
used to reduce the melting time. Essentially,
both types are crucible melting furnaces in
which a ring of molten metal surrounds one leg
of an iron transformer core. The primary
windmg of the transformer is connected to an
alternating-current supply. Current passing
through the primary is magnified in the singleturn secondary in direct proportion to the ratio
of turns, which in this case equals the number
of turns in the primary. In a typical furnace,
current of about 30,000 amperes is developed,
which heats the ring of metal-owing
to its
electrical resistance.
The secondary loop is so designed that the
effect of magneto-motive force generated by the
high current creates a circulation from the
secondary to the crucible and back. Thus, the
h
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overheated metal in the secondary is continuously replaced by cooler metal from the crucible, causing the charge to melt rapidly.
The electrical characteristics of the furnaces
depend on the molten revivtivit of the alloy
melted, and the resistance of t i e single turn
secondary loop as well as the primary coil. The
reaction of both primary and secondary are
important, as well as mutual positioning of
both with respect to the core.
Refractories.-The
refractory lining of an
induction furnace must have low-electrical
conductivity to avoid short-circuiting between
the primary coil and the molten loop of metal
forming the secondary. This precludes using
silicon carbide, but most other common industrial refractories may he employed, such as
fare e l a a~ y n a , magnesia, ,chromite, silica,
and mu te The principal criterion for selecting one or more of these refractories $ the
refractory cost per pound of metal or alloy
melted, which is a function of replacement cost,
principally labor, versus operating life. In a
furnace averaging 600 pounds or more per
hour of pounng capacity, the life of the lining
is considered satisfactory if it lasts for the
pouring of a half d o n pounds of some
highly refractory alloy such as cupronickel,
although a life 10 times as great is not unusual
with some of the more easily melted, lowtemperature brasses.
F u m e Operation-When a furnace is first
placed in operation, linings, after a low-temperature drying period, must be part!y vitrified
by careful heating with a torch until they are
well above a red heat and preferably as high
as 2,500" F. This may take 15 hours. About
half a normal charge of molten metal is then
added to more than fill the secondary loop
and to complete the secondary circuit. The
current is then turned on, and melting will
proceed normally upon addition of unmelted
material.
A furnace is usually charged in the following
manner: F i t , a layer of scrap of the same
composition as the metal to be poured (for
example, brass) is placed in the bottom of the
crucible. The high-melting constituents of
the charge, such as copper, together m t h part
of the zinc and the heavy scrap are added so
that these will gradually be melted. The
balance of zinc is added when the melt has
nearly reached its pouring temperature. When
all these are melted, the furnace is skimmed of
impurities and dross through the door, and
the surface on the metal is covered with fresh
charcoal to prevent further oxidation. Since
the customary pouring temperatures are 200'
F higher than the melting temperatures, the
current is left on until a pyrometer in the
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molten metal indicates that the pouring temperature is reached; the charge is then poured.
Owing to its chemical activity, zinc acts
somewhat as a deoxidizer. When other alloys
that do not contain zinc are melted, some other
deoxidizer usually is added, such as manganesecopper or phosphor-copper.
All of the molten metal cannot be poured
from a furnace of this type, as the secondary
ring would be broken; thus, it is customary to
pour about 60 percent of the contents. The
balance acts as a reservoir of molten metal
(commonly referred to as a button), which not
only assists in continuing the melting but tends
to maintain a uniform composition of the heats
poured. The pouring temperatures range from
1,850' to 2,450' F, depending upon the alloy
being cast.
In addition to charcoal, fluxes are frequently
used to further protect the surface of the metal
during pouring. These vary considerably in
composition; ordinary table salt is the material
most generally used; and borax and soda ash
are used extensively. A handful of one of these
is added to the molten charge, either before or
after zinc is added, or immediately before
pouring.
Reverberatory Furnaces.-Reverberatory
melting furnaces usually are used for casting
large copper slabs or cakes to be fabricated into
plates. Although electric furnaces of sufficient
capacity are now available, two factors detract
from their usefulness-the nature of the plant
scrap, requiring considerable preparation, such
as cutting into small pieces to fit the +arging
door, and the need to leave a considerable
poundage of molten metal in the furnace to
cover the ducts, making it difficult to adjust the
composition when a change in the alloy is
neceasary.
Tha hearth of a reverberatory furnace slopes
from the charging door down to the discharge,
or taphole. Because of its location, the complete melt is used, and a change in the alloy
can be made conveniently.
After discharge, the taphole is plugged with a
mixture of moist fire clay and fine coal. When
the melt is ready, a ladle is lowered into a pit
under the taphole, and a pointed iron bar is
driven through the clay plug. The metal flows
into the ladle, and from this it is poured
into
molds of various sizes and styles.
Reverberatory furnaces can be lired with
either coal, oil,'or gas, depending on cost and
availability.
Casting.-Copper and copper-base alloys are
cast m,the following forms: Round billets for
processing into tubes, rods, and shape!; slabs
for rolling into strip; and cakes for rolling into
sheets and plates.
73&140 -10

Cannon Molds.-The simplest kind of mold
for casting round billets, either for use in
piercing or extrusion processes, is the old castiron cannon mold. This name no doubt
originated because they look like cannons that
are hung by trunnions from racks and point
skyward. The breech consists of a removable
cast-iron plug, and the metal is poured into the
muzzle. After the pouring operation, the mold
is lifted off the billet by an overhead crane;
then the same crane picks up and removes the
cooled billet. Cannon-type, air-cooled molds
usually are of single-cavity design and can be
made to cast billets 2 to 10% inches in diameter
in various lengths to 75 or 80 inches. Cannon
molds have been replaced largely by the watercooled type.
Book Molds.4labs are cast in hinged-type
molds, generally referred to as book molds or
Lawton-type molds. Book molds can be used
for casting slabs 2% to 14 inches wide, 1%to 2
inches thick, and as much as 75 inches long.
They are not recommended for slabs weighing
more than 250 or 300 pounds.
Heawy Cake Molds.-Molds used for casting
heavy cakes to be rolled into plates are essentially of two types-the flat or open-poured and
the vertical or top-poured. The flat-type mold
is made of cast iron or copper in various shapes
(square, rectangular, or octagonal) and sizes.
The vertical mold is made in one piece, of
special cast iron, has four sides but neither top
nor bottom, and is set on a copper stool,that
acts as a bottom. The sides taper slightly in all
directions to remove the castin more easily.
A vertical mold has a hot top bui t of refractory
brick. Hot tops are used when casting metal
having heavy shrinkage and are not enerall
used on metals havmg comparative y sma l
shrinkage. It is usud,to use a flat or openpoured mold when, casting alloys having small
shrinkage either m t h or without partitions to
alter the shape. Vertical molds are used for
metals with heav shrinkage.
Water-Cooled
a&.-Water-cooled
molds
began bein used in the early 1930's and came
into generafuse in the early 1940's. A cast slab
for cold rolling now averages from 600 to 1,000
pounds and for hot rolling from 1,000 to 4,000
pounds.
Water-cooled billet molds are made of cast
iron and have a cylindrical copper-tube insert
around which water circulates.
Water-cooled billet molds are made for sizes
from 2 to 10% inches in diameter and from 50
.to 120 inches in length. In diameters to 4
inches they can be made in double- or multicavit designs, whereas in larger diameters they
usua y are made in smgle-cavity designs. The
molds are mounted vertically during pouring
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and usually may be unloaded by tipping
horizontal1
Slab mo&s have copper faceplates about 1
inch thick. are held in a cast-iron water iacket.
and open h e a book.
The water-cooled mold desien. similar to the
Junker, is made to cast 500- tb 5,000-pound
slabs in widths to 42 inches, in thicknesses from
231 to 10 inches, and in lengths to 96 inches.
Water is circulated through the molds a t
approximately one-half allon per minute per
pound of metal cast. T e temperature of the
inlet water is controlled and ranges from 100"
to as high as 220' F, depending on the size and
shape of casting, on the alloy, and on plant
practice.
C o n t i n m Casting-Continuous casting can
be defined as a p r o w wherein liquid metal
enters one end Gf a mold continu~uslya t a
substantially uniform rate and solid metal
emerges simultaneously from the other end.
Virtually all the tonnage in production is
conhed to three processes, each producing
castin of any desired length without stopping.
The t ree process--stationary mold, vibrating
split-mold, and reciprocating-mold-have these
factors in common: Water-cooled copper, copper-alloy, or graphite molds; mechanical means
for withdrawmg or controllim the billet speed
through the mold; and t r a v e L saws to cut
the casting into desired lengths wthout stopping
the continuous pourin
The stationary mol process is one in which
the mold remams h e d ; the molten metal enters
at the top and emerges a t the bottom as a
solid, continuous casting. A mold of this type
usually is one piece and rather short. This
process is used for copper and alloys difficult
to cast by more conventional methods.
The vibrating split-mold process consists of
two water-cooled mold sections that together
form the contour of the casting. These sections are mechanically opened and closed
laterally, with a small gap, and at high frequency. The molten metal, entering a t the
top, solidifies, is withdrawn a t constant speed,
and is cut into the desired lengths by integral
v
saws. This nrocess is used ~ r i n c i ~ a l lfor
-~~
casting coppep.
In the reciprocating-mold process, the liquid
metal is underpoured from a reservoir furnace
through a doGnspout and discharged underneath the surface of the liquid metal ,in the
mold. The mold has a downward and upward motion. The downward motion is synchronized with the speed of the billet, and the
upward speed is about three times that of the
downward speed. The total travel of the
mold is about three-fourths of an inch in each
direction. This rocess is used principally
for copper-zinc a oys
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Semicontinuous Casting.-Casthgs are also
made by a semicontinuous vanation of the
~eci~rocating
mold process. In this type of
casting a vertically withdrawable, close-fitting
copper @toolis 6rst placed in the mold cavity.
The pour is then started, and the mold is
allowed to almost 6ll. At this oint the stool
y hydraulicwithdrawing mechanim-usua
is activated, moving the stool downward a t a
uniform adjustable rate equivalent to the rate
of molten metal entering the mold. The
length of billet is limited by the d e s i p of the
withdrawal mecbanisrn, usually rangmg from
100 to 180 inches. Two or more billets may
simultaileously be cast using a single withdrawal mechanism.
In tha foregoin processes, further cooling is
necessary after sohfication. This subsequent
cooling is either by direct application of water
sprays of by secondary coolmg jackets.
The hear-casting rate of these machines
ranges from 6 to 60 inches per minute, depending
on the alloy and cross-sectional area. The
principal application of continuous casting is in
large units, but the process is also apphcable
to small units for. some alloys difficult to cast
by other methods.
The metallurgical advantages of the,se processes are less segregation, high density, and
absence of shrinhge porosity. Operational
advantages include straight-line continuous
production, lower pouring temperatures, elimination of butt or gate scrap, exact lengths
delivered to the mill, greater umformity of
composition, and economy. Disadvanta
high-initial cost and lack of flexibility o alloy
are

f
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ost of the,tonna produced by continuous
casting is as bdlets, s abs, and t a r for standard
fabricating processes.
Heating and Annealing.-In fabricating copper and copper-basealloy products the metal
may be heated for hot working, for reworking,
for strain relief, or to obtain the final temper.
No snecific rules can be made for establishing
hot-wo;king or annealing temperatures., They
can be formulated only after all contributing
factors of each job are known and, considered,
as affected by variations in equipment
and
. .
operating methods.
to hot-working usually
Heating- -preparatory
requires higher temperatures than annealing
for cold working. Most metals and alloys have
a relatively wide hot-working range, but %me
have a narrow range. The working temperature depends on the material and the type of
operation and may vary from about 1,200" to
2,000° P. In this temperature range the metal
is more plastic than at atmospheric temperature.
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Annealing consists of heating metals between
cold-working onerations. usuallv after a 30percent or greater reduction h i s been made
either by drawing or rolling. The cold working
of metals results in strain and distortion of the
grain structure with an accompanying increase
in hardness and a decrease in ductility. In
progressive cold working, a point is reached at
which further deformation cannot be made
economically or without structural damage to
the metal. To restore the ductility for further
wld working, the metal must be annealed by
heating to a temperature where i t recrystallizes,
and the grain is changed to the proper size and
shape. Annealing is also done after the last
stage of wld working to obtain the desired
temner or hardness or to relieve the strains in
the 'metal to eliminate season cracking. This
is eenerallv referred to as relief annealing.
h e n Gpper that contains oxygen i r to be
annealed, the hydrogen in the atmosphere must
be kept to a minimum to reduce the danger of
embrittlement. Embrittlement results when
the hydrogen in the atmosphere combines with
the oxygen in the wpper, forming water vapor
under pressure and resulting in minute ruptures
in the metal.
Commercial copper is one of the easiest
metals to anneal, and yet i t maintains a clean
bright surface. Copper, of course, will readily
oxidize a t elevated temperatures to form cuprous or cupric oxide. Cuprous oxide is reddish or rose color and cupric oxide is jet black.
Materials are annealed in various. forms.
Tubes and rods are in straight lengths and in
coils; strip metal is in flat strips and rolls; and
sheets and plates are in flat form. Wire is
annealed in coils, on spools, and in some instances in strands.
It is usually not practicable to anneal different sizes or kinds of material in the same
charge because of different rates of heating and
variable final tem eratures
Many types of equipmint are utilized for
heating and annealing. Selection of the size
and type of furnace for a given application
depends primarily on the particular heating
process involved, the expected rate of production, and the most efficient means of moving
the material to, through, and from the furnace.
The fuel may be oil, gas, or electric powerdepending on cost, availab'ility, and the furnace
design. Gas or electricity is preferred, when
economically available, because closer control
of temperature is possible, and less surface
scale or oxides are formed-resulting in less
pickling and cleaning.
Heating Furnaces.--Furnaces for heating before hot working are selected to suit the forms
to be heated and are usually side-fired, having
oil, gas, or combination burners.

,.

-

Furnaces for heating round billets may be
the simple rolldown type, the conveyor type,
or the put&-through desip. The hearth in
the rolldown fnrnace is b u l t on a slope, which
allows the b i e t s to roll from the charging end
to the delivery end by gravity.
The conveyor-type furnace for heating piercer
billets, 3 inches in diameter and 50 ~ncheslong,
has a selective feeding mechanism, in whlch
billets are laid down in bundles on rails adjacent
to a chain-operated lifting dence-incp~oratinf star wheels ,for selective disposition of
I lets one a t a tune to a screw-fed conveyor.
This type of furnsce is built to handle billets
to 8 inches in diameter. The b i e t s are moved
through the furnace by a screw-feed conveyor,
and the surface of the bidet is continuously
exposed to the heat-assuring uniform heating.
A variation of the conveyor furnace is the
so-called walking-beam type, in which bars or
billets are intermittently moved forward mechanically by plates or arms wh~ch,mov,mg in
a vertical plane, emerge from the slots in the
furnace bottom, move forward, mthdraw be19w
furnace bottom, and return t.o the startmg
point. Bars are thus picked up from the
furnace floor, carried forward a few inches, and
deposited again on the floor.
The push-through-type furnace for heating
wpper wire bars conslsts of a cham wnveyor
on which the b a n are placed. A? the conveyor
moves forward, the leading bar 1~ placed m , a
selective jaw-clutch, feeding deplce, which m
turn delivers the bar to a table m front of the
charging end of the furnace. Hydraulically
operated pushers are employed a t the c h a r p g
end for pushing the material through the
furnace. The bars rest on heat-resisting alloy
rail while being pushed through the furnace.
At the discbarge end an extractor mechan~sm
is utilized to remove the heated bar from the
furnace. The heated bar is conveyed or IS
carried on a buggy to the rolling mill.
Furnaces.-Anneahng furnaces arc
either of t e batch or the continuous t e
The nature of the material being h a n E d ;
tonnage requirements, and operating cond~t~ons
ordinarily will determine the type to be employed.
In the batch furnace, the materials usually
are loaded on pans in comparatively high and
broad stacks and pulled in and out of the
furnace by cables. In such stacks, under
ordinary conditions, the outer la ers are the
first to reach temperature, a n d , t e center of
the stack is last. Also, on coolmg, the outer
layers are the 6rst to cool. This results m ,a
longer total heating and cooling cycle than IS
required in a continuous furnace.
In a continuous fnrnace, the material nsuall
is loaded one layer high and conveyed t h m n d
the furnace by driven rollers or other convey-
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ance. This results in uniform distribution of
heat above and below the metal.
An increasing number of furnaces with special atmosphere-controlling equipment are
being used. When a spec~allycontrolled atmosphere is used during annealm of copper
a much cleaner metaf surface is
obtainab
and
e, resulting in a lower cost for cleaning
and pickling. Controlled atmosphere may be
produced m t h many different types of equipment, depending on the desired results. For
bright or clean annealing, an inert-gas atmosphere usually is employed.
Another variation of the batch furnace is.
the bell type. Material to be annealed is piled
upon a base, and a closed-top, cylindrical sheet
metal retort is lowered over the charge. The
lower rim of the retort fits in a water or sand
seal in the base, thus effective1 excluding air.,
A nonoxidizing gas is admittedT to the charge
area through the base, and after a purging
period to displace air, an electric or gas fired
heating bell is lowered over the retort, and
heat is applied for a suitable period. At the
end of the heating period the heating bell is
removed; and the retort and its contents are
allowed to cool by radiation, usually expedited
by a water spray on the surface of the retort.
Cooling.-To obtain a clean or bright surface
on annealed metal, the material must be cooled
before being exposed to the air; usually, this is
done in a separate chamber after leaving the
heating chamber.
Cooling is best accomplished by rapid1
circulating the furnace atmosphere throu&
cooling devices around the material. Specla1
water-cooled radiators have been developed for
this pur ose and have proved,highly satisfactory. 8 5 t h the proper equipment, cooling
may be accomplished in approximately twice
the time required for heating. Some of the
less-efficient cooling devices require greater
intervals, up to two and one-half or three times
the heating period.

Seamless Tubes
Tubes are produced largely by two methodshot piercing or hot extrusion; both systems begin processing with a solid-cast cylindrical
billet. The method of producing tubes by
drawing a blank into a shell is not extensively
employed. Cast shells are used for producing
tubes with an outside diameter of more than
6 inches.
Preliminary forming by piercing or extrusion
is followed by stages of cold drpwing. Between the drawing operations, annealing and
pickling take place.

The major steps in tube production may be
classified as follows:
1. Preliminary forming by-

2.
3.
4.

5.

a. Piercinn.
b. ExtrosCon.
Painted (before drawing).
Cold drawing, annealing, and pickling in steps.
Straightening bya. KOll.
b. Medart.
c. Block.
d. Hand.
Finishing.

Piercing.-In forming tubes by piercing, the
preheated billet ts forced over a mandrel, by
cross rolling, to form a shell. The temperature
to which the billet is heated is determined by the
composition of the metal and ranges from 1,100°
to 1,600' F.
Extrusion is forcing the preheated billet
under compression to pass between a die and a
mandrel. The metal is preheated to a temperature sufficient to keep it in a semiplast~c
state, a range from 1,200" to 2,000° F, depending on the material.
No general statement can be made cqneefning the total cost of making tubes by piercmg
compared to extrusion. The number of billets
that can be pierced per hour range from 60 to
70, requiring 1 or 2 operators; by companson,
from 20 to 140 bidets can be extruded per hour,
depending on alloy size and weight, and 4 to 6
operators are required. Extrusion generates
widely varying percentages of scrap, whereas
piercing produces very little.
All grades of commercial copper, the alpha
copper-zinc alloys with less than 0.01 percent
lead, the alpha-beta copper-zinc alloys m t h
lead to one percent, naval brass, and leaded
naval brass are readily pierced. Temperature
ranges for piercing alloys are small, and close
temperature control is required. If the billet
is too hot, cracks may form on the inside of the
tube, causingrejection; a cold billet would either
retard the operation or stick in the machine.
Initial billet temperatures for piercing range
from 1350" F for naval brass to 1600' F for red
brass and electrolytic copper.
The essential mechanical parts of a piercing
mill, known as a Mannesmann machme, are
two main driving rolls, a small guide roll, and a
piercing mandrel or arbor (figs. 24 and 25).
The driving rolls are shaped like two sections
of a truncated cone, with their bases welded
together, forming a ridge in the center of each.
The rolls are set at an angle, so that these
high points of the roll take the path of a
screw thread. When the billet is entered in
the rolls, and the rolls are rotated, they grip
the billet m such a way as to force it ahead
through the rolls just as a thread on a screw
draws a nut down when the screw is turned.

FIGURE24.-Principle

of Mannesmann Process.

FIGURE25.-Mannesmann

Machine.

The guide roll is placed in the opening between the two driving rolls and well below the
centerline. The centerline at the billet as it is
being pierced must be below the centerline of
the main driving roll, to keep the billet from
jumping out through the opening at the top.
The guide roll may be either straight or ground
to a shape similar to the driven rolls.
The mandrel or arbor is a long bar of steel
carrying a high-speed steel point at one end;
the metal is rolled over that end to form a
shell. The other end of the bar is held firmly
in a swivel, so that the bar can rotate freely
but cannot be withdrawn until the latch that
holds it in place is released.
In addition to these essential parts, certain
guides are necessary for the billet entering and
the shells leaving the rolls. I t is quite necessary
to keep these guides in first-class condition to
prevent scratching or tearing the surface of the
metal; any such action would produce defects
in the surface of the finished tube.
Diameter and length of the rolls are determined by the size of the billet to be pierced.
Power requirements are determined by the size
and speed of the mill. Two men ari required
to operate most piercing mills, but some of the
newer mills are so arranged that they can be
operated by one man.

xtrusion-Extrusion
is an intermediate
operation to rough-form material from the cast
state to a form approximating that of a tube,
rod, or shape.
Certain alloys can be extruded much more
readily than others because of lower resistance
to deformation in the hot condition. For
example, starting with an alloy containing 55
percent copper, the required extrusion pressures
are a t their lowest point. As the copper
content is increased, the metal remains quite
readily workable in the hot condition until an
alloy containing approximately 63 percent
. - is used; beyond this. --content the recopper
guired pressure increases r a p i d l ~ .
I t was formerlv considered zmpractical to
or more
extrude metal coitaining 66
of copper, but now, with increased pressures
available and better knowledge of metallurgy,
almost any of the copper alloys can be extruded.
Extrusion machines.-Extrusion machines are
both vertical and horizontal ; however, horizontal machines are generally used. The
process of extruding tubes, rods, or shapes is
similar, but the arrangement of certain parts
of the machine is different. The die mechanism, including the die, is the same for all, while
the container and the container liner are the
same in principle. The container liner is
backed by the container to provide greater
strength. Differences are in the dummy block,
the ram, and the piston moving through them.
For tube extrusion, a second piston and ram
within the main piston and ram are employed.
The inner ram is called a mandrel and passes
back and forth in the main ram independently.
The dummy block has a hole through the
center, through which the mandrel passes.
The ram varies from 7 to 10 inches in diameter
and is backed by a large hydraulic cylinder,
approximately 30 inches or more in diameter.
The ram acts upon the dummy block, which
in turn transmits the pressure to the billet.
The ram is slightly smaller than the dummy
block. The thin shell of the metal which
pushes back around the circumference of the
dummy block does not prevent the ram from
being withdrawn at the end of the extrusio~
cycle.
Extruded tubes.-The
great advantage of
extrusion over other methods of producing tubes
is that it lends itself to production of tubes of
various alloys that cannot be pierced, and it
also yields a dense shell that is substantially
free from physical defects. The greatest weakness in extrusion is the difficulty of producing
a concentric shell. A commercial extrusion
operation should produce a shell with a wall
thickness within 10 percent of perfect concentricity. Figure 26 is a picture of an extrusion
press.
~
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FIGURE
26.-Extrusion

Press.

(Courtesy, Anaconda American Brass Go.)

After the tube has been extruded, it is sprayed
or quenched in a tub of water. Then it is
pickled; the ends are trimmed; and it is examined superficially for blisters and core. The
front end of the extruded shell or tube usually
is off gage, and i t is common practice to cut it
back or to use it for the point for the subsequent
drawing operation.
ointing.-The object of pointing is to prep a r e tubes for drawing. Pointing is a coldworking operation, and the conical point is from
8 to 10 inches long. The diameter of the point
is prescribed by the size of the dies through
which the tube must be drawn on the drawbenches. A tube is usually pointed to such a
diameter that a point can be used for two or
more draws, after which the tube is usually too
long for redrawing and must be cut into shorter
lengths.. The previous points are also cut off,
as they are usually too large for further use.

The smallest diameter to which a given tube
can be pointed depends upon the alloy, temper,
outside diameters, and gage. The more ductile
an alloy and the softer its temper, the smaller
it can be pointed. In some instances, the
gage limits the extent to which the tube can be
pointed, because as the end of the tube is
swaged, its walls thicken; providing the alloy
and temper will allow, a point diameter will be
reached that will close up that end of the tube.
Pointing the tube further is likely to overtax
the machines and may yield points that will
break during subsequent drawing operations.
After the tubes have been properly pointed,
they are cold-drawn on bull blocks or drawbenches. Tubes cold worked on tube-reducing
machines do not require pointing.
.--Whether the preliminary forming
is by piercing or extrusion, tubes are finished
to gage by cold working and annealing in stages.

Cold drawing reduces the outside and inside
diameters and at the same time reduces the
wall thickness and circular area of the tube.
The inside diameter, as a rule, is reduced
slightly less than the outside diameter, and the
operation results in a smooth-finished ~urface
inside and outside. Dpring this operation the
metal bewmes hardened; hence, at intermediate
stages the tubes are annealed.
Tube drawing to finished size on drawbenches
is normally accomplished by one of four methods
(1) Drawing over a fixed mandrel or plug; (2)
drawing by sinking through a die with no
mandrel on the inside; (3)drawing on and with
a mandrel on the inside, causing the mandrel
or arbor to travel throu h the die with the
tube; and (4) drawing witt a so-called floating
plug. This plug is not attached to a plug rod.
It is free within the tube and is wmposed of two
cylindrical sections, differing in diameter and
joined by a tapered shoulder. During drawing
the forward motion of the tube forces the plug
up to the die, its smaller diameter portion within
the die defining the inner wall of the tube. The
tapered shoulder to the lar er diameter of the
plug prevents the d u g rom being sucked
through the die with the tube. The floating
plug was origindly developed for drawing tube
in mils on a bull block where it is not possible
to use a plug rod.
Tubes are also finished to size on bull blocks
and on tube-reducing machines. Bull blocks
are being employed more extensively owing to
the demand for long, coiledlengths. Tube-reducing machines employ dies with tapered grooves.
The dies are rocked back and forth over the
tube, com ressing the metal of the tube against
a mandre that governs the inside diameter.
The tube is fed through the dies intermittently
and rotated so as t o distribute the w o r h g
action over the entire circumference of the tube.
of the draw bench is as
The drawing cvcle
"
follows:

B

f'

-

1. The tube is threaded, tail first, over the plug and
olun-rod. which is anchored in the back end of the
benih. '
2. The pointed end of the tube is then passed through

&iae diameter of the &be, and the &e and shape of
the opening in the die determine the outside diameter
of the finished tub?.

The drawbench consists of a horizontal frame
that has a mechanical drive at one end, a die
through which the tube is drawn, and a tailstock
a t the other end. An endless, square-linked
asses through the center, lying in a
chain at the top of the frame and returning
channe
beneath the bench and over an idler at the
opposite end of the bench. The chain sprocket

i'

is driven by a variable-epeed motor. A carria e e uipped with jaws to grip the pointed
enf of %e tube runs on tracks d o n the top of
the drawbench and is automaticaiiy en aged
with the continuous chain. Modern Lawbenches are constructed to draw one or more
tubes simultaneously.
The benches are rated in pounds of p g ,
correspondin to the rated capaaty qf the main
chain and 8 e stand. Common ratings are
1,000to 300,000 pounds, although some benches
are rated as low as 500 pounds.
The smaller benches are used for drawing
capillary tubing or items even as small as
hypodermic-needle stock, while a t the other
extreme the larger benches are used to work
tubes to 16 inches in diameter.
Figure 27 illustrates a drawbench in operation.
Tube straightening.Straightening is done
after drawing to finish size or after the last
anneal, to eliminate any general or ,local curvature resulting from mdl pmcessmg. After
straightening, the finished tubes are cut to
soecfic straieht lengths
- or furnished in mils or
sirsight lengths.
Straightening may be don? by one of four
methods, depending on the s u e and temper of
the finished tube.
Roll &akhtening.-Roll straightening is done
in a machine equipped with 8, 12, 16, 20, or
more rolls, with a semicircular cucumfereptial
groove to fit the size of the tube to be strmghtened. The rolls are arraneed in tandem and
staggered and adjusted so i h a t as the tnbe is
passed between them it is sprung back and forth
slifiht!y by the roUs. Each set of eight or more
ro s is divided lnto two group?. One group
s rings the tube back and forth m a horizontal
fane and the other group in a vertical plane.
each group, only one side is power driven;
the other side revolves freely. With proper
adjustments, any hooks, bows; or crooks-in ihe
tubing can be straightened. Cross-roll straighteners employing five or six rolls are also used.
Medart straightaing.-In
Medart stra~ghtening, two power-driven rolls are used, one m t h
a straight surface and the other with a concave
surface. The two rolls are contraposed at
vertical angles. Between, and below the center
of the rolls is a babbitt gude. Once the tube is
started in the rolls, the machine propels it
through, rotating i t and effecting a straight
tnbe. This method of straightening makes
possible the manufacture of copper tubing m t h
a satisfactory spiral bending temper. The
tubes are annealed before Medart straightenmg,
which in turn hardens and stifieus the annealed
tnbe. The machine also imparts to the tube a
peculiar finish resembling a polish.

&
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FIGURE
27.-Draw
(Cmrtmy, A-da

Bench.

hmerlcao B r w Co.)

TECH

Block Straightening.-Block

straightening is

a manual operation performed on tubing that

cannot be rolled or Medart straightened because
lengths are too short; diameters, t'oo large; or
gages, too thin. Also, tubing that needs to
have only a slight crook removed can be conveniently block straightened. One end of the
tube is anchored, and the remaining part of
the tube is sprung to a degree that will remove
any bends.
Hand Straightening.-Ano t h e r m a n u a l
method, hand straightening, ordinarily is used
for straightening tubes more than 3.5 inches in
diameter. One end of the tube is rested on
a low hone, and the other end is raised abovct
the floor to a height that will sprin the tube
straight when it is dropped or forcef y thrown
down. Tubes also are straightened by placing
the ends on blocks and moving a hand-operated
hydraulic press along the length of the tube.

15

Rods and Shapes
Copper-base alloy rod usually is produced by
extrusion and processed to finish by cold
working. Some rods are hobrolled in mills
equipped with grooved rolls; the slightly rough
hot-rolled surface may be ground or turned on
a lathe. In some instances rods are cold rolled
from cast billets to finish.
Practically all brass rod is produced by
extrusion. Extruded rods are round, hexagonal, or square cross sections. Rods as
small as %2 inch in diameter may be extruded
in particularly soft alloys, but standard practice
is not to extrude rods smaller than %s or % inch
in diameter.
Rod smaller than % inch in diameter is
usually extruded through a multiple-hole die,
and it is generally coiled hot as it comes from
the extruder. Larger diameters to 1)i inch are
extruded through a multiplehole die in straight
lengths. Diameters larger than 1:6 inch are
extruded through onehole dies.
Shapes consist of a variety of simple and
complex crow sections and sizes (fig. 28).
Extrusion is often the only economical production method, as it produces shapes with good
surface, free from porosity, that have uniform
properties. Extrusion subjects the metal to
high pressures and a thorough working, which
develops a dense, fine-grained structure. Successful extrusion of complex shapes depends
mainly on die design. Rod dies are similar to
tube dies and are subject to the same conditions.
The major steps in rod or shape production
may be classified as follows: (1) Extrusion;
(2) pointing; (3) cold drawing,, pickling, and
anneahng m steps; and (4) finishmg.
Jhtrusion.-Extrusion
machines are similar
to those used to fabricate tube, except that they

FIGURE28.-Extrusion Shapes.

use a solid ram and dummy block and do not
need a mandrel. The extrusion opfration is
essentially the same as for tube extrusion. The
bidets are received from the plant-castmg shop
and vary in diameter and length, depending on
the alloy and the size and number of pieces to
be extruded. Inasmuch as the rods and shapes
are solid, it is unnecessary to have two mdependent rams, as is the case in tube extrusion.
Because pressure is exerted against the billet,
there is no place for the metal to go, except out
the hole in the die; it therefore flows through
this hole, forming a rod or shape having the
exact contour of the die opening, except for
cooling shrinkage; allowance is made for this in
die design.
Generally, at the end of the extrusion operation, a butt of 2 or 3 inches is left. To make
certain that the rod after being extruded does
not contain core for a part of ite length, all rods
are given a nick and break test, so that the
fractured surface can he examined for possible
flaws. A saw cut may not disclose a core.defect.
The extruded rod or shape after leamng the
extrusion machine carries a light oxide film that
is readily removed by pickling.
Pointing.-All rods and shapes are pointed
before receiving a drawing operation. The
pointing is accomplished in a swagin machine,
by machinin or rolling, or by a corntination of
The point must be small
these proce&es.
enough in diameter so, that it may be inserted
through the drawing die.
Drawing.-Rods and shapes are brought to
final dimensions, or to form a sha e that cannot
be extruded to the finished form, Y one or more
cold drawings or siring op~rntio;~s.with
suitable
interniediste ann~nllllrand ~ivklinrslaws when
necessary. The final-temp& of tKe roa is controlled by the amount,of reduction in area and
annealing. The machines used for drawing rods
and shapes to final dimerisious are bull blocks,
drawbenches, or continuous-rod drawing machines.

g
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Bull blocks are used for both intermediate
and final drawing on small-diameter rod. The
block hss provisions for a die and a rotating
drum on which the materlal is coiled.
Drawbenches used for drawing rods or shapes
are similar in design and capacity to those
described for tubes. A carriage or tongs,
having a hook or grip jaw, grips the pointed
end and draws the material through the die,
reducing it in diameter or changing its form.
A continuous rod machine consists of a preliminary straightening unit, drawing nmt, cutting-off device, and h a 1 straightening and
pohshing unit. I t has definite advantages over
the drawbench, as it automatically reduces the
cuts to a specified length one operation and
only one operator is reqmred (fig. 29).
.Finishing.--Rods finished to size on drawbenches or bull blocks receive one or all of the
following operations: Annealing, straightening,
cutting to length, chamfering, and coiling.
Shapes usually are straightened and cut to
length after drawing or sizing.

+

Rolling: Strip, Sheets, and Plates
Rolling is the process used to reduce the
cross section of a material by compression between two cylindrical rotating bodies, known
as rolls. By successive rolling operations, ductile metal can be reduced to an almost unlimited
extent, provided that the ductility of the metal
is not destroyed by work hardening. In fabricating copper and copper-base alloys, rolling
is applied principally to flat shapes, including
strip, sheet, and plates. The selection of roll
materials is based largely on the desired surface
hardness, which varies with the alloy and the
class of work for which the rolls are designed.
The classification of flat-rolled products
varies somewhat in the trade, but, in general,
flat metal to 20 inches wide is referred to as
strip, and that wider than 20 inches is classified
as sheet; metal thicker than X6or )iinch is called
plate. Rolled roducts less than 0.006 inch
thick are termei foil.
Rolling may be either hot or cold, depending
on conditions. Rolling mills are designated
two high, three high, or four high, according to
the number of rolls.
The actual rolling is conducted in several
stages to reduce the metal thickness progressively. Annealing, milliig of the surface of
alloys after the first rolling cycle, pickling, and
edge trimming may be necessary at various
points.
Hot Rolling.-There is no essential difference
in principle between hot and wld rolling, but
in hot rolling, advantage is taken of the fact
that certain metals and alloys become more
malleable at elevated temperature. Copper,

for example, is extremely malleable a t temperatures between 1,200° and 1,700' F. Maximum
reductions per pass are limited by the diameter
of the rolls and the horsepower applied. In
hot rolling copper, about 90 percent total reduction is usually taken in 11 or 13 passes, that is,
from 4%inches to 0.200 inch. W ~ t hbrass alloys
that may be hot-rolled, the total,reductious,and
number of passes vary at @went plants,
depending largely on the thckness of the
original casting, which wiU range from 3 to 5
inches. It is common with brass alloys to hot
roll to 0.5 inch for convenience in subsequent
surface-milling operations, whch become slow
and expensive if the gage is too hght. Provided
the metal or alloy is ductilo and malleable while
hot, the only factor limiting total possible reduction is the abiity to retain the internal heat
of the slab; this heat is constantly being lost by
radiation and transmission to the rolls and
runout tables during hot rolling.
Copper-zinc alloys containing 65 percent or
more copper can be successfully hot-rolled,
provided certain impurities are held to s m d
traces. Lead is the most harmful of the common impurities in its effect on hot rolling these
alloys, because it preci itatea at the grnin
boundaries during solid&ation after casting,
and a t the normal rolling temperature of
1,300" to 1,600" F it is present in the molten
state, marked1 lowering cohesion of the grains.
Lead should, t erefore, preferably be restricted
in these d o y s to not more than 0.03 percent.
Below 65 percent copper, lead can be permitted
in gradually increasing quantities to 2 or 3
percent in d a y s of 58 to 60 percent co per
without harmfully affecting the hot-worLg
qualities, owing to the presence of the highly
plastic beta phase in the alloy. Copperaluminum, copper-tin, copper-silicon, and other
combinations of these alloys can r h o be successfully hot-rolled, provlded harmful impurities
are kept to a mimmum.
The physical structure of the cast slabs is
also important in hot rolling. A long, columnar, gruh structure produced by high-temperaturepouringandslow cooling is undesuable;
cohesion of this structure is less than in the
more equiaxial type produced by lower pourin
temperatures and more rapld wolmg.
columnar structure possibly tends to produce
intercrystalline fissures, which develop into
surface cracks as the structure is changed from
a vertical to a horizontal position during the
rolling operation.
The harmful effects of structure are most
pronounced during the 6rat three or four
passes; once recrystallization takes place, the
s malleable.
slabs become more h o m o ~ w u and
From the above consi erat~ons,it IS obvious
that applications of hot rolling are limited to
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FIGURE
29.-Automatic

Rod Drawing, Finishing, and Cutting Machines.

(Courtesy, Anaconda American Brass Co.)
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specific metals and alloys and large masses
that retain heat long enough to permit reduction to the required gage; this can be
brought about by using large castings or
high-speed rolling on tandem mills.
Because slabs have a tendency to spread in
width during hot rolling, resulting in stresses
on the edges, it is desirable to use edging rolls
with the hot mill. These edging rolls serve
doubly in maintaining accurate width and in
working the edge structure to prevent edge
cracking.
The principal advantages of hot rolling may
be summarized as follows: (1) Less power consumption for equivalent reduction; (2) heavier
reductions per pass; (3) greater total reduction
before annealing is necessary due to selfannealing properties of the hot metal; (4) flex:
i b i t y in width of casting due to a b i t y to
cross roll; (5) faster flow of metal down to
milling gage for quick delivery.
Cold rolling.-In
contrast to the limited
application of hot rolling to alloys with a close1
controlled analysis, it is possible to cold-ro 1
almost any brass or bronze alloys that have any
degree of malleability, provided the reductions
are controlled within the limits of malleability
of each particular alloy. Cold rolling, therefore, is not only more suitable for a wider
variety of alloys but, in addition, finds great
application in high-speed
rolling- of strip
- prod.
ucts.
The cold-working property of metal depends
on its mechanical properties, principally tensile
strength, hardness, and ductility. Ductility is
particularly necessary, since without it no cold
work can be done; however, strength is also an
important factor. Ductility is highest and
strength lowest in fully annealed metal; therefore, such material has the greatest capacity for
cold working. The effect of cold working is
to increase the tensile strength and elastic limit
and to reduce the elongation and reduction of
area.
When any metal or alloy is subjected to
deformation at a temperature below the recrystallization temperature, it becomes more
resistant to flow; with increasing deformation
a point is finally reached when further working
produces brittleness, and the material begins
to crack. I n wld rolling, the rate of deformation is frequently very high, and cracking first
appears a t the edges of the strip, the zone of
least support. These cracks form along planes
a t an angle to the direction of rolling, indicating
that the metal fails under shearing stresses.
When this state is reached, the internal strncture of the crystal grains has been completely
altered and is in the form of long fibers. These
fibers differ in appearance, depending on the
structure of the bar before cold rolling and on
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the type of alloy. If the structure before rolling
is in the cast condition, some indication of the
original coarse structure will be present, unless
the reduction has been a t least 50 percent. If
the bar has already been rolled and annealed,
the initial structure would be much finer and
consequently more readily obliterated by cold
rolling. Under microscopic examination a t
high magnification, it will be seen that the
fibrous structure consists of greatly elongated
crystals that have been caused to slip along
cleavage planes. This wndition is accompanied
by a considerable increase in hardness. This
fibrous structure must be converted to a homogenwus equiaxial condition by annealin at a
suitable temperature for a given length oftime.
The material will thus be reduced to its original
soft wndition ready for further rolling.
Metal is finished with some degree of rolled
or drawn tcmper, that is, cold work having been
applied as a final operation, or in some degree
of annealed temper, with an anneal as the final
operation. For sheet and strip the amount of
cold rolling is conventionally expressed in B&S
(Brown & Sharpe) gage-numbers reduction.
The tempers represented by these gage numbers
are:
Apamidc

RbSntlmbera

,<&dim, in lhirkn u a ldlorohp

Temper Designation:
h?n a n d
Light cold rolled......
Quarter hard.........
Half hard............
2
Three-quarter hard....
3
Hard& . . . . . . .
4
Extra hard.......-...
6
Spring...- -.
.- -.
.....
8
Extra spring......-...
10

t

Amroridc
yerbnt,rdlldim
iin t h l c h a

/ollarohw&l
onncd

6. 0
10. 9
20 7
29. 4
37. 1
50. 1
60. 4
68 6

Cold roiling can be performed on single twohigh and four-high mills or on tandem mills of
various ty es and combinations. Cold rolling
shows to t e best advantage in high-speed strip
production, and output speeds as high as 1,000
feet per minute have been obtained on mills
equipped with automatic blockers, although
such speeds may require somewhat lighter reductions. Experience indicates that a speed of
400 feet per minute on copper or brass 0.003 to
0.010 inch thick can be satisfactorily maintained with a reduction of a t least 30 percent
per pass with good control of gage and flatness.
Little is to bc gained by increasing speed if this
is done by sacrificing the amount of reduction
that can be obtained. However, with development of better coolants of soluble oils, applied
through pressure jets; by hydraulic control of
roll pressure, operated by automatic gages; and
by various other improvements, there is no
reason to believe that the limit of rolling speeds
has been reached.
The principal advantages of cold rolling over
hot rolling are: Greater variety of alloys that

l

FIGURE
30.-Hot-Breakdown

Rolling, Scalping and Conveying Copper and Brass Plates.
(Courtesy, Anaconda American Brass Co.)

can be rolled; no heating required before breakdown; better surface quality ; less expensive roll
maintenance; and better gage control, making
for greater precision in subsequent operations.
Using first-class equipment in both cases and
weighing all factors except purity of alloys, it
would appear from cost data that hot rolling is
preferable for alloys equally suited for either
process. I n a highly diversified mill manufacturing relatively small tonnages of a large variety of alloys, cold rolling would be preferable,
owing to its flexibility. I n a mill producing
large tormages of copper and simple hot-rollable
alloy, the preference would be toward hotl
rolling.
Rolling operations are cornrnonly divided into
three stages: ( I ) Brealrdown, (2) rundown, and
(3) finishing.

,-Breakdown rolling is
the operation of breaking down the coarse, cast
structure of the slab or cake to a, heavy-stock
point, when the rundown operation begins.
There is no definite demarcation between the
end of the breakdown and the beginning of the
rundown operation, but in brass rolling the
breakdown operat'ion is usually considered as
taking the metal from the cast thickness sf 3 t,o
5 inches in hot rolling or l to 2$ inches in cold
rolling to a gage from 0.4 to 0.6 inch.
In hot rolling, the metal is not annealed during this rolling stage; in cold rolling two or three
anneals may be necessary. After the brass is
rolled to 0.4 to 0.6 inch, approximately 0.010 to
0.015 inch is scalped off the top and bottom surface of the slab to remove any of the cast surface
remaining after rolling. Figure 30 illust'rates
the hot-breakdown rolling, scalping, and conveying system,
'
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2-high m i l l

Cluster m i l l

3-high mill

0
4 - h i g h mill
Steckel m i l l

Sendzimir m i l l
FIGURE
31.-ROIL Arrangements.
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The three-high mill, when equipped with three
rolls of the same diameter, is used for breakdown and sometimes for rundown. The metal
receives a reduction when traveling in one
direction between the lower and center roll,
and in the other direction between the center
and upper roll. A lifting table is necessary to
raise the metal for the returning reduction pass
between the center and upper roll. Maintenance costs are high for this type of equipment,
and it is being replaced by the two-high reversing mill for breakdown and the four-high
mill for rundown.
Rundown Rolling.-The t.hree-high mill, when
equipped with a small-diameter center roll,
is used for- -rundown and finish rolling.
-~
Contact frictioo is largely a funcgon of roll
diameter and the metal thickness reduction
ratio per pass. To reduce friction, it is desirable
to use small-diameter rolls. Small rolls, however, will deflect easily under the roll pressures
and it is, therefore, necessary to provide
stiffness with largerdiameter supporting or
backing rolls.
It has been found that, as the working rolls
are decreased in diameter, the power requirements are lowered, and the ratio of reduction
may be increased; since it is possible to reduce
the metal more between anneals without
cracking the edges. This also reduces the
number of annealings required.
Those considerations led to development of
mills utilizing smalldiameter work rolls, such
as the cluster mill, Steckel mill, Senzimir mill,
and four-high mills. Diagrams of the roll
arrangements of various mills are shown in
figure 31. Senzimir mills have become very
popular in the United States since 1950.
The first application of fonr-high mills for producing sheet copper in the United States was in
the late 1920Js,and they have since been widely
adopted for rundown and finish rolling of strip
and sheet.
A four-high mill, as the riame implies, consists of four rolls, one on to of another. The
middle two are the work ro s, between which
the metal is reduced in thickness. The other
two are backup rolls and support and lend
rigidity to the work rolls. The backup rolls
usually run idle; the work rolls are driven.
The work rolls are considerably smaller in
diameter than those in an ordinary two-high
mill.
The three-high mill, incorporating a small
work roll, acts on tho same principle as the two
small working rolls in a four-high mill, that is,
it reduces the area of confact between the roll
and metal.
The three- and four-high mills are generally
used for rolling in one direction only. The
~~~~

~
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initial cost of a three-high
- mill is leas than that
of a four-high mill.
Rundown rolling is usuall done cold and
begins where breakdown roling ends, taking
the metal down several gages closer to the finish
gage, depending on 6nTshing requirements.
Annealing and pickling operations may be
introduced a t various points during the rundown
operations.
After breakdown sheets ma be rolldd hot
either in single sheets or in pacis of two, three,
or four sheets. Plates may be rolled hot or wld.
Figure 32 illustrates wld rundown and finish
rolling of close tolerance s t r i ~metal. such as
automobile radiator cop er
Finish rolling.-finis[
;oiling may wn+st
of several operations from rundown ,to finish
gage. The metal is annealed and pickled a t
various points between. Rolling terms used
to describe the finishing between anneals are
ready-to-geeready, ready-to-finish, and finish.
Final rollin determines the finish gage and
frequently t e temper and flatness.

-

%

Pickling Eqmpment
F'ickling is done in several types of machines.
For heavy-gage metal the wntinuous-type
machine is employed. Metal is fed into a roll
leveler through troughs wntaining the pickle
solution, which is recirculated; through troughs
wntaining water (wld or hot), to wash off the
acid remaining on the surface; and through
brushes and driers. It is wiled as it leaves the
machine.
For metal 0.030 inch and thinner, the pullthrough-type machine is em loyed. The starting end of the coil of metafis attached to the
end of the previous coil and is pulled through
the pickling solution, cold and hot water wash,
brushes, and drier and wound into coils on
spindles a t the delivev end of the machine.
Metal is also pickled on racks in tubs, so
that the flexibilitv inherent in a batch-type
..
operation may be ktilized.,
I n general, pickle solutions are e t u r e s of
sulfuric acid, nitric acid, potassium bichromate,
and water.
Copper and copper alloys are generdy
pickled in 5- to 10-percent sulfuric acid at room
temperature to 125' to 150" F. Various other
pickling solutions are also in use.

Finishing Equipment
Finishing equipment may consist of slitters,
shears, roller levelers, stretcher levelers, and
saws.
Slitting is done to bring rolled metal to
finished width. The machine used for slitting

FIGURE
32.-Rolling

Close-Tolerance Strip Metal.

(Courtesy, Anaconda American Brass Co.)

consists of rotary cutting shears mounted on
two parallel shafts, which are rotated in
opposite directions and driven by a motor
through suitable reduction gearing. The rotary
cutters are from 2 to 16 inches in diameter and
from $6 to yi inch thick. A coiler or winder
mechanism at the exit end of the slitter is used
for rewinding the slit width.
Shears are used for cutting sheet metal to
finished size and for flat strips. Metal to be
sheared is flattened before cutting to size by
passing it through a roll leveler consisting of
five to nine or more rolls. Roll levelers are also
used to straighten and flatten strip material.

olling-mill practices are determined by the
form and composition of the product; the final
gage, temper, surface requirement, and quality;
and the type of equipment available.

Breakdown practices are closely similar for
all types of rolling; variations are degree of
reduction, choice of hot or cold rolling, and other
factors.
Strip metal is cold-rolled after breakdown to
finish. The number of roll passes, anneals, and
pickling operations is determined by the methods
employed, the machinery and equipment utilized, and by the layout.
Sheets of copper or brass may be hot- or coldrolled, after breakdown to finish in single sheets
or in packs of two or more. Soft sheet copper
may be cold-rolled to finish, with one intermediate annealing and one finish anneal. If
cold-rolled temper is required, it is obtained by
one light pass on a dry roll.
final gage for sheet copper is not essential, as
average weight per square foot, the practice of
hot rolling to finish is sometimes followed.
Sheet brass, when hot-rolled after breakdown,
is usually taken only to the ready-to-finish gage
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and is then cold-rolled to finish in single sheets
on dry rolls. Owing to the difficulty of milling
wide brass sheets after the breakdown operation,
it is the usual practice to scalp the surface of the
casting before rolling, when the surf ace is
smaller.
Rolling alloy plate is the same in principle as
sheet rolling; that is, the castings are scalped
before rolling, brought to the size by cross
rolling and finished either hot or cold, depending
on the physical requirement. After rolling to
gage, they are flattened through heavy roll
levelers. Plates for such items as condenser
heads are frequently cut to specified shape by a
band saw or on a boring mill as a final operation.

his is pure electrolytic copper foil, deposited
as a thin, continuous roll onrotating drums directly from the refinery electrolyte. I t is produced

FIGURE
33.-Electrolytically

in thin gages and wide widths, in continuous
rolls. I t is used for printed circuits for radio,
television, and other electrical apparatus.
Bonded to other materials, it is used in building
applications for dampproofing, weatherproofing,
heat sealing, vapor sealing, ridge flashing, electrostatic shielding, gaskets, capping, cablewrapping, reflectors, and decorative applications.
Figure 33.

Wire is fabricated by hot rolling wirebars or
by hot extrusion of billets into rods about $i or
Fig inch in diameter, which are then cold-drawn
through various stages into wire. Extrusion is
usually employed when alloy rods are produced.
After the wire is drawn to finish size, it may
be either shipped bare or receive one or more of
the following operations: Enameling; tinning ;
stranding; or insulating with rubber, paper,

Depositing Thin Copper Sheet.

(Courtesy, The Anaconda Company)

733-740 -615-1
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facilitate coilin rods of various diameters, two
of the four co ers are movable, and two are
stationary.
Wire-Drawing Benches.-Wire-drawing
benches usuallv are used for makine drafts on
wire beyond the capacity of ordinary continuous-drawing machines and are especially useful
for heavy work, as well as for meeting numerous
demands that arise when only one or hwo drafts
are required on finer sizes. Wiredrawing
benches consist easentidy of vertical spindle
blocks arranged in a continuous frame with a
single main drive. In the eneral operation of
a wire-drawing bench with Aaw-out motion, the
wire (which has first been pointed) is inserted
through the die, gripped from the opposite side
through the die, and fastened
,
by t o y , pulled
to the lock The block is set in rotation by a
foot treadle, and the finished product is delivered in coil form. The draw-ont motion is a
device for pulling a short length of wire through
the die and up to the die block. For the convenience of the operator, the draw-out motion
should not run more than 20 to 30 strokes per
minute, depending on the size of the bench.
In the operation of a bench without draw-out
motion, the end of the wire rod after being inserted through the die is gripped by a handwedge grip that is attached to the block while
i t is not in motion. This arrangement, which
operates semiautomatically, dispenaea with any
independent draw-out motion by tongs or other
means.
Continuous-Drawing Btac h i n e s.-Various
types of continuous-drawing mwhines equipped
with multipledie arrangement%,and combinations, are used in large-scale wire drawing
practice. As many as 21 dics have been used.

fi

FIGURE34.-Breakdown

Rolling of Wirebar to Rod.

plastic, glaw fiber, silk, or cotton. These operations are not described herein.
The major steps in wire production are as
follows: Preliminary forming by rolling, extrusion, cold drawing, pointing, pickling, and annealing; finishing by enameling, tmoing, or
insulating.
Preliminary Forming by Rolling.-The wirebars used for rolling into rods for further fabrication into wire weigh about 250 pounds each, as
received from the refineries. After heating to
a predetermined temperature the bars are delivered to a breakdown mill.
Wire-rod rolling mills are designed to effect
thorough hot working of the metal coincident
with slze reduction. In the breakdown mills
the initidy square section of the wirebars is
progressively changed to an elongated hexagon,
an oval, a square, an oval, and finally to a
square. See figure 34. In the rundown and
finishing mills, square and oval shapes alternata
until the final round section is formed. In
addition, the rod is given a 90' twist between
successive passes, which is done automatically
with twisting guides.
The breakdown mills are followed by a succession of rundown and finishing mills to complete reduction of the wirebars to wire rods.
The mills may be arranged in a straight line
or train. A typical train consists of one three.
high breakdown mill; one or two two-high rundown mills; and eight or more two-high intermediate and finishing mills.
Modern production requirements have led to
development of a tandem arrangement of mills.
A t pical tandem assembly comprises one threehigg breakdownand eight two-hih intermediate
and finishing mills, and four collers. This arrangement is primarily for producing )&inch
round rods. Rounds can also be coiled off a t
intermediate sizes between ): and inch. To

Bus Bars and Commutators
Bus bars, commutators, commutator segments, and other shapes and forms used by the
electric industry are produced by hot rolling
and cold working to finish size.
The major steps in producing these products
may be claedied as follows:
1. Preliminary forming by hot rolling.
2. Pickling at various stages.

3. Pointing before drawing.
4. Cold working by either:
a. roUina.

c. SaGing.
d. Stamping.

The equipment and procedures are similar to
those already described for correspondmg stages
of rod and wire production.
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Print Rolls
Print rolls are used to print various designs
on fabrics and for other printed matter. The
rolls must be h e grained, have good surface
and uniform.properties, and be free from, all
porosity. Pnnt rolls are made by hot extrusion.
Solid-cast biiets of various diameters and
lengths, received from the refineries, are heated
to a predetermined temperature and extruded
into a solid round to a diameter somewhat
larger than the desired finished size. The
extruded rounds are then heated and subjected
to another extrusion operation, which forms a
shell with a ver heavy wall. The surface of
the extruded she& is hished to size on specially
designed turning lathes.

Scrap
In manufacturing copper and wpper-basealloy products, approximatel 50 percent scrap
abs, or cakes are
is generated when bidets, sf'
cast and ~rocessedinto finished nroducts. This
is cmsid;red a rrasmnblc overdl average when
all woducts fabricated are considered.
The scrap generated for each product .will
range between 30 and 60 percent--depending
on the product bein manufactured, t e of
equipment used, an the method e m g y e d .
I n addition, there is a zinc loss of ap roxi
mately 1 percent when casting alloys. h e r e
is also a metal loss of approximately 3 percent
during manufacture of co per and. d o y s ,
beginning with receipt of t e raw materials
and endmg with the finished products; this
is a nonrecoverable loss.
The scrap generated by fabricating co per
and nonferrous alloy products is in the folfowing form and originates from:

f

1

Melting furnaces--skimmings, spih, and drosses.
C a s t i e e a t e s .. ~hvsical
defects,. reiects due to off
.mixture.
Processing t u b e b u t t s and slugs from extrusion
operations, pieces cut from the ends of extruded and
~iercedtubes. ~ o i n t s .ssw cuttinns.
~.~~~~
, and reiects due
--- t.0
-~
begage aurfac'ebefect'~,etc.
Pmoessing rod and shspea-butts from the extruder,
rod ends and points, saw cuttings, rejects due to
wrong siie or dimensions, etc.
or scalping
Prooessing strip-sheets-plates-milling
scrap from overhauling slabs or cakes after breakdown;
points and tails cut from the ends of the coils or sheets
before entering the rolls; trimming scrap from the
slittern or shears; rejects due to offgage, wrong temper,
grsin structure, or other defects.

.

-

-

~

~

.~~~~

All this scrap is classified as plant or production scrap and is usually consumed in the plant
of generation without any treatment except the
skimmings, spills, and diosses.
By its very nature, scrap is bulky and difficult to handle; the customary practice is to
bale the light scrap and to cut the heavy

scra to suitable size, so it can be handled more
eas y when in storage and when chargmg.
The secondary manufacturer generat? 30
t o 60 percent, scrap as chepmgs, trunmmgs,
stampings, bormgs, and turnmgs when processing cop er and w p er base products into semifinishe2 and finAed articles. The ,actual
percentage of scrap generated varies m t h the
article being manufactured. Scrap also ori
inates from surdus,. obsolete, darnseed,
- . or id e
inventory.
This type of scrap is classified as processed or
new scrap that can be utilized by copper and
copper-base alloy fabricators when casting biilets and slabs without any treatment except
borinm and turninm that are put over a
magnitic sepafator - to remove any ferrous
scrap, such as Iron fines, fuzz, or 6hngs. Also
available at times are certain types and grades
of usable old scrap. All grades and types of
old copper and copper-base alloy scrap that
cannot be utilized by the fabricators, owing to
composition or corroded condition, or t h a t h a s
been soldered, enameled, or plated IS classified
as old scrap. Old or new tube scra usually is
not accepted by the fabricator J e s s special
arra ements are made. Tinned scrap is a o
c e p t z only if the tin content can be determined.
Typical types of old scrap that are acceptable
are !ired cartridge cases, copper roofing, discarded trolley wire, transmission lines, bus bars,
and other utility and industrial s c r a p w b e n
properly graded.
Some fabricators have installed refinery
furnaces to melt down old scrap not usable
due to its composition or condition, to reclaim
the copper and zinc to obtain their metal requirements, and to reduce their metal costs.
It is not alwavs nossible for a fabricator to
obtain scrap fro& the various second
manufacturers, because thev do not alwavs een the
various grades separated and, in h o s t Eases,
they do not have enough storage space to aocumulate a sizable amount for shipment back
to the fabricator.
Therefore, large amounts of this new scrap
are lost to the fabricators as thev have no means
of collecting small individuai lots of scrap
generated by the secondary manufacturers and
other users of copper and alloy products, such
as plumbers, sheet-metal concerns, and others,
who obtain their materials from distributors or
jobbers. The result is that this new scrap is
sold to and collected by scrap dealers and is
used for other ur oses than manufscturing
billets, slabs, anBcaKes.
Apparently there is available for use by the
fabricators of copper and copper-base alloy
products, enou h new scrap (50 percent by the
fabricators an sufficient amounts generated
by secondary manufacturers and others, plus

if
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TABLE
17.-Average percentage of scrap genemted w k n casting copper and copper-base alloys into
billets, slabs, and cakes to be fabricated into copperalloy products
Fonna

I

1

Source of scrap

percent

-1

Billets:
out) .........................
Extrusion, rod and shapes.-. .................. Gates (1st;lefecA............................. P h i c
cs (lo GUS, .................
All alloy
Electric furnaces......................... C)ff mixtures ............................
Water-cooled mold.. ..................... Ciecreral avera,-s ..a U a c r a p ................
Air-cooled mol& ..............................do ................................
Rolled rods.................................. Gates ( l s t c u t )..........................
All alloys. .............................. Physical defeda (2d cut) .................
Electric furnaces.. ....................... Off mixtures.. ..........................
r c o o l m o d s ........................ General average, all scrap.. ..............
R e d o.................................. Gates ( l s t c u t )..........................
All ttlloys.. ............................. Physical defects (2d cut) .................
Reverberatory furnsces ................... Off mixtures- ...........................
Aii-cooled molds. ........................ General average, all scrap.. ..............
Extrusion, tube .............................. Gates (1st cut) ..........................
A alloys ............................... Physical defects (2d cut). ................
Electric furnaces......................... Off mixtures ............................
Water-cooled molds-. .................... General aversge, all scrap.. ..............
Air-cooled molds.....
.........................do ................................
Piercing, tubes............................... Gates (1st cut) ..........................
C o p ................................ Physical defects (2d cut). ................
Electric furnaces ......................... Off mixtures. ...........................
Water-cooled molds.. .................... General average, all scrap.. ..............
Air-cooled molds ..............................do ................................
G a h (1st cut) ..........................
Piercing, tubes ...............................
A a l l ............................... Physical defects (2d cut) .................
Electric furnaces......................... Off mixtures ............................
Water-cooled molds.. .................... General average, all scrap.. ..............
Air-cooledmol ds..............................do ................................
Slabs:
t
for strip ................................Gates (1st cut) ..........................
All alloys, other than rich mixtures ......... Physical defects (2d cut) .................
Electnc furnaces... ...................... 05 mixtures ............................
Water-cooled molds.. .................... General average, all scrap.. ..............
Air-cooled molds... ........................... do ................................
a t for strip ................................ Gates (1st cut) ..........................
AU alloys, rich mixtures included ........... Physical defects (2d cut) .................
Nickel silver, elec$ric furnaces.. ........... Off mixtures ............................
Water-cooled molds.. .............. ..;-..General average, all scrap.. ..............
Aiccooled molds..............................- do ................................
Cakes:
Flst for sheets and plates.. ................... Gates (1st cut) ..........................
AU a l l o ~ - .............................. Physical defects (2d cut) .................
Air-coo ed molds. ........................ Off mixtures ............................
Electric and reverberatory furnaces......... General average.........................

,-~.

.~.L,

1

~

usable old scrap), to permit the mill to use
large quantities of scrap in place of new metal.
Specifications.-The following specifications
are used by some fabricators to cover scrap
purchases:
All brass and copper scrap must be free from excess
grease, oil, and other impurities. Plated, enameled,
or soldered materials cannot be accepted. All screp
must be of uniform mixture with various alloys strictly
segregated. Heavy screp, rod ends, turnings, etc.,
must he packed separately. Under normal conditions
tube scrap is not acceptaole.
In addition, the following requirements must also be
met:
1. Copper scrap shall be 99.9 percent pure and consist
of skeleton scrap from nea sheets or strip stock.
2. Brass scrap shall consist of skeleton, trimmings,
clippings, and punchings scrap from new sheet or strip.
Punchings may not be smaller than inch in diameter
and may not comprise more than 10 percent of the total
shipment.

3. Turnings and borings from free-cutting brass rod
shall conaist solely of free-cutting turning.-free from
iron, steel, aluminum, manganese, and all other alloys.
They shall be free of grindings and babbits and shall
contain not more than 0.30 percent tin, nor more than
0.15 percent combined iron, and not more than 3 percent
oil and moisture.
4. Brass forging-rod flashin shall contain not more
than 10 percent punchings. l%punchings may not be
smaller than fi inch in diameter.
5. Brass forging-rod turnings shall consist solely of
rod turnings free from aluminum, manganese, and all
other alloy8. They shall be free of grindings and
bsbhita and shall contain not more than 0.3 percent
tin, not more thso 0.15 percent combined iron, and not
more than 3 percent oil and moisture.
6. Commercial bronze and low brass shall meet the
same requirements as for sheet brass and must contain
no tin.
Scrap should be shipped loose, not in compressed
form. Receiving weights are to govern.

TABLE
18.-Auerage percentages of scmp generated i n jabrieating copper and alloy products
from the cast billet or slab to$nished size

-II

Form

Strip 20 inches wide and narrower, all gages,
- Bil alloys ..............................
Sheet wider than 20 inches, all gages, all
a l l y .................................
Copper sheets wider than 20 inches.........
Copper
strip 20 inches wide and narrower,
- 811 gages..............................
Alloy tubes, all sizes and gages.............
Plates, all mixtures, all sizes and shapes.....
Copper tubes, all sizes and gages.. .........
Rods, all alloys, all siaes...................
Shapes, all alloys, all sizes.................

Percent

3045
30-50
30-45
25-40
30-55
4 W 0
25-40
25-35
30-50

Sources.-Details of the sources of fabricating-plant scrap in average practice are
given in tables 17 and 18. The actual percentages of scrap generated depend on the
equipment and practices of each plant.
All of the scrap in the preceding tables is
considered production or plant scrap and is
utilized by the plant when melting new charges.
In addition, approximately 2 to 4 percent dmss
and skimmings is generated in melting. About
one-third of the weight of dmss and skimmings
is zinc oxide and ash from charwal, and almost
all of the remainder is small particles of metal.

The metal content of the skimmings averages
between 30 and 40 percent; about half or threefourths is usually reclaimed by passing it
through a ballmid and shakers and overscreens.
The remainder of the material 1s shpped to the
refineries, where the copper wntent is rewvered
and usually returned to the origmal shlpper.
limits of Use.-Fabricators pref~r,toutilize
as much clean selected scrap as posslble to wnserve new metal, which IS more expensive than
scrap. Certain technical limitations apply to
the maximum copper and alloy-scy ratios to
new metal that can be utilized, but it 1s generally
~ossibleto use 90 or 100 percent scrap if it is
available in usable form and wmposltlon.
I t is customarily assumed that a t least 1 cent
per pound can be saved ip metal wst when
scrap is used m place of w g m metal. However, casting shops are reluctant ,to use the
maximum amount of scrap p e m s a b l e , because it requues more manual effort to charge
the furnace. Also the meltlng tlme may be
longer if the greater percentage of the scrap
is h e or loose, resulting in fewer pounds produced per furnace and man-hour; however,
with proper control,. .
production and quality are
not aBecied.
The practical limits of scrap utilization for
the fabricators of various wpper and brass
products are Qven in table 19.

TABLE
19.-Practical maximum limits of scrap utilization in copper and brass fabriccation
Forms

I

Type of scrap

I

percent

Billets:

Bonngs.. ....................
Rod and shapes, containing 2.25 percent lead or more ........ Reclaim .....................
Copper or brass ................
h a i g s ......................
Reclaims .....................
Rod and shapes, containing 1 to 2 percent lead ..............
Copper or brass ...............
Borings......................
Rod, containing less than 1 percent lead. ................... Reclaima .....................
Copper or brass.. .............
Rod, nonleaded..........................................
oppcr .......................

{.....................

pm........................

Tube-piercing, all d o y s...................................
.......................
Tube-piercing, copper..................................... Copper .......................
Tube-extrusion, copper ...................................Copper .......................
Tube-extrusion, all alloys ................................. { ~ n ~ ~ e ...............-----r..
Slabs, cakes:
BrBas........................
Rolling brass strip and sheets, 75 percent copper and under ....{Copper-..
....................
Rolling brass strip and sheets, 76 percent copper and over.. ...

{:~:2;-;:::::::::::
:::::::I:

..
{pm
........................

Hot rolled, strip and sheets, all mixtures .................... opper .......................
........................
Rolling lead brass strip and sheets.......................... Brass
Copper.......................
Bram. .......................
Rolling nickel-silver strip and sheets.........................
Copper
Nickel- ..................---Muntz metal strip, sbcets, and plates...................... opper .......................

.......................

{

pm........................
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CHAPTER 6.-SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
WORLD PRODUCTION
North America
United States.-The
United States is the
largest world producer and consumer of wpper,
producing nearly one-fourth of the world copper
output and consuming about one-third of it.
From the beginnin of the 20th century to 1927,
the United States Turnished more than half the
world copper su ply. For many years the
United States pro uced much more copper than
it consumed and exported the surplus. Huge
demands for copper a t the beginning of World
War I resulted in record domestic production
tonnages. The records achieved in 1916-18
were not surpassed until 1929, when production
reached a temporary peak of about 1 million
tons as a result of the high level of industrial
activity. The highest prices since 1920 also
were reached in 1929 and early 1930 stimulating
development of copper mines throughout the
world, particularly in Africa and Canada. In
1930 the British Empire became self-sufEcient
and had an exportable surplus.
The worldwide depression that began in 1930
was quickly reflected in a severe decline in
wpper consumption and a nearly comparable
curtailment in production. By the middle of
1933 the copper industry was operating a t about
30 percent of the 1929 rate. Between 1929 and
1936 the relation of the leading wpper-producing countries to world production changed
appreciably (table 20). The United States lost
its position as the foremost w per roducing
country in the world in 1934 wgen &ile o u b
ranked i t t h e only time since 1883 that the
United States has not been in first place.
Domestic mines, smelters, and refheriw were
adversely affected by the depression; idle
smelter and refinery capacity increased sharply,
and many mines were forced to reduce operations or to close. In June 1932 a 4-cent-perpound excise tax was imposed on wpper to
discourage importations of foreign matenals.
The depth of the depression was reached at
the end of i932; the copper industry be an to
show improvement. Domestic mine ancfsmelter production was higher in 1934 than in 1933,
although still having the lowest levels in more
than 30 years. The copper industry in the
United States continued to recover for the next
four years but did not increase as much as
abroad. Consumption of copper outside the

!

United S t a b in 1935 and 1936 exceeded all
~reviousr e w r d ~ p a r t l yas a result of increased
aemand in Europe.
I n the early months of 1938 demand for w
er in the United States was at an extreme ylevel as a result of a business recession.
Curtailment of output about midyear succeeded
in bringing new sup ly below consumption reuirements, and stoc!is were reduced from May
through October. Consumption continued a t
record
rates
abroad. and selline conditions
-.--during the year f r G e n t l y were-more .favorable in London than m New York. Exports of
domestic wpper were higher
than in any other
year since 1328.
Great Britain and France declared war on
Germany in September 1939, and the domestic
wpper industry began an expansion pvgram
that resulted in record rates. At the begmmng
of 1940 U.S. producers watched tne European
market dwindle and wondered where they were
going to dispose of their metal, but by the end
of the ear producers were straining to,meet
d e m a d a n d were even r-ncded
to an i d u x
of foreign copper to cap their load., The inability t o meet all reqwements continued and
was accentuated in 1940 and 1941. Copper
was consumed a t a tremendous rate in the
United States for its own milita requirements
and for the needs of its allies. E o r b of various
Government
aeencies were directed toward in-.
~creasing suppl& by obtaining greater imports
and b confining exports to essential needs of
the d e s . civilian uses were curtailed and tne
in FebruPremium h c e Plan was inaueurated
ary 1942.
By 1943 the copper supply ap eared virtually
in balance, and copper was paced lower on
the list of critical materials. Despite labor
shortages in 1944 and 1945 the supply of copper
was adequate for war requirements and essenhal

f'

Ew

T

~

P

of total world prod~ttionb
leading cozlntrks

TABLE20.-Percent

1

1929

Belgian Congo ---......-7.0
4.0
Canada.-.-...-.--.....
16.0
h e. . . . . . . . . . .
.3
Rhodesia-. ....--.
..
...United States......-.... 48. 0

1

1935
7.0
11.0
17.0
10.0
23. 0

1

1936

6.0
10.0
14 0
8.0
31.0
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civilian needs. Due largely to cutbacks in
military requirements in 1945, the downward
trend in production begun in 1943 continued
in 1945.
Bears that with the termination of hostilities
war stocks would flood the domaqtic mining
industry and result in a stagnant copper
industry, such as that after World War I,
did not materialize. Demand in 1946 for reconversion needs exceeded expectations, and
supply from domestic sources was short of
requirements. In addition, labor strikes occurred a t mines, smelters, refineries, and
fabricating plants. Peak peacetime domestic
consumphon continued into 1948. Prices had
advanced sharply after removal of controls on
November 10, 1946, and the annual average
for 1948 established a 30-year peak. In the
early months of 1949 the supply of copper
exceeded demand. Prices dropped from 23.2
cents a t the beginning of the year to 15.7
cents by the end of June, and production
curtailments were begun in May.
The copper industry experienced increased
activity in early 1950, and the upward movement was accelerated following outbreak of
hostilities in Korea in June 1950. Strikes in
1951 adversely affected operations in all major
producing States. Efforts of Government and
industry were directed again to assuring
adequate supplies. The Defense Production
Act of 1950 was extended; copper raw materials
were placed under allocation control; a ceiling
price of 24.5 cents per pound, delivered, was
established; and over-theceiling contracts were
awarded to high-cost mines. The inadequate
supply situation changed in 1953 to one in
which more than enough copper was available
domestically, and a sizable world surplus developed. Throughout 1953 the Chilean Government maintained a price 6 cents a pound
more than the price of US. producers. Imports
from Chile fell sharply, and large stocks of
unsold Chilean copper accumulated in that
country and in the United States. In August
the Chilean Government requested the United
States Government to purchase the accumulated stockereported to be 180,000 tonsfor the strategic stockpile, and in March 1954
the two Governments reached agreement for
the purchase of 100,000 tons a t market price.

Although four new large operations reached
the production stage in 1954, mine production
declined 10 percent. Interruptions to out ut
due to labor strikes from August to ~ c t o t e r
and to the voluntary curtailments by mining
companies in the early months of the year,
when it appeared that supply would exceed
demand, more than offset gains in the new
productive capacity. Iu contrast, output in
1955 rose 20 percent despite serious work
stoppages at several important mines, and
supplies were inadequate to meet increased
demand. Copper shortages caused the price
of domestic copper to move upward sharply
during the year to the highest point in 90 years.
Foreign prices, however, rose even more
sharply and additional foreign metal was not
attracted to US. markets. To help relieve
the situation the Government permitted postponement of stockpile deliveries, authorized
sale of Defense Production Act (DPA) inventories, placed restrictions on copper exports,
and extended the suspension of the excise tax.
The situation was reversed in 1956 when
more than enough copper was available for all
requirements. United States and World production established new highs, and copper
prices rose. The oversup ly continued into
1957 and was not relieved y efforts of major
producers in the United States and abroad to
curtail outputs or by the drop in copper prices
from 46 cents in July 1956 to 27 cents in September 1957. An upward trend in consumption
which bad begun in the second hal£ of 1958
continued through June 1959. In August 1959,
operations a t most of the principal domestic
copper mines, smelters, and refineries were
halted by the longest strike in history. As a
result mine output fell 16 percent and smelter
and refinery production from domestic ores
dropped 20 percent. Bffiause of high consumption and reduced supply, stocks of refined copper
a t the end of 1959 were the lowest since before
1900. The last strikes were settled by late
March 1960, and the need for copper stimulated
production; mine output was the largest since
1957; in 1962 a new record was set. Salient
copper statistics from 1906 through 1962 are
shown in table 21.

\
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Production of copper by States from the
beginning of operations through 1962 is shown
in table 22; data given reflect smelter output
from 1545 to 1905 and mine production thereafter. Tables 23 apd 24 give world mine and
smelter production. for 192650, and figure 35
shorn production, consumption, and p r l e of
copper m the US. for 191042.
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Primmy Copper.-Copper
production is
measured a t three stages of processing-mining,
smelting, and refining. These separate determinations are desirable because each has a
particular advantage over the others for certain
purposes. Because they show different aspects
of production, the three sets of figures do not
agree exactly.
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TABLE
21.-Salient copper sfdtisties

MID?p r o d ~ ~ l ...................................
on
3hon tom..
A-ae
ylelcl ofmn r
...................... w m n t . .
..
. s h m m..
alnsller produetion ~ ~ d o i i l r o r p s..........
Refinery productlot
m y , born.
hmPBt~ematerkX.......................... short tom..

Yorclm mamsb..................................

..do..

..

-

1mports.mfined 1........................................do....
ErWrte, reBned 1........................................ do....
Appsrent masumption ofnew m p w C .................do....
Prodoctlon imm s o a p ss metalandin alloys:
O l d s m p ......................................8 h o tons..
New-p
..
od.
....
...
...
....
...
...
.
...
...
....
...
...
...
....
Plh%st New York 8......................... c a t s per pound..
World~uo~lter
prodwtlon ..........................short tons..

~ r p o mmfined
,
1. .
......................................do....
App8lmtmnsumntlon o f m a ww C .................do....
RoducWon homsomp 81 &I
a n d h alloy^:
Old-P
......................................sbor tom.. .
New s ~ n .p.......................................... do....
Prlcaot New Ymk 4 .........................m t s per pond..
WorldsrndterpmdunLon .......................... ~ ( htoons..

.1 .a93.277

340,m

16 030
31:030
12.6s
080. 800

do....

1,129,681

Imports, refined I ........................................ do....
Exwrh, remed ........................................
do....
Apparent consumption of new mppe: .................... do....
Pmductlon horn s w p m metal aod m alloys:
Old s w p . ..................................... short tons..
New sorap........................................... do....
Prim s t New Ymk 8.........................cants
per pound..
Worldsmelter produotion.......................... short tons..

4, aOB
866,308
73%100

Tom..............................................

-

175,030
175.m
28.44

1.518.Bm

Mine produelhn ............................
short tons..
A w w gleld o l m p w . . ............................ . p r a o ( . .
Smelter produetla, (mnl dnmnlic ore* ......... sbon tom..
IIeRnem ppmduclnnm, m m , hum.
nankatlc mrrrrl& ............................ sbon tons..
F m l m maYm~1.....................................
d o . . ..

2Um

do....

474 388

Tots1..............................................

Irnpata, maned I ........................................ do....
Ewxts.refmed I........................................ do....
Appsrent mosumption of new mpper I ...................do....
Pmductlon imm s m p a. metal sod in slloys:
Old 8 w p......................................s h t tom..
New 8aap........................................... do....
PriDB e+tNew York 8 ......................... cents per wund..
Wmld meltpr pmductlon..........................short tons..

Seefmtnota s t end of tabk.

I

1 :#I

W.
i83
30(. 7m

110. .W?
~

34.523
288, (W

3m.m
137,030

Yh%

614,RXl
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TABLE
21.-Salient
Mine pmdunlon ...................................short tons..
Average *Id of oap r
........................ p"ent..
smelter produotlon k%d&&tic
orpe.............short tons..
Remery prcduotlon
7. from:
DomDJtr m a t e r C........................ short tons..
Forern m a w b.................................... do....
T o t d ..............................................

do....

Imports, &d
8.
....................................... do.. ..
Exports, r e m d I ........................................ do....
h p m t o a n s m p t l m ofnew capper c .................do....
Pmduction from smap as m s t d and in 8 l h g s :
Old map......................................
short tom..
do....
New m a p
bloc a t New York a .........................cant8 per w d . .
world sms~terp m d ~ o t ~.
o..
o....................... short tons..

Total .............................................

.do ....

Imports, remed I ........................................ do....
E ~ Br m, e d I........................................do....
Apparent oaosumptlon of new mpw 4 .................. do....
Prodootim from s w p as metal and in alloys:
o l d B ~ ....
D..................................
s h m tom..
NOW $CIBp........................................... do. ...
P r I e st New Fwk 1.. ...................... . m u per pound..
World smeller produnloo .......................... s h m tom..

copper s t o t i s t k 4 o n t i n u e d

=i%

624.OBO

889,811

84% ml

e55.649

859.476

1,161. W

1,162,882

1,Ua.W

1,370.W

1,078,W

05,181
128,062
705, lW

51,W
461.233
711,500

42.365
474.737
804.303

67, W7
411. m
€89, 800

43,106
287,067
632. 500

837. 303
142,500
13.88
1,808,800

339.m

365.500
170.800
14.68
1.880.m

UII.UXI

18.21
2,m,303

1,087,891
"08

1,093,818
1.04
1,m.939

GTZ,549
0.89
l,~.379

l.W4,182
~ , 7 6 9

1 . W 079
m7:1~4
1,379.W

1. U

%,56i

aC3.108

150,800
M.06
1,6n.m

........................................
"l(lSW8P
..

....

I

....

87.m

202,688

451,000
261.303

-

8

4.7s

......................................

........................................... do....
.........................cants w pound.
=Id smelter moduction..........................short tons.

Mine pmdoduotlon................................... short tons..
Averwe yleld ofoap
....................... permt..
smelter produotion E ~ d i i i ~ taea
i c.............&at tom..

RBtlnery prodoct10n d m m , from
~omestiicmterl& ............. ..............short
. tons..
Porelm mated& .................................... do ....

lUl,wu

I

l,080,081

868.149
1.15
o66.07a
975 108

n0:m

T o w .............................................. do ....

1,396,309

1,U4,Ml

Imports,rdw,d 1........................................ do ....
Exports.re6md ........................................ do....
A p w e n t mnsumptkm of ma mpper 4 .................. do....
Produotion from scrap 88 metalandin alloys:
oldsorap...................................... shon tom..
New S P ~ .
P.......................................... do....
P r i m st NBW ~ o r k
8.
........................ tent8 pw pound..
World smelter pmdootion .......................... a h m tons..

84%. 081
103,m
I, 641,MO

401 436
131:108
1,608,000

I

See fmtnoh s t end of tsble.

%Z

13.11
l,ma,rm

7M,721

Mine podoclloo ...............................8
tom..
A s w e yleldnlooy r
........................ pemeot..
d o~m
~ r n e i r p r p r o d u ~m
(.......
m
~ s~~ l oe r e . ........... .short m..
I b n n ~ l gP ~ O ~ U C ~ I O -.horn.
~.
~ n r n e l l o r n a t a ~.........................
~..
.short tom..
d o . ..
Vorelgn matarlab.. ................................
Total ........... ..................do

m.sm

~IZ.BPO

3l3.897
11.87
2.W5.000

I

427.1~

I

b. a?

7s.m

776,738
3az, 881
63,211,187

I, 108,599

1,000

481.SOS
68.373
I,kU.000

6.31 367
43ha
1,416,000

427 m
4
.
6 rn
11.87
3.W.000

4m no
494: Z2
11.87
z.W.000

%E

YlY
3,076,000

77a 694

4m @as
609'121

1i.w

2,436,000
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TABLE
21.--Salient copper 8tcatiSticsContinued
asb.91
737

Mlne pmd(~etico
...................................short tom..
Average yield of copper............................... percent..
Smelter pmduetion from domsrtic mes.............short tam..
Re5ery production rimaw, from
Domestlo mats&& ............~...............~hort ton..
F~rslgnmaterials.................................... do....

847,563
0.80
882,872

834,813
0.92
842,477

752,750
0.81
757,831

?%
911,352

67& 420

W.231

809,213
250,757

0% 015
232:glz

820 748

TOtd.............................................. do....

%g

678, B 2

1,158,910

I, 107,446

827,657

1.238,8.834

Imparts, re6ned 1........................................ do....
~ r p o r t sreened
,
I.
....................................... do....
Apwreqt coawmptlon of new copper .................. do ....
Pmductlon Lmm scrap as metal aod in alloys:

154.371
52,629
1,991,000

149.478
~ 7 . w
L%,000

249.124
142.598
1,214,000

275 811
1d8n
1.m2.000

317,383
144,Wl
1,447,000

&6,453
397,083
13.63
2,w,000

503 srs
458h
21.15
2,490, 000

505,464
467,324
22.20

383, 548
329,595
18.36

485,211
483. m
21.48

588, W)

'

old SC~SP...................................... ~ b r tons..
t
Neraswp ........................................... do....
Pdee a t New Ymk 8 ......................... ants per pund..
Wodd smelter pmduotlan..........................short tons..

Imparts, reened 1........................................

~x&oorecommg

3 1 9 : ~

do ....

yiG.; <ii;.i.iki.i;;;;;;;;:;;;;;::;; j3 ;;;;

Prodn~tlonfmm sorap ss m s t d and io allom:
Old SDIBP.................................... h
tons..
New snap........................................... do....
Primat New YorkL .
.. ....................oents
. perparau..
Wmld smelter prodoctlon.......................... short tons..

m e pmduotion...................................short t m 1. 11

~orelgnmate*

.
.
.
.
.
.

.................................... d

o

Total ............................................... do...

...

352,496
----I,@&=I
i , r r * , 1 7 8 ~ 1,35z,sza1 1 . o s s u r 1 l , a s , e n ~ l,sao.lm~r.sll.no

Geographic distribution of output is shown
more precisely by mine-production statistics
than by those of smelter and refinery production. Liewise, the character of the ores
produced, their contents of copper and other
valuable metals, and the treatment other than
smelting that they may have undergone can
be learned accurately only from mine data.
However, mine statistics show on1 the estimated recoverable metal content o the ores.
The actual quanhty of crude copper recovered
from copper ores and from other ores having
a low eontent of copper is,shown by the smelter
statistics. Lead, zinc, sdver, and gold ores,

9

'3

and pyrite roasted in the manufacture of
sulfunc acid often carry some copper recovered
a t smelters. However, the mines are not paid
for the copper contained and do not report it,
causing a difference between the figures of
mine and of smelter production. The lag in
time between the production and the smelting
of an ore also causes production data to differ.
For example, ore mined in December of any
year may not be represented in the figures of
smelter production until the following year.
Still another cause of difference between these
two sets of figures is that the quantity of metal
contained in ore, matte, and other material
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held in stock or in pro!ess a t smelters is rarely
the same at the begmnmg and the end of a year.
The precise quantity of copper made available for consumption in a @ven penod, as well
as that of the precious metals recovered from
crude copper, isihowl~only b refinery statistics,
but these do ~ ~ reveal
o t the b t r ~ b u- t ~of~onu t
put by source.
Differences between smelter and refinery
statistics occur for much the same reasons.
Some time must elapse after the copper is
smelted before it is refined; and the quantity
of copper in stocks of untreated or unfinished
material at the beginning of the yew differs
from that at the end, a t smelters as well as a t
the refineries.
Two or three months usually elapse between
the time ore is mined and the time the copper
derived from the ore becomes available for
consum~tion. Hence, the refinerv statistics
for a d e n d a r year 'represent approximately
the ore mined between October of the past year
In periods
and October of the current yea:.
when the course of production IShttle disturbed
by pronounced fluctuations of activity, the
three sets of statistics on moduction from
domestic ores do not &iff& greatly. Any

2.:.

TABLE22.-Mine

decided rise or fall in production between
October of one year and March of the year
following, however, tends to accentuate the
differences among the three sets of figures.
So that smelter and refinery figures may be
compared as nearly as possible, smelter data
must have added to them some refined copper
that does not require smelting. Thus furnacerefined Lake copper and copper leached from
ores and recovered from solution by electrolysis
are included in smelter statistics.
Mine l+oduction.Statistics on mine production in the United States have been compiled since 1906 (table 22). Total production
from the earliest record through 1962 has been
almost 50 million tons; most has come from the
Western States. Arizona was the supplier
of 38 percent of the total, followed by Utah
with 18 percent; Montana, 16 percent; Nevada,
6 percent; and New Mexico, 5 percent. Of the
remaining copper-producing States, Michigan
furnished 11 percent of the remaining output.
There are a number of active copper-producing
mines in the United States, most of them small,
and more than 95 percent of the output has
been supplied regularly by 2 5 mines.

production' by Stale of ~ecoverablecopper in the

United States, short tms

Alabama ..........................................................................................
A1wka............................................................................................
Arizona ...........................................................................................
California.........................................................................................
Colorado' .........................................................................................
Georgia.. .........................................................................................
Idaho.............................................................................................
Maine ............................................................................................
Marylsnd .........................................................................................
Massachusetts.....................................................................................
641
Michigm...............
13
29
239
516
753
Missouri-. ........................................................................................
Montana. .........................................................................................
Nevada ...........................................................................................
New Hampshire. ...................................................................................
New Mexico.......................................................................................
NorthCarolina ....................................................................................
Oregon. ...........................................................................................
Pennsylvania. .....................................................................................
South Carolina.....................................................................................
SouthDakota .....................................................................................
Tennessee.. .......................................................................................
Texas.. ...........................................................................................
....
Utah.. ................................................................................... .:-Vermont.
.........................................................................................
.
.
Virg~rua...........................................................................................
Washington........................................................................................
Wisoonain.. .............................................................. ;..............---...---Wyoming- .........................
........ ......... ....................
..........
Other a. ...............................
99
140
97
44
31
87

.I

I

1

Total ...........................
See footnotes at end of tabla

112

1

.I

169

1

I

336

1

.1 ..- - I

560

1

784

1

728

TABLE
22.-Mine production' by State o j recoverable copper in the United SMes, short torrs-Con.

1

1851

1

1852

I

1853

I

1854

1

1855

I

1856

Alabama ..........................................................................................
Alaska ............................................................................................
Arizona ...................
California .........................................................................................
Coloradol .........................................................................................
Georaa ...........................................................................................
Idaho.............................................................................................

1 1 1 1

I 1

Maryland .........................................................................................

Massachusetts .....................................................................................

887
1,453
2,037
2, 904
4,106
Michigan.-. ...........................
872
Missouri ..........................................................................................

Pen6aylvania ......................................................................................
South Carolina .....................................................................................
South Dakota ......................................................................................
Tennessee ..........................................................................................
Texas .............................................................................................
Utah .............................................................................................
Vermont
. . ..........................................................................................
Virarus...........................................................................................
washinaton .......................................................................................
Wyoming .............................
Other' .................................

....

I

I------130
Total ...........................
1,008r
1857

........

345
1,2321
1858

...............I.....................
787
2,2401'
1859

483
2,5201
1860

456
3,3601
1861

374

4,480
1862

Alabama ..........................................................................................
Alaska ............................................................................................
40
Arizona .................................................................................
1, 300
California ...............................................................................
Colorado' .........................................................................................
Georaa ...........................................................................................
Idaho........................
Maine ............................................................................................
Maryland .........................................................................................
Massachusetts .....................................................................................
6,793
6,035
7,519
4,463
4, 766
4,579
Michigan ..............................
Missouri.. ....................................................../. ................................
Montana ..........................................................................................
Nevada ...........................................................................................
New Hampshire ....................................................................................
5
' 00......
NewMexico...................................................................
North Carolina ....................................................................................
.....................................
Oregon........................................................
Pennsylvania ............................................. '........................................
South Carolina ............................................ ........................................
South Dakota ......................................................................................
Tennessee.. .......................................................................................
Teaas-. ...........................................................................................
Utah.. ...........................................................................................
Vermont
. . ..........................................................................................
Virnma.-- ........................................................................................
Washington .......................................................................................
Wisconsin ................................................. .......................................
Wyoming .........................................................................................
2,447
1,581
2,029
381
Other .................................
610
2,593

'

T

o ...........................

See footnotea a t end

of table

5,376

6,160

7,056

8, 064

8, 400

10,580
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TABLE
22.-Mine productiun' by Staio o j recoverable c o p p r in the United States, s h d tons--Con.

1

1863

1

1864

1

1865

1

1866

1

1867

1

1868

Alabama
h k a
Arizona ...........................................................................................
California ...
I,lI/
2,400
I . m
1.300
,001
650
Colorado L
..
..........................................
56 ..........
25
Georaia ...........................................................................................

bIi8eouri ..........................................................................................
2
Montana ................................................................................
Nevada ...........................................................................................
New Hampshire....................................................................................
New MeSm.......................................................................................
North Carolina .....................................................................................
Oregon ...........................................................................................
Pennsylvania ......................................................................................
South Carolina .....................................................................................
South Dakota .....................................................................................
Tennessee .........................................................................................
.............................................................................................
Texas
...
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming.. ...............................................
Other 3................................
1,927
315
Total ..............

I

1.- .I

9,520

541

1
8
,
9
6
09,520

1I.

..........

1

1,737

9,968

I

1, 215
11, 200

..........

1

1, 817

12,992

M a b a n s ..........................................................................................
Alaska ............................................................................................
225
420 ..........
Arizona .............................................................
California.. ...........................
160
300
175
288
225
28
238
92
102
51
190
Colorado 2. ...........................
91
Georgia
Idaho .................................
Maine
Madsacbusetta .....................................................................................
17,166
15,045
13,374
12,276
Michigan ..............................
12,311
13,312
Miasouri ..........................................................................................
50 ..........
4 ..............................
Montane..............................
185
Nevada.. ..................................................................... 72
New Hampshire....................................................................................
25
16
6 ....................
New Mexico.....................................
North Carolina ....................................................................................
Oregon............................................................................................
Pennsylvania ......................................................................................
South Carolina .....................................................................................
h u t h D a k o t a ......................................................................................
Tennessee.........................................................................................
Texas..- ..........................................................................................
187
438
195
300
50
Utah.. .........................................
Vermont
..........................................................................................
.
.
Virema...........................................................................................
W88hiugton.......................................................................................
Wisconsin .........................................................................................
Wyoming .........................................................................................
1,414
1,324
599
727
341
1,626
O t h e r i ...............................
Total ...........................
See footnot= st end of table.

14,000

14,112

14,560

14,000

17,360

19,600
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TABLE
22.-Mine production1 by Stale of recovemble copper in the United Stetes,shod tons--Con.

Alabama ..........................................................................................
Alaska ........................
250
250
Arkona ...............................
1, 592
1,500
1, OJo
California .................................................
500
256
250
Colorado l.. ...........................
268
430
140
167
352
247
Georba ...........................................................................................
Idaho.............................................................................................
Maine ............................................................................................
Maryland .........................................................................................
Massachusetts ......................................................................................
19,845
18,020
21,425
24,868
19,185
Michigan ..............................
19,513
Missouri ..........................................................................................
175
606
200
50
260
Montana ..............................
250
- -.-.
.
67 ..-.
Nevada .......................................................................
New Hampshire....................................................................................
2 ..........
150
New Mexico...........................
154 ....................
North Carolina ....................................................................................
Oregon ............................................................................................
Pennsylvania ......................................................................................
South Carolina ........................................................................... .I .......
South Dakota ......................................................................................
Tennemee .........................................................................................
Texas.............................................................................................
382
Utah .................................
43
129
321
473
358
Vemont ..........................................................................................
V i x i S a ...........................................................................................
Washington .......................................................................................
Wisconsin .........................................................................................
Wyoming .........................................................................................
2,793
1,710
Other a................................
1, 687
791
1,192
1,489

%

T o t .............. ............

20,160

21,280

23,520

24,080

25,760

1881

1882

1883

1884

1885

30,240
1886

Alabama ..........................................................................................
Alaska ............................................................................................
7,828
13,367
Arizona ...............................
4,000
11,353
11,937
8,992
215
438
California.. ...........................
235
250
800
413
1,007
500
442
573
Colorado a... ..........................
576
747
Georgia ...........................................................................................
Idaho ...............................................................
23
20 ..........
Maine ............................................................................................
Maryland .........................................................................................
Massachusetts .....................................................................................
40,459
34,677
36,074
28,492
Michigan..............................
26,787
29,851
Missouri ..........................................................................................
28,806
21, 546
33,899
725
12,332
Montana ..............................
4,529
25
Nevada .........................................
50
5
144
175
New Hampshire....................................................................................
279
40
30
New Mexico...........................
250
41 1
435
North Carolina ....................................................................................
Oregon............................................................................................
Pennsylvania ......................................................................................
South Carolina .....................................................................................
South Dakota ......................................................................................
Tennemee .........................................................................................
...........................
Texas..................................................................
250
133
63
193
Utah .................................
303
171
..........................................................................................
Vermont
.
.
Vir~n~
..a........................................................................................
Washington .......................................................................................
Wisconsin .........................................................................................
........
.......
.......
.......
Wyoming .......................................
481 .
50
519
1,202
676
3,193
0
................................
1,060
1,187
Total ...........................
See footnotes a t end of table.

35,840

45,323

57,763

72,473

82,938

78,881
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produtim'

ky

?/Stoh of recoverable copper in the U~titedStates. short t o n s 4 o n .

Arizona ...............................
California.. ...................---.---.
Colorado 2.............................
Georgia.-----------------------------.
I&ho--------------------------------.
Mdne ................................
Maryland .............................
Maasachusettn ..........--------.-----.
Michigan.. ......................-.....
Missouri ..............................
Montana.. ............................
Nevada. -.
- - - - - -.- -.- - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - .
New Eampshke........................
New Mexico
North Carolina

-

Pennsylvsnia ..........................
South Camlina------------------------.
South Dakota ..........................

-

Tennessee- - .- - - -.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - .

Utah .................................
Vwmont ..............................
Virgjnia---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - ----- -.
Waehington. - - -.
- - - - - - - - ---- ----- ---.
.
Wisconsin.-. ..........................
Wyoming.............................
Other 8................................

Nabama ..............................
Maaka ................................
Arizona
................
California.. -.
.
- - - - - -.
.
- - --- - - - - - - - - - -.
Colorado .............................
Gwrgja ...............................
Idaho.................................
Maine ................................
Maryland- ............................
Massachuaette. ........................
Michigan..............................
Mimonr.. ............................
Montana..............................
Nevada. - - -.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
.
New Hampshire.-- .....................
New Mexico...........................
North Carolina ........................
Penbsylvania.. ........................
South (hrolina .........................
South Dakota .........................
Tennesm .............................
Texaa.................................
Utah..-. .............................
Vermont.. ............................
Virginia ...............................
Washington- ..........................
Wiswmin .............................
Wyoming.. ...........................
Other t...............................
Total ..
see Coobotes at end of table.
m-7*0
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TABLE
22.-Mine poduction'

Stale o j recoverable copper

in.& Unated Stales, short tons--Con.

Alabama.. ..........................
........ .
A r n h ....................................................
Arizona ...............................
66,528
59,159
California.............................
13,111
14,256
Colorado 9 ............................
5 82!2
3,913
Georgia..
Idaho.................................
Maine ..........................
Maryland
.
.
Massachusetts.. ..................---:
Michigan ..............................
73,700
72,731
Missouri
.................
Montans.. ............................ 112,572
135,377
Nevada ...............................
278
DO4
New H a m p a h i r e ~ . ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - ~ . ~ . ~ - - - New Mexico...........................
1,968
2,085
North Cmlima.. .........................................

1

1

). _._._.I.__.__

1

/
I

(

Pennsylvania .............................................
South Carolina ............................................
South Dakota .............................................
Tennessee ................................................
Texes. ..................................................
U .................................
4,792
9,177
Vermont .................................................
Virginia..................................................
Washington ..............................................
Wiscowin.. ..............................................
Wyoming .............................
1,552
2,102
Other1................................
3,955
3,910
Total .................................

284,333

303,059

,laha ma.. ...............................................
2,450
2,936
Alaska ................................
133, 416
Arizona ............................... 113, 427
o r i a ............................
8,349
14,363
Colorado 8.............................
4,702
2,860
Georgia .........................................
13
1
.................................
3, 661
4,779
Maine ...................................................
Maryland ................................................
Massachusetts ..................................
Michinan.
............................ 115,144
112,2""
-.
Missouri .............................. 3 C " -.rz
.
c
=,. A ,

1

. . . .I

0

lI

5

ampshire...........................................
New Mexico...........................
2,667
3, 514
North Carolina ..................................
352
Oregon................................
423
208
Pennsylvania .............................................
South Carolina ............................................
South Dakota ..............................-.....--------Tennessee .......................................
8,990
Texas-. .........................................
Utah .................................
27,042
U U
Jermont
........................................
.
.
Virpmla..................................................
Washingtan.. .........................
112
118
Wisconsio. ..............................................
Wyoming.............................
1,265
12
Other 8................................
7,568 .........
Total ........................... 444,392

458,488
I

See footnote8 a t end of table.
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TABLE
22.-MWM production1 by

State of recoaemble copper in the Uniled Stdes, short tuns.-Con

Ahbama .......................................
A k a ................................
13, 634
Arizona ............................... 153, 071
18.158
C a o i a ............................
Colorado 1. ............................
4, 012
Georgia........................................
d
o.................................
2, 576
Maine .........................................
Maryland .............................
(9
Massachusetts.. ............................
Michigan.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
109, 920
320
Missouri..............................
Montana.............................. 136, 424
Nevada ...............................
33, 689
New Hampshire.................................
New M
i ...........................
2, 029
North Carolina .................................
Oregon................................
47
Pennsylvania ..........................
($)
South Carolina ...............................
South Dakota ...................................
Tennessee.............................
9, 425
Texas....................................
Utah .................................
73, 480
Vermont .......................................
V i r ~ n i.
a..............................
Washindon. ..........................
I f
~ i a c o d.
n.....................................
Wyoming.............................
59
0 era ................................
* 334

1

T o t ........................... 557, 382

Alabama .......................................
Alaska ................................
44, 397
Arizona ............................... 356, 083
California.............................. 24, 077
4, 061
Colorado 1.............................
465
Georgia ...............................
3,.
914
.....
Idaho ...........................
Maine ................................
15
Maryland .............................
(I)
Massachnsetts..................................
Michigan.............................. 127, 855
Missouri ..............................
183
Montana .............................. 137, 231
Nevada ............................... 61, 397
New Hampshire.................................
New M
e ........................... 52, 784
North Carolina ........................
62
Oregon................................
Pennsylvania ..........................
$)237
South CuoKna ..................................
South Dakota ..........................
5
8, 017
Tenneseee.............................
Texas.................................
12
Utah ................................. 123, 337
Vermont ..............................
77
(&)
Virginia ...............................
Washington..........................
1, 100
Wisconsin ......................................
Wyoming .............................
1, 014
Other 8................................
394
Total ........................... 947, 717

.

&a fmtnotsa st end of table
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TABLE
22.-Mine prodiietion' by Sink of recouerabk? copper in the United States,short tuns--Con.

Ahbama ...............................................................................
A h k a ................................ 42,960
37,037
36,928
33,889
27,671
Arizona ............................... 309,464
338,876
356,678
361,648
341,095
California.............................
14,159
26,054
23,432
16,733
13,567
Colorado .............................
2.124
1,357
1,180
1,702
2,835
Georgia ................................................................................
Idaho.................................
1,990
1,370
1.649
668
1, 087
Maine .................................................................................
Maryland ..............................................................................
Massachusetts ..........................................................................
Michigan ..............................
69, 152
67,831
77, 579
87, 690
88,769
Mbmuri ..............................
101
91
6
538
225
Montana .............................. 112,063
124, 576
134,455
127,686
111,746
Nevada ...............................
33,602
36,903
39,650
50, 914
60,130
New Hampshire.........................................................................
New Mexico........................... 30, 678
37,346
38, 214
40,821
37,126
North Carolina ........................
32 ....................
734
2,722
Oregon................................
642
384
53
148
244
Pennsylvania ..........................
852
557
518
509
868
South Carolina ..........................................................................
South Dakota ...........................................................................
Tennessee .............................
9,361
9,168
9,894
9,303
7,470
Texas .................................
2 ....................
6
11
a h ................................. 111,197
121,069
118,243
128,737
128,467
Vermont ............................................................
236
104
Virgmla................................................................................
Washington ...........................
436
464
580
676
843
Wisconsin..............................................................................
Wyoming .............................
55 .......................................
Other .................................................................................

'

..

Total ...........................

738,870

Alabama .......................................
Alaska ................................
20,255
Arizona ............................... 415,314
California .............................
16,609
Colorado - - ..........................
4,453
Gearpia ........................................
Idaho .................................
2,566
Maine .........................................
Maryland ......................................
Mfqachusetts. .................................
Michigan ..............................
93,201
Miseouri.. ............................
1
Montana .............................. 148,863
a
...............................
70,069
New Hampshire.................................
New Mexico...........................
48,859
North Carolina ........................
Oregon-.. .............................
(5)328
e n s y v a i a ..........................
1,727
South Carolina ..................................
South Dakota...................................
Tennessee.. ...........................
Texas.. ...............................
f6)171
Utah ................................. 159,141
Vermont ..............................
(6)
Virania........................................
700
Washington.. .........................
Wisconsin ......................................
Wyoming .............................
2
Other '................................
15,296
Total ...........................
S&

fmtwtmat end of tabk.

997,555

803,083

839,059

862,638

824,980
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22.-Mine prod&'

by Sfate of recoverable copper in the United States, short tons--Con.

5
Alabama ..............................
7,750
A k a ................................
a
............................... 139,015
977
California.. ...........................
7,327
Colorsdo 1. ...........................
Georgia........................................
Idaho.................................
1,048
Maine .........................................
Maryland ......................................
Massachusetts ..................................
Michigan .............................. 32,054
Missouri.. ............................ 34
Montana .............................. 77,479
Ne......................... 37,133
New Hampshire.................................
2,253
New M
e ...........................
North Carolina. .......................
("199
Oregon................................
P n y a n i ..........................
(9
South a
.........................
(@)
South Dakota ...................................
Tememee.............................
(') 14
Texm.................................
64,758
Utah ...............................
Vemont .......................................
Virginia...............................
Washineton ...........................
43
Wisconsin ......................................
Wyoming .............................
0
................................
10,401

1

I

Alabama ........................................
A l m h ................................
72
A ~ e o n.
a.............................. 326,317
3,943
California .............................
6,748
Coloradoa.............................
Georgia .........................................
3,621
Idaho.................................
Maine ..........................................
M q h n d .......................................
Massachusetts...................................
Michigan.............................. 46, 440
Missouri ..............................
1,4W
o
na .............................. 128,036
Nevada ...............................
78,911
New Hampahire..................................
New M
i........................... 73,478
North Carolina.. ......................
Oregon..-. ............................
(' 83
P e y a n a ..........................
(s)
South C n a .........................
(8)
South Dakota
......
Tennessee.............................
(6)
Texas.................................
Utah .................................
266,838
Vermont....
Virginia........................................
W a s h i n o n ........................
8,686
Wkconsin
.......
4
Wyoming .............................
Other 8 ................................
13,566
Total ...........................
See footnotes at end of table.
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22.-Mine pmd&'onl

COPPER

by State of ~ e c o a e d l ecopper i n the United Slobs. sbrl W
1947

1

1948

1

1949

I

1950

1

1951

1

o

n.

1952

ALabams..........................................................................................
1 ..........
6
4
12
16
Alaska ................................
415,870
395,719
359,010 403,301
Arizona ............................... 366,218
375,121
921
800
646
649
California.............................
2,407
481
3,212
3,606
3, 141
2,403
Coloradoa.............................
2,150
2, 298
Georgia .........................................................................................
1d.b.................................
1,6401
1.6241
1,4381
2.1071
2,1601
3, 213
Maine ............................................................................................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
....
Maryland................
Massachusetts.....................................................................................
24,979
21,699
19, 506
25,608
27,777
Michigan..............................
24, 184
2,576
2,422
3,670
2, 982
2,370
Missouri..............................
1,760
61,948
57,406
54,478
56,611
58,252
Montana.............................. 57,900
57,537
56,474
52,569
38, 058
45,242
Nevada ............................... 49,603
New Hampshire....................................................................................
73,558
76,112
66,300
55,388
74,687
New Mexico...........................
60,205
North Camlins....................................................................................
1
11
20
19
2
Oregon................................
14
5,297
3,485
4,142
3,974
Pennsylvania ..........................
5,347
3,613
South Carolina.....................................................................................
South Dskota......................................................................................
7,069
7,620
6,489
6,851
Tennessee .............................
6. 693
6,825
18
1
2
24
23
6
Texa4.................................
894
282,
197,245
278,630 271,086
227,007
Utah ................................. 266,533
3,774
3.774
3,504
2, 986
Vermont ..............................
2, 248
2, 208
Virani
........._a
.....................
5 ..................................................
4,357
4,089
5,057
5,275
Washindon ...........................
2,240
5, 665

'

1

Wyoming
Other'
Total ...........................

I

1953

1

1954

(

1- .I

1955

I

19.56

(

1957

I

1958

j.

-----.........I ..........
Alabama ..................................................
Alaaka........................................
4
1
(9
377,!
Arizona ............................... 393,525
i
382
California.............................
Colorado '.............................
2,941
4,!
Georgia ...........................................................................................
Idsho.................................
3,136
4,828
5,618
6,656
7,912
9,846
Maine ............................................................................................
.d .........................................................................................

.....

.-

......................................
..
..
.
...
..
..
.......
....................................nnr

............................
2,314 1
1, !
Montana.............................. 77,(
Nevada ...............................
New Hampshire
New Mexico...........................
~.
& t hCarolina........................ .... ...
19
uregon................................
4
Y
o
8,0;;
;1
" 7,516
114,
4, 110
P n n s l n ..........................
3,270
3,027
South Carolina.....................................................................................
South Dskota......................................................................................
9,109
9,790
10,449
9,911
Tennessee .............................
7,829
9,087
1 ..............................
Texas.....................................1
...............
189,184
250,604 237,857
211,835
232,949
.................................
269,496
h
475
3,405
3,403
4,305
4,352
3,947
Vermont ..............................
.....
Virginia.................................................................................... -.
52
1,700
2,926
3,958
3,740
W h i g ...........................
3,636
Wisconsin .........................................................................................
4
(9
3
1 ..........
1
Wyoming .............................
Other 1............................................................................................
0

........

Total ........................... 926,448
See footnotes at end of table .

835,472

998,570 1,104,156 1,086,859

979,329
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TABLE
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production1 by State of recove~abkwpper in the Unitcd States, short tons--Con.
Total from.
earliest
record

Alabama......................................
A1=La. ...............................
36
Arieona ..............................
430,297
califomis- ............................ 863
color ado^.............................
2,940
Georpia .....................................
Id&o .................................
8,713
Maine ...........................................
Maryland .......................................
M ~ ~ h w e t t.
a..
- ................................
Michigan-............................. 55,300
Missouri. .............................
1,065
65,911
Montana. .............................
57,375
Nevsda. ..............................
New Hampshire...................................
New Mexico............................
39,688
North Camlina-.......................
(lo)
o w o n...........................................
Pennsylvania. .........................
'I 6,604

h u t h C a m h....................................
.............
South Dakota
T e n n m .............................
11,490

Texas.................................
...........
U .................................
144,715
.........................................
Vermont
.
.
Virgm~a..........................................
Waahiogton.. .........................
49
W b o n b ........................................
Wyoming........................................
Othera...........................................
T o t ...........................

824,846

tton.
2 F o r ~ v ~ m I o f t h e e ~~l~
l y~ ~ p m d o d i o n c r e dtoi tColoradoLncluded
ed

remwry rmm someom oImeertdn origin smelted in Colorado plants.
I

Includes States shorn sa (n).

una portioned.

8ompriw. perlad 1-1,
3 Included with "Other!'
4

Also Include lead dellverlren and

inclusive.
Bureau of M i o e not at liberty to poblish

dluidmal eom
11 Inclode.

!%?Caroma to avoid dblosing operadms orindlvldusl
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TABLE
23.-Wwld copper mine : )duction, short tons

I

North Amerioe:
United States...........
Canada. ...............
Cuba.................11
Mexim.. ..............
South America:
Bolivia 2. ..............
Chile..................
Pem ..................
Other a.. ..............

I

862,638
6 6 547

1.6.' &
62,112

8,962
268.476
46: 860
3.134

E"rO&ri
a... .............
2, F O O
Finland................
1.092
-,
~Germany:
I
East.. ............
west.. ............
Norway ...............
Poland
Spain 4.. ..............
Sweden................
U S S . R . 5..............
Yugoslavis 0 ............
Other
..............
Asia:
China.. ...............
3,369
Cyprus .¶. .............
3,369
.................
6,504
India !
Japan .................
74.257
Philippines...................... ...
Taiwan ' 0 . . ............
1,893
Turkey 8.............................
Other 'I.-. .............
858

1

"

O!her ................
Oceanm:
Australia.. ............

I

Total '8- .............
Sw footnotes at end of table.

'
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TABLE23.-World copper

North America:
United States...........
Canada................
Cuba ..................
Mexico.-. .............
South America:
Bolivia 3.. .............
Chile-. ................
P e n ..................
Other .= ..............
Eum&Ii9--

- .............

Finland ................
Gemanv:
~

528,875
147,759
14,889
59.758
2,259
246,381
49,332
822
1,447
7,050

~~

EM;....

..........

West.. ............
Norway ...............
Poland...........
Spain i. ............
Sweden................
U.S.S.R.~..............
Yugoslavia L...........
Other 7.. ..............
Asia:
China .................
C NS'
~n%a~..::::::::
Japan .................
Philippines.-. .
Taiwan ' 0 . .............
Turkey
...............
Other 'I................
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia.-.-. .
Republic of the C o z ? ...
Republic of South m a Southern Rhodesia.-. ...
South-West Africa. .....
Other '2 ................
Oceania:
Australia.. ............

1-

Total I s ..............
See footnotes at end of table.

4,299
12,897
83,608
4, 538
769

15,156
1,540,000

mine production, short tens--Continued
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TABLE
23.-World copwr mine prod&,

North America:
United States..........
Canada................
Cuba.- ................
Mexico.. ..............
South America:
Bolivia ...............
Chile.. ................
Pern ..................
Other.......1.........
EumEstria ................
Finhd................
Germany:
EaFA - -- - - - - - - - - -West..............
Norway ...............
Poknd
................
Spain 4.. ..............
Sweden.-. .............
U.S.S.R.6 ..............
Yugoslavia % . .........
Other 7 ................
Asia:
China .................
C ms'
1 n i a s~:-:
Japan .................
Philippines .............
Taiwan lo
..............
Turkey 6..........
Other '1 ................
Africa:
.
Northern Rhodesia..-..
Republic of the Congo...
Republic of South Africa.
Southern Rhodesia ......
South-West Africa
.......
........................"
.......
Other
Oceania:
Australia.. ............

614, 516
216,394
12,305
32, 753
3,581
282,422
36,764
13
12, 556

}

Total la..............
See footnotes at end of tabla

29,629
24,920
28,700
8,932
91,491
43,431
2,555

'

357
18,313
9,968
85,950
1,121
6, 520
4, 009

191,216
105,455
9,996
88

20, 788
1, 895, 000

short tm-Continued
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TABLE
23.-World copper mine p r o d u c t h , short h s . 4 ontinued

North America:
United States..........
958, 149
Canada................
328, 988
Cuba .................
10, 845
Mexico ................
53, 700
South America:
hIivia'- ..............
8, 018
C u e..................
513, 089
Peru ..................
40, 589
Other 1- ...............
3.537
~urope:
A u s t r b .............
Finland- ..............
Germany:
EaEL .............
Weat ..............
Norway ...............
Poland. .................
Spain 4- ...............
Sweden................
USS.R.6 .............
Yugoslavia '...........
Other '................
Aaia:
Cn.a .................
Cyprus" .............................
India 8 .................
7, 616
Japan .................
84, 925
Philippines. ...........
10, 900
Taiwan lo..............
6, 196
Turkey 6. ..............
11, 584
Other .'1 .....
4, 817
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia .....
255, 644
Republic of the Congo...
178, 758
Republic of South Africa .
22, 860
Southern Rhodesia ......
559
South-Weat Africa .....................
Other '2 ...............
125
Oceania:
Australia- .............
23, 362

1

Total 18..............

.

See footnotes at end of table

2, 820, 000
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TABLE
23.-World covver mine prodzlclion. short tons-Continued

North America:
United States ..........
Canada................
Cuba..................
Mexiw ................
South America:
Bolivia 1- ..............
Chile..................
Pwu ..................
Othw 1. ...............
Europe:
Austria.. ..............
Finland................
Germany:
Ea8t ..............
West ........
N o ~ ~ a y ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - Poland .................
Spain 4. ...............
Sweden................
U.S.S.R.6. .............
Yugoslavia ............
Other '................
Asia:
China .................
Cyprus2...............
India8.................
Jauan .................
. . . . .

..

Taiwan lo..............
Turkey ...............
Other 1' ................

Sohh&n Rhodesia.....
South-West Africa .......
0 t h '2~................
Oceania:
Australia ..............

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE
23.-Wo~ld

copper mine p/odwtia. short t u n ~ c o n t i n u e d

North America:
United States.. ........
Canada ................
Cuba..................
Mexico. ...............

South America:
Bolivia ..............
Chile..................
Peru ..................
Other a ................
Europe:
Austria. ...............
Finland ................
Germany:
East- .............
West... ...........
Norway ...............
Poland ................
Spain ................
Sweden................
USS.R.6 ..............
Yugoslavia '............
other ................
Asia:
CMna .................
Cyprus 1...............
India .................
Japan .................
Philippines.............
Taiwan 10..............
Turkey%..............
Other 11................
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia ......
Republic of the Congo...
Republic of South Africa.
Southern Rhodesia. .....
South-We& Africa ......
Other 1%................
Oceania:
Australia ..............

18. 600

Total ..............

2,900. 000

'-

1

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE
23.-Wo&

copper mine production, short -ntinued

North America:
United Stat- .......... 1.104. 156 1.086. 859
Canada
.........
354. 860 359. 109
18. 000
Cuba .................. 18. 200
Mexico ................ 60. 748
66, 800
South America:
1
...............
4. 320
4.896
Chile.................. 539, 844 535. 306
63, 023
Peru ..................
50, 966
O t h e r ................
1. 417
893

E u r O t.
r...............
i
d ................
Germany:
I

824, 846
395, 269
9, 942
63, 134

1.080. 169
439. 262
8 13, 058
66, 502

1.165. 155
439, 088
5. 500
54. 359

1.228. 421
465, 446
5, 300
51. 945

3, 168
514, 925
59. 105
1,353

2. 461
602. 108
54, 914
1. 648

2 503
591. 330
200. 313
1, 611

2. 294
607. 233
218. 315
1. 611

2, 645
646, 069
182, 877
1. 574

2.695
31, 800

2, 726
32, 400

2. 188
31, 000

2, 105
37, 5M)

2, 168
38, 700

35, OW
36, 614
9, 150
89, 837
51, 842
1, 702
27, 744
1,020

a 55, 000

39, 978
8, 900
93, 970
54, 587
1, 793
30, 551
4, 239

80, 000
39, 096
9, 750
98, 307
48, 513
2, 315
30, 110
5, 414

84. 801

106. 344

122. 567

2, 574
28. 700

2, 579
23. 150

Poland. ................1
Spain '.................
Sweden................
US.S.R.&..............
Yugoslavia 8............
Other 7 ................
Asia:
China ................. '4 * 13,000
............... 39, 497
C
I
.................
8, soo
a
.................
86, 497
Philippines............. 29, 722
2, 011
Taiwan ..............
30, 544
Turkey % ..............
O r "................
1, 135
Afrioa:
Northern Rhodesia ......
Republic of the Congo...
Republic of South Africa.
Southern Rhodea~a......
South-West Africa ......
Other ................
Oceania:
Australia .............. 59. 406

979. 329
345. 114
14 343
71. 609

'

.

'

I

"

fi

Q

16,500
43, 676
9, 000
90,066
44, 513
2, 251
28, 871
853

16

14

1'

110, 000
31, 585
9, 750
106, 273
57, 182
2, 460
31, 793
5, 774

14

110, 000
27, 735
10, 910
113, 681
60, 327
2, 323
31, 115
6,339

"

64,034

Total 1" ............. 3.790. 000 3. 890. 000 3. 780. 000

1
.

I United Eta- Imports.
2 Erporta.
I"0theF Sooth Ameriea includes A w t i n a . Brsrll. Ecuador. aod

.. .
d

1
.

4.030. 000 I s 4.640. 000

107. 173
1.

4.840. 000

.

118. 138

5.050. 000

Inelodts R m s t b w h 183(L .
Emeltar pmdoctlon.
Includes mp I mntent of csment mpper.
I l Other Asis &udts
B-a
(from 1P37). Indon&. RepubUc 01
Korea Smdi Arabia and ImwI (imm 19W)
n''dthcf' A l h d d o d s s Algeria. Angola. Fmch Equatorial Afriea
MO-.
( s o u t h m Zone). ~aogaoylka.Congo. Republicof (from LOBI).
and Ugaoda (fmm 185B) .
31 Data do not add to eract totals s h o w bemuse at mundlng where
estimated tlgures m incloded in the detdl .
Estimate .
I* Estimated by MetallgeaelkM .
81 Includes Nhr%goa(fmm lw)and Haiti (horn 1880).
0

9
10

.

"

.
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TABLE
24.-World smelter production of copper, short tons

North America:
United States ..........
Canada .................
Mexico- ................
South America:
Chile.. .................
P w u a..................

945,840
33,289
40,153
207,934
45,897

3, 531
EuroEt"a-. ...............
402
Finland.................
Germany:
E m t..........---.-50,900
West.. .............
212
Nomay ................
Poland ...............................
19,954
Spain a - . ...............
4,182
Sweden.................
11, 722
U.S.5.R ................
10,660
Yugoslavia-. ............
34,017
Other
...............
Asia:
China-. ................
q2,
280
India.................................
74,257
J a p n ..................
Turkey ...............................
858
Other 6 - . ...............
Africa:
793
Northern Rhodesia.......
88, 889
Republic of the Congo-.-.
9,722
Republic of South Africa..
Uganda ...............................
8
Other 7 .................
Oceania:
12,486
Australia.. .............

}

I

World total ..........
See footnotea at end of table.

1, 600,000

COPPER

per, short tons--Contioued

World total ..........
See footnotes at end of table.

1,517,000

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

TABLE
24.-World smelter production of copper, short tens-Continued

North America:
United States '..........
Csneda .................
Mexico ................
South America:
C u e...................
Peru 1..................

l

EwOKs~..
................

Germany:
East.. .............
West.. .............
Norway.................
Poland.. .....----------...
Spain a .................
Sweden.................
U.S.5.R ................
Yugoslavia.-. ...........
Other 4.. ...............
Asia:
China.. ................
In& ...................
Japan
Turkey
...
Other ..................
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia..-.
- -Republic of the Congo.. - Re~ublieof South Africa..
Uganda .............................
Other 7 ................................
Oceania:
Australia.. ..............
14,911

..................

World tots1 a -

1

.........

See footnotes at end of table.
733-740 3
1
-

1, 895,000
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TABLE
24.-World smelter production oj copper, short tonAontinued

North America:
United States I . . ........
Canada.-. ..............
Mexico .................
South America:
Ckle...................
Peru' ..................

1,119,233
280, 528
45.100

Eurojeitria.. ...............
Finland..-. .............
Germany:
East. ..............
West...............
Norway.................
Poland..................
Spain 8.. ...............
Sweden.. ...............
U.S.S.R.. ..............
Yugoslavia.-. .-.
.- - - .-.
Other 4 .................
Asia:
CKma..................
India.. .................
Japan ..................
Turkey .................
Other 8 .................
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia.......
Republic of the Congo-.-.
Republic of South Africa-.
Oceania:
Australia.. .............

24,268

World total 8 ..........

2,885,000

1

See fwtnotes at end of table.
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TABLE
24.-Worid smeller productim oj copper, short tun.<

North America:
United States I..........
Canada.................
South America:
C u e...................
Peru2..................
Eurooe:
A wtria.. ..............................
Fidand.................
Germany:
East- ..............

we8...............}

652, 824
166.928
395, 291
24, 316
23, 096
9

1042, 780

Norway ................
8, 321
Poland ................................
Spain a .................
8, 981
Sweden. ..............
15, 952
U.8.S.R ................
165, 000
Yugoslavia..............
23, 953
other 4- ................
1, 240
Asia:
C h a ..................
1, 044
7, 068
India.... ...............
22, 818
Japan ..................
Turkey.................
11, 078
other 8.................
3, 676
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia.......
204, 596
Republic of the Congo ....
158. 606
29, 457
Republic of South Africa..
Uganda................................
Other 7 ................................
Oceania:
Australia...............
25, 378

'

World total 6..........
See footnotes at end of table .

2,050, 000

ontinued
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TABLE
24.-World smelter production of copper, s h d tm.s-Continued

North America:
United Statea 1..........
Canada.................
Mexico.................
South America:
Chile...................
Peru 2 ..................
Europe:
Austria.................
Finland.................
Germany:
East ...............
W e ~ t.
. .............
Nomay ................
Poland ...............
Spain .................
Sweden.................
U.8.S.R ................
Yugoslavia..............
Other 4 .................
Asia:
China ..................
1n.a ...................
Japan ..................
Turkey.................
Other 6 .................
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia.......
Republic of the Congo....
Republic of South Africa. .
Uganda.....................
Other 7 .................
Oceania:
Australia. ..............

1

World total ..........
See footnotes at end of table.

3.100, 000

SUPPLY AND DISTBIBDTION

TABLE
24.-World smelter production of copper, shod tons-Continued

North America:
United States .......... 1.231. 352
Canada................. 328, 458
Mexico ................. 52, 089
South America:
Chile................... 506, 256
Peru P... ............... 35.005
.
Europe:
Austria................. 11, 088
Finland................. 24.767
Germany:
East ............... 0 27, 500
West............... 10 279, 463
N a y ............... 17, 013
Poland................. 22, 396
Spain 3.. ...............
6, 940
Sweden................. 18, 673
U.8.S.R ................ '430.000
Yugoslavia.............. 32, 390
Other 4 ................. 6, 133
Asia:
~~

~~

I

000

Oceania:
A a l a ...............

54. 914

.

..

..

. "3.

I
n ..........
8, 543
Japan ......;........... 101.946
Turkey.................
27, 297
h.... e 6 .................
2.659
Africa:
Northern Rhodesia....... 429, 503
Republic of the Congo.... 275, 538
Republic of South Africe.. 48, 681
TJnanda.................
168

World total ..........3,990, 000

Except for 1909, Arizona has led all other
States since 1907 in output of copper. Production comes from many properties and areas.
in the
Output averaged 221,000
first 15 years of recorded mine production;
it fell sharply in 1921 as a result of the postWorld War-I depression and more than doubled
in the following year. I n only one other period

(1932-35) has production dropped to the 1921
rate. Peak production was attained in 1962.
From 1936 to 1950, seven producing areas
accounted for most of the Arizona outputbut
the order of importance changed considerably.
The leading districts in that period were as
follows:

Rank, 1936-40: Dislricl
Rank, 1941-46: Dietrid
1- .... Globe-Miami.
1 - -.
.
. Globe-Miami.
2- -...Warren (Bisbee).
2-- .-Copper Mountain (Mo3....Ajo.
red).
4-. ... Yavapai County (mostly
&en
(Bisbee).
United Verde Jerome).
5.. .-.Mineral Creek (Ray).
5 --...
Yavapai County (mostly
United Verde Jerome).
6 . . ... Pioneer (Superior).
7 --...
Copper Mountain (Mo6 ..... Mineral Creek (Ray).
7. .-.
. Pioneer (Superior).
renci).

!:I:::

I n 1951-55 Yavapai County was removed
from the list of lrnportant producers; six
districts produced 94 percent of Arizona
output, ranked as follows: Copper Mountain
(Morenci), Globe-Miami, Ajo, Mineral Creek
(Ray), Warren (Bisbee), and Pioneer (Su erior)
our new large operations were brougft i n t i
production in this period-the
Bisbee East
(Lavender Pit), Warren (Bisbee); Co per
Cities, Globe-Miami; Silver Bell, Silver gell;
and San Manuel, Old Hat. Production from
the Bisbee East property was the chief cause
for the Warren (Bisbee) area to rise from
seventh to fifth place.
The Pima mine (Pima district) began production in 1957, and the Esperanza mine
(Pima district) completed its first fnll year of
operation in 1960. From 1956-60, inclusive,
nine districts produced 96 percent of the
Arizona output. Principal producers, in order
of quantity produced, were as follows: Copper
Mountain (Morenci), Globe-Miami, Ajo, Warren (Bisbee), Old Hat, Mineral Creek (Ray),
Pima, Silver Bell, and Pioneer (Superior).
Total output of Arizona through 1962 was
more than double that of Utah, the second
ranking copper State.
Utah ranks second in total production of
copper in the United States and has been in
second place among principal copper-producing
States since 1936. Output comes predominantly from one mine-Utah
Copper-the
largest copper producer in the United States.
Record production was made in 1943.
In total United States production Montana
ranks third, having an output 7 percent less than
that of Utah. Montana was the leading copperproducing State in 1906 and 1909, but thereafter, except for 1921, fluctuated between
second and third positions until 1947. New
Mexico ranked ahead of Montana almost
without interruption after World War 11,
but with the start of the Greater Butte project

Rank, 1948-60: Districl
I--... Copper Mountain (Marenci).
2. .... Globe-Miami.
3.--..
4
n e r d Creek (Ray).
5 -....Yavapai County (mostly
United Verde Jerome).
6 . -.
.. Pioneer (Superior).
7- --.
- Warren (Bisbee).

30.

in 1953 Montana outranked New Mexico.
Virtually all of the State output has come from
the Butte mines in Silver Bow county. Peak
production was reached in 1916.
For many years after copper production was
begun in 1845, Michigan was the foremost
source of copper; historically, it ranks fourth.
All of the output has come from the Upper
Peninsula in Houghton, Keweenaw, and Ontonagon Counties. Production rose sharply in
1955 to the largest since 1931, following the
first full year operation of the White Pine mine.
The record for the State was reached in 1916.
Among the Western States, Nevada has
ranked fourth in output but in total United
States production it ranks fifth. Mines in
White Pine County supplied most of the
Nevada output for many years. Record production was attained in 1942. In 1953 the
Yerington mine, Lyon County, was brought
into production, and from 1954-62 Lyon County
furnished more than one-third of the Nevada
output.
The sixth leading cop er producing State
in the United States is fie; Mexico havmg
an output 15 percent less than Nevada, but
substantially higher than any of the remammg
Western States. Peak production was recorded in 1962. Grant County has produced
most of the copper reported for New Mexico.
Of the other Western States, Alaska produced notable quantities of copper through
1929. A record output of nearly 60,000
tons was made in 1916. Most of the copper
has come from the Ketchikan, Prince William
Sound, and Copper River regions.
California ranks next to Alaska, having a
total output 7 percent less than the ~roduction
of Alaska. Next in importance are Colorado,
Idaho, and Washington. Considerably smaller
quantities have been reported from Wyoming
and Oregon.

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

ores include not only those that contain 2.5
percent or more recoverable copper but also
those that contain less than this percentage if
they are valuable chiefly for copper, notably the
porphyry ores. Mines report. considerable copper from ores mined primarily for other products
mcluding siliceous gold and sllver ores, lead and
zinc ores, and pyritjc ores.
longtime record
Smelter Pi-oduchon.-The
of copper production coven smelter output from

The remaining important copper production
has come from Missouri, North Carolina.
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Vermont, with
Tennessee supplying by far the largest tonnage.
Copper mining ceased in Vermont in, 1958.
Table 25 shows the q u a n t ~ t yand eshrnated
recoverable copper content of ore produced by
copper mines m the U n ~ t e d States. Classification of some of the complex western ores is
difficult and more or less arbitrary. Copper
TABLE25.-Copper

187

ore ' sold or treated, method of treatment. and recoverable mtals

Concenbatiw ore............................ t h m m d tom..
~ e o e n*Id.
t
...............................................
Copper pmdoced ......................................t
o
Copper pmdoced, ppmmt of tot* m p w produetion.........
Erneltiog ore................................. t h m d tom..
P w w t yleld .................................................
copper produced. ..................................... t o m
c o p w pmduced, p m m t of tom mpper productton .........
Leaohing ore.................................thouand tons..
P w m t yleld .................................................
tom..
Coppg@uced ......................................
Copper produced, -nt
of tom mpper prodoctlon .........

52.081
1.24
e47,472
78
3.768
4 75
179,Lml
21
I. a0

0.81

14y

m m b a t l n g ore ........................... tho-d
ton..
percent yield .................................................
Copper prodnced ....................................... t o m
Cop r produced, percent of total mpper produetion.........
sm&g om ................. ~ ..............thou;u~ndtons..
Pecent *Id ................................................
Copper produced....................................... tom..
Copper produaad.perosnt olMtal mpper production.........
hachlnp are................................. thousand tona..
Pemmt +ld ................................................
Copper produced....................................... tom..
Copper produced, percent of Mtal mpper produotlon .........

10.964
1.61
LCS.791

74

751

6.0
52,98(

Y

54

1.01

I(*msenblegdd podumd ..................... troy o m . .
ROIO-DIe
(her
duced ...................... do. ......
.............................
vslue w con in Fm~andst~ver
copper p d u c e r b m irerlpltat-.. .................. wm.. .

98.91,

1938

~oncenhatlngme............................thousand tm..
Percent *Id .................................................
copper produced ............ton.
Cop r produced, percent of total mpper pmduction.........
srn$ing ae................................. thousand tom..
Percent field.................................................
Copper produced
ot..m
................
Copper @aced, percent d tots1 mpper poduodon .........
LeBDhingm................................ h o d tom..
Pement *Id .................................................
Copper pmduead.......................................
urn..
Copper pmdoced, pemnt of total mpper podmodon .........
Toul m ............................... t h o w d tons..
TOWyleld in percent^ .................................
T O ~mpper
~ I produced :.......................... tom..

n

2P2
91.m:

11

1.m

82.247
0.97
897,488
33
2,151

3.M

7

78,

3.722
1.08

1.1.
15,y

ro. m7

'37. iP!
1.3.

m.1m

--

Remvernbla gold podueed.. ................... tmy o m ~ . .
........................... do....
Remvernble dher p o d ~ c e d
Value per ton in gold and allver. .............................
Copper pmduced horn predpltates..................... h..
see fmBotas at end of table.

M, 3 7 2
1.1:
401,eb:

211

340.77:

15,m.w
LO. B

22. W

4

I. M

1.015,

rn

ma
408
13.942.2m
90.20

53,188
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TABLE
25.-Cower
.. ore ' sold or treated. method of treatment. and recovembk metals.4 ontinued
IM4

1645

1946

.
Concentrating me ........................... tho-d
tons..
P e r a t field .................................................
copper prodoced.......................................
t o m
produesd, pemcnt of total mpper production.........
Mng ore .................................th0"Ear.d
tons..
Pertent yield .................................................
Copper produeed ......................................
tons..
produced. p e r a t of totd mpper production........
gore................................thous~ndtons
.
..
Percent yleld.................................................
Copper produesd.....................................
tons
.. ..
Copper produced, percent of total mpper pmductlon.........

,"3

~ o t aore
l ...............................
t h m d tons..
Totel yield Lo wmxnt ..................................
Totalmpper produced 2.......................... tom ..
Rsm-ble
gold produoed..................... troy ornoen..
Ram-ble
silver produced ...........................
&....
value per ton ~n gold m d d ~ w..
r............................
Copper produced from W p i t a t e s ..................... tons..

tam

5%

"383
0.81
Slf 185

0.88
515, 141
91
743
3.12

663,W

W

91

I, a37
3.52
36,4.52
5
2, 477
0. 73
18, 078
3

li%

59, 041
7
3.131
0.m

4 896
3

.

n 473

01, 0 6 ~

0.89

0.88
714307

451, 618
11.818.306

394952
9,224 180
lo.a3
38, MI

932 132
$0.27

47, 388

ws4

40%

28 55;

-mnz

~

0.81
8

m

284372
6.57% 892

lo.n

2g

m

Comaatratlog ma........................... thaasnd tons..
Percent yield ................................................
C o p w produoad ...................................... tons..
Copper produoad, percent of total capper pmdoctlrm.........
Smelting ore.................................thaasaod tons..
Psroent W d ................................................
Copper produced...................................... tons..
Capper pmduced, percent of total mpper pmductlon .........
LeAaing o r................................. thaosaod tons..
P-t
m d ................................................
Copper producad ..................................... .tons..
c o p w produoad, p a a t 01 total m p p a pmdumon .........
Total om ............................... tboueand tom ..
Total yield In p e m t ..................................
TOWmpper ymdumi 2......................... .m..
R e m v w h l s gold pmdueed ..................... m y wncs ..
R ~ m v m b ks l w ~ m a ........................... do....
\.slue PU tun inK C ~ atserJ ..............................
( . o P llmdumi
~
born W l l l U L a s....................tm .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
conosn~stingo m..........................thousand
.
tom .. 1 4 8 7 1
erea ant yield.................................................
0, 76
Copper produced ......................................
tom.. 928, 7a3
90
Copper pmduced, wmxnt of taW mpper pmduotion .........
Smdtlng om ................................. thousand tons..
808
percent f i e ~ .
h..............................................
4 11
37, ~8
Copper pmdueeh ...................................... tom ..
4
Copper pmduced, percent of toW mpper pmductim .........
l.SCbiW ore................................. thousand tons..
Tb94
Percant yield............................... :.................
Copper produced ...................................... t o m . B O . ~
6
Copper produced m
t of total mpper pmductlon .........

4

148n
a 7s
022618
81

4

1lo.m

an

8% 771
91

821

m

35745
3
4 U17A

30, 1m
3
1 8221,

~ a z
a 55

4

~ 1 2 1
0.12

w1:

4ea

178

o 09

1
19.1m

aas

5% 762
6

4

1 2 8 . ~
0.72
911.411
88
610

4

137.889
a 74
897, 886
88
734

am

21, 8a8
2
4 9, 336

ass

61.W
6

3.3'2

4

111 wa

am

1 . W T

m

9.MB

a26
19.465
2
' 9 137

49, 812

40. 123

24.81.
4

a sa

bm

4
6
4:1 ---7

131, 776
Total or% .............................. thousand tons ..
129.710
Total yield h p m t ..................................
0.78
o.n
Totd mpperprOducedz ......................... tons.. 1 . ~ 7 ~ 1,0m,
019
8

R~oosershlegoldpmdueed.................. troyouocap ..
5n.617
Recoveable sIls= OdoM ........................... do.... 11,512,013
value w ton in
easnd
..............................
mn
67, 194
Copper produced Imm p d p l t a t e s ..................... tons..

WE

domestic ores. From 1880. when Arizona and
Montana became important copper producers.
the industry has grown rapidly . Only seven
times from 1880 until 1915 did production decrease from that of the preceding year-1886.
1893. 1901. 1907. 1910. 1913. and 1914 . The
average of 826.000 tons a year attained in 191418 was not reached again until 1925-29. when

5m.Z.N

11.087, a37

ton

tam4

1lf@!X

a 79

1C3.716
0.74

?%

140%

3 ~ 745d
,

639.249
9,489, 188

L92U
10, W a s 1

1M 217
b76

1 . ~ 8 1 2 1,118. 663
ma 884194
-808, ZB

464,061
9,182, WO
a21
(9, ffl9

6 m,827
$018

4 818

72, W

m.m

4 UO

483.24

143%
8148

production avers ed 893.000 tons. During 1916.
the peak year of t%e 1913-18 period. 34 smelters
treated domestic materials. compared with 28
plants in 1929 . In 1930 output fell 30 percent.
below 1929 . The decline in smelter p r o d u c t l o t i
continued through 1933. when output was the
lowest since 1895 .
Following the economic depression in 1930
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1910

1915

Froum 36.-U.S.

1920

1925

1930

1935

1940

1945

1950

1955

1960

Production of Refined Copper From Primary and Secondary Source Materials.

many companies were forced to close, and those
that remained in operation utilized only a small
port'ion of their productive capacity-16 smelt e n operated in 1933. Although operations
began to return to normal in late 1933, it was
not until 1937 that production showed a
marked improvement. The trend toward recovery was halted temporarily by the 1938
recession, and the decline carried over into the
first half of 1939. By the end of 1939, however,
domestic and foreign demand for copper had
increased greatly owing to preparation for war.
Output continued to rise from 1940 to 1942,
and in 1943 it reached 1.1 million tons, the
World War I1 peak. By 1945 the demand for
copper had declined considerably, and smelter
production fell 22 percent from 1944,28 percent
from the 1943 peak. Labor shortages, strikes,
and reduced war needs were factors in the even
lower output for 1946. The upward trend begun in 1950 as a result of the Korean conflict
was intermpted by reduced supplies because

of strikes and b voluntary curtailments due to
short periods o more than adequate.supplies.
Three new smelten were brought into operation during the 1950'5, all in b n a ; A]o in
1950, San Manuel in 1955, and Hayden in 1958.
Table 26 shows smelter production from ,domestic ores for 1845-1960, and table 27 gves
smelter output from domestic and foreign ores
and from secondary materials.
Refinery Production.-Refinery
output is
composed of electrolytic copper from domestic
and foreign rimary materials; Lake cop er
from the La e Superior, Mich., region; &erefined copper produced from blister containing
insufficient ~reciousmetals to pay for electrolytic relining; and copper produced from second-

9

i

(table 29).
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TABLE
26.-Smelter produdion of copper from domestic ores in & United States

IW......

ME.....
1047......

Islg.....
1819......

1w......

1 0 1......

m2......

w......

m......

Irn......
18SB....
IsS7......
lea&...

law......

1880......
1881......
1m......

lm...~.-

1 w......
1 m......
la&....
IM7......
1888......

IW......

W70......
1871......
1872......

mn......

1874......
I

8
I

Exelusive of bonus payments of the Omee of Metalll Reserve under
Premium Prlee P h , whlcb cowred the porlod February 1, 1912, to
June 30, 1817, Lncluslve.
3

TABLE
27.-Copperpmduced by primary smelters

)-/-1-IID45

~ o n w s ~..........
. .
Pmm ..............
Semd SY ...........

1M6

1947

l 7Ld16:817 wU. m,l

Domestic ............

Forelm ..............
Secondary...........

Total..........

757,831
101.m

L,OEI,m

774
1M.W

892.018
76 131
6 1 . ~

7w.m

r n . ~
91.m
a471

1. IU,W

2FA
-I. W.076 1,130,980
888.890
1 . w lo1
91,080
75,831

I I , a , 731 1

Total ..........

s11.m
07177

1948

1,100,517

I

42.~4

51.m
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TABLE
28.-Primary

and secondary copper prcdwed by primary rejEneries in the United Statas,
short h s

/

I

1

1

1 7

I

Irn

M -= I

Fmm foreign ores, sto.: I
Eleotmlytlo. ........................................
Castme a n d best 8elsot...............................

I

Irn

1111 n

a

1 ~ 1

1

ma

.w

I

Taa1reRnr.y p d u o t l o o o f p r l m mpper ........
8emndary:

Eleotmlytlc' .............................................
carting ...................................................
Totdsemndary........................................

I

210,858
28,749
281

2m.010
25,811
178

222. 8 9

240.889

233,029

a~%
WW

117.m
275

laa.mr

z1a.m
69

260,440
U

340.431

370,789

W,@5

822,489

199
28

8,UO

148,014
464

132,7l8
186

185.748

h k e .................................................
CsatLng...............................................

?$

Totsl ...............................................
From forelgn ores, eto.: 1
~ 1 ~ ~....
1....
~....
~....
1....
~....1....~..............
Cading and k t d e c k ..............................
Totalremery pmductlon of prlmary m p p r ........
Secondary:

~ l ~ ~ 2..l ~....
t ..l...o.................................
C e s t m ..................................................

........................................

o m n d total ............................................

Prlmarg:
From domesticows, etc.: 1
~ l f f ~ ~ l..y..t..
i .~...................................

M e . . ...............................................

cestlng ..............................................
TOM

:

! -I

P r i m :
R o m domestic orss,ste.: I
Electmlytlc ..........................................

T O ~sewn~ I

""I

..............................................

--

T d d r e h r y production of pfimary mpper ........
~ l e n r o l y t i rc.............................................

cmt!r,g ..................................................
Total m n d a r y ........................................
orandtotal ............................................

See lmtnotes at end of table.

1

-

80

445,388

--

-

121.395
360

774 429
12' ~3
5: 820

W482

a.
261

176.808
118

243.112
1,419
1.06b.813
136,416
180
156,606

M.287

85.519

121.~36

1e.478

m.ol5

4OI.681

156.308

567,316

737,ZS

955.W

811.089
41,567
B.186

889,705
29.888
76,038

475.571

SOS, 718

744 102
28.511

?%
70,531

"3,852

775,138

578.m

808.218

e f ~ % ~

693.015

%I28

3
0
0
,
a

250,757

317.424

232,912

Fmm forem m,eto.: I
317.336
Electrolytlo ..........................................
Casting andbertsclect ..............................................

Semndarp:

86

45: 8 3
813

588 088

301,413

;::$

P

a,-

L2%'19

24,733 ........................................................
-

1,221,187

I, 108.598

878.882

1,139,670

l,E7,446

W,W

78.102
7.888

%

67,615
7,m7

319,W
19,525

2U.m
22,771

196,860
15,542

86.388

8 6 . ~

1~5.572

289,MS

UK.376

1,301.w

1,205,261

M.234

1.4%W

1.33%8n

212.302
1.1M9319
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TABLB
28.-Primy

and secondary copper produced by primary re$ne&s
shod t o n 4 o n t i n u e d

in the United States,

Primary:
mom domestlo om, eto.: I

Electrolytic..........................................

Lske .................................................
Csting..............................................
Total ...............................................
prom forel ores, eta.: I
Rlectro%lo ..........................................
CBding and best seleet.~

88.380
820,7UI

SL, 659

319.1116

255.-

881,674
36.587

8L8n

S-4475

22.510
41,m

623.192

W2.2ZZ

641.717

881,489

=.m

353.~7
16,535

320,822

14764
ZI,179

196.888
10.169

7.m

78. his

24.138

Total retlnery pmductioo of primary m p w ........
Secondary:
Electrolytic 2 .............................................
CBdiog ..................................................

Tots1 J e e w d a r p .....................................

Orand total ............................................

173.063
16,883

117,347
7.676

113,817
8,618

188,802
12,781

'

189,746

136, W B

122.376

188.685

l79,W

206,655

1,M29,580

1,342,011

1,3W,mz

l,46a.702

1.3%,%2

l,m9.014

For many years 14 plants accounted for the
refinery production of copper-5 electrolytic
refineries on the East Coast; 3 Lake refineries
on the Great Lakes; 3 electrolytic refineries
(Great Falls, Mont.; Tacoma, Wash.; and El
Paso, Tex.), 1using the furnace process (Clifton,
Ariz.), and 2 others in Arizona (Ajo and Inspiration) producing electrolytically refined copper
from leaching operations. The Ajo plant ceased
operating in 1931; the Clayton refinery, in
1933. The Hurley, N. Mex., plant began production of fire-refined copper m 1942. Of the
Lake plants, Quincy Mining Co. was idle from
1933 to 1948, and the Copper Range Co. plant
reased operating in 1945 and was dismantled in
1952. In 1950, an electrolytic refinery a t Garfield, Utah, was brought into operation, and
in 1959 one a t Baltimore, Md., began prodnction. Fire-refined copper production was begun at White P i e , Mich., in 1955. Thus, in
1960 refinery output came from 15 plants.
Electrolytic refining capacity, exclusive of
that at Inspiration, rose from 1,438,000 tons in
1926 to 1,963,000 tons in 1962, and the plants

operated from a low of 23 percent of capacity
in 1932 to a high of 95 ercent in 1941.
Refinery production o copper paralleled mine
and smelter outputs. The effects of periods of
low and high industrial demand, however, are
not reflected in refinery production until later.
See the section on primary copper.
S e e d r y Prod~leli0n.--Copperrecovered from
copper scrap, copper-alloy scrap, and other
copper-bearing scrap materials as metal, as
copper alloys without separation of the copper,
or as copper compounds is known as secondary
copper.
Secondary copper is produced from new and
old scrap. New scrap is defined as refuse produced during manufacture of copper articles and
includes defective finished or semifin~shed
articles that must be reworked. Typical examples are defective castings, clippings, punchborings, skimmings, drosses, and
i n g ~ turnings,
,
slag. Old scrap consists of metal articles that
have been discarded after serving a useful
purpose. These articles may be worn out,
obsolete, or damaged and include discarded

i'
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TABLE29.-Copper

cast in forms at primary rejnarks in the United Statcstes, thowands of shod tons
BUlet5

c*es

~gotsand ingc
bers

Year

Quan-

Percent

Quan-

Per-

----tity

tity

ant

1828.. .......................................
138
11
9
.........
112
192. ........................
...
...
L
13
181
1818. ...............------------...-----.---11
I69
1 m . ........................................
11
153
1 w . . ................-. .....-....-.--...-11
M
1931.........................................
12
49
1832. ........................................
18
SO
1938.........................................
91
16
1934. ........................................
18
130
1936. ........................................
18
171
1924.. ..............----.------..------..---148
12
IS~.........................................
108
12
1858.. .......................................
186
15
1939.. .......................................
I46
10
1w.. .......................................
13
1M1......................................... I02
1m
8
1942.........................................
146
I0
1M3.........................................
104
8
1 M L ........................................
153
13
1015. .......................................
142
11
15
1w......................... 112
178
11
13
1M7.........................
180
134
I4
187
10
1848.........................
8
108
1m
10
1w.........................
8
130
1 m.........................
172
12
119
8
141
10
1861.........................
108
8
137
10
1862.........................
130
11
9
172
1P6S...~ .....................
135
12
10
138
1964........................
138
10
11
1 9 s.........................
182
141
8
11
19.68.........................
1w
198
10
I967 .........................
8
165
7
1m
10
161
19.58 .........................
8
112
12
152
1859.........................
134
8
8
159
IBBO.........................
8
145
10
196, .........................
I78
10
182
10
198
1982.........................

trolley wire, fired cartridge cases, used pipe, and
lithographic plates. Secondary copper is recovered as unalloyed copper and as alloyed
copper, including copper in chemicals, such as
copper sulfate.
Other terms used in the secondary industry
are: ( 1 ) Home scrap, which is scrap processed
in manufacturing operations and consumed, m
the same plant; ( 2 ) machine-shop scrap, whch
is scrap generated in a machine shop at the
same location as a foundry and consumed by
that foundry; ( 3 ) toll scrap, material which is
treated by one company for another, and involves a conversion charge; and ( 4 ) purchased
scrap, which includes all scra (except home
scrap) that has been purchase! c or that entails
transportation costs. The statistical data preyeuted in this report cover purchased scrap
only, except that reclaimed materials from
shipyard repair shops and from line operations
at railroad foundries are included, although no
financial transactions may have resulted.
Only old scrap is considered part of the total
supply. The copper from which the articles
were made was deducted from available supply
when &st manufactured and, therefore, is an
addition to supply when returned in worn out
condition for reprocessing. However, data for

luan-

Percsnt

-tlt,'

la

12.3
108
114
88
50
U

22
30
38
68
66
44
68
88

la

2m

X4

228
7-31
102

89

148
117

111

142
138
150
1%
141
1M
152

147
135
161
12(
148

11
10
8
7
7
7
I1
5
5
5
6
5
6

6
6
9
15
18
18
18
10
7
11
10
8
11
11
10
7
8
9
9
I0
10
7
9

8

Other

percent

-

PerBOt

--

w

4
5
4

m

5
6
10
10
8
8
8
7
7
8
8
9
7
8
8
12
1
1
2
1
2

M
62
67
66
52
43
38
43
51
63
47
4n

44
48
38
31
38
38
61
82
38
58

66
58

58
50
57
6a

&3

62
61
59
66
61
62

-

S

1
1
L

I
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

-

both new and old scrap are presented in the
tables.
Secondary-copper production has increased
markedly since 19l(tthe first year for which
data are available. From an average yearly
recovery of 482,000 tom in 1 9 3 6 4 0 , output
rose to 940,000 in 1 9 4 1 4 5 . I t dropped to
886,000 in 1946-50, rose to 925,000 in 1951-55,
and dropped to 874,000 in 1956-60; the 1959
rate was exceeded in 1962. Most of the secondary
copper is recovered as alloyed copper,principally
brass and bronze. Recovery in t b form
averaged 56 percent of total secondary production in 1 9 3 6 4 0 , 87 percent m 1 9 4 1 4 5 , 7 2
percent in 1946-50, 77 percent in 1951-55, and
89 percest in 1956-60. Total production of
secondary copper exceeded mine production in
12 of the 37 years between 1926 and 1962 and
equalled it in 2 y e m (table 30). Although
secondary copper output is closely related to
economic condltiong., production from all scrap
usually is not curtaded as much a! other phases
n
reof the industry. I n the d e p r ~ ~ oyears,
covery from old scrap substantially exceeded
output from new scrap. In most of the World
War I1 period, however, recovery from new
scrap was greater than that from old scrap.
Table 31 shows copper recovered by kmd of
scrap and form of recovery. In table 32 total

TABLE
30.-Secondary copper produced in the United States,' short tens
Copper movered as uosllwed m p w ................
copper remverd Ln alloys ............................

m,1w
m,m

Total aemndsry m p w . . .......................

418.803

4m. am

€a

ua

sow:
Fromnewsuap ..................................
Fmmold-P ...................................

Percentage gluivalent of domestic mine outpot .......

mm new s w p..................................
'mm old aasp ...................................

I

114 1%

311,890

Perogntase esuivdalent of domestic mlne output.......

CWper -vere-i
ea WUOY*mpwr................
C.PW remverd ln a o y s............................

Tom ssmndar~m p w .........................

8BL.741

8 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ :

Fmm n m SWP ..................................
h m o l d s ~ a.
p..................................

2

P w w t a m muhIllsnt oldornestlo mine output.......

I
1

IUhdes mppe. fn Ch&&

lor 1sU62.

l-

1

5;
I

104

Lul

I

BB

1948

1940

%E

2

972,198

714143

467,324

I

3

117

%

~

96

I

l-

10m

1w

2%

1R8M

ara,m

871.23~

ma.181

c q 191

0 6 ~ 1 ~

4482.~23

474.1~

3%

623. 016

m

lm

WQI
lm

I

la,

IW
lOJO

a29.693

504W

I

497.09s

--

I

%la(

m,m

lw

I

1968

I

714608

129.588

I
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TABLE
31.-Copper recuveredfrom scrap processed i n the U&d
recovery, short tons

1841

I

IW

1

194.3

I

kind of scmp and f o m of

States,
1644

1

1846

1

1940

(

1947

Kind of srap
New SWp:

cowbase .................................

310.147

4wz.m

~a.623

478,244
14.888

496.101
14,014

Total .....................................

313.87

XO,W

6%6%

494.m

m.121

4~9,947
2,762

424,441
2,611

412,688

121,122

4M.938
I. m
Wl10

496.164
1,831

Total .........

425,264
2,257
121,%1

487,096

Orandtotal ...............................

7245%

On.7.55

l,WO17

DIX1W
.

1,m5,616

BOaM

961,141

158,892
8.182

z3.W

4S5.m

--4811
-

481226
9,832

477.W

6, m8

6%=
4 674

121.101
4631

407,324

329,696

M,028

474, 168

W,W0

182,841

O
t
K .....................................

5m.m
4, 5S2

381.491
2,067

481.449
3.76

4.54.447
4 011

411,288
3.339

9%

a,
Im
2, am

Total ......................................

505,464

W,M8

4W211

454.124

41463

429,888

401,088

912,188

7W.143

8n.m

832,282

W3.191

W
6
3
1

w,PJ7

am

o t L .......................................

Old scrap:

copgbes.................................
0 t f m........................................

c o p - .................................
a$ ........................................
Total ......................................

Co

14, wx

~ 2 8 1

4.662

-

New m p :

Old s w p :

a 241

b e.................................

Orandtotal

14708
--

Form Of r m v w
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TABLE
31.-Copper recoveredfrom scrap processed in the United States, b?/ kind of scmp a n d j o m of
recovery, short tms--Continued

a

New m p :
C ~ ~ p t n b a..
s.
e..............................
Other .......................................
TOW.....................................

Old arrap:

Copper b-

487,,1JO

4tqoOp

BP1.W

I-1
161,175

SW, a 5

(8462a

~4806

474,110 -

................................

510,775

o* er .......................................--

-$33.001

W,M4

TOW......................................

881,173

&&I44

4w+l

438,328

U1,0(7

m2,,,
7,-

384UZ1 469,663 M&LT?~ 487,a m, 04154
-

ua 475
4 199

TOW......................................

O W d tom...............................

d or ~ a a p

841,881

-797,388

M8.W

W570

921,828

-----

Olsnd tom...............................

W,570

o u t w t of products is piven, and table 33 shows
compositi6n 01d u y pibduction. Due to changes
in classifirations and remrtine urocedures.
com arisons cannot be made for-the unalloyed
proLCtion for all years.
Copper Sulfate-In addition to refined copper,
some primary copper reheries produce co per
sulfate either from copper shot (product o the
smelters) or from copper-base scram Data.
however, may not be ihown separateIy and are
included with output of chemical ulants in
tables 34 and 35.

!'

871,388

S4@, 939

921,SS

Production rose to record levels in the World
War I1 period as substantial quantities were
required for war food supplies. In the years
that followed, output was considerably above
prewar rates until 1958. The sharp drop in
that year was attributed to substitituon of oil
as a f ungicide spray at banana plantations.
Shipments by broad classilkations are given
in table 36. In agriculture, copper sulfate is
used in wine-producing countries m a Bordeaux
or Burgundy mixture to spray vines against
mildew; it also is used to protect potatoes
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econdory c o p p e r d o y prod
1942

1943

(9

(9

Brass and bronae ingot produc-

tion: '
u m i n u m ................
~

~

E P I~....-:-.............
---

- - - -.
.-.
.-.
.

Nickel.- ..................
n n ......................
Zinc.-. ...................

(2)

(3
(3
(7
(7

(')

(')

{:{

..

(9

-

Total...................

PI

Secondary metal content of
braas-mill products:
Aluminum.. ..........................
COP
225,342

~eaF~flll::::::::::~::~::~

Nickel--. .................
n n ......................
Zinc.. ....................

4, 16E
1, 20c
238
81. 313

Secondary metal content of brass
and bronze castings:
Aluminum ............................
0
...................
123,955
Lq;a
................
9, 087
Nickel.. ..................
1,424
n n ......................
6,986
Zinc.. ....................
11,185
0

...................

152,637

1
Brass and bronae ingot production: ,
Alumnum ................

COP^: -:: I I: :-.
- - - - -.
-Lea
..........

1946

(1)

(1)

(9

Nickel....................
Tin ......................
Zinc......................

(9

Total...................

(9

Secondary metal content of
brass-mill products:
Alummum.. ..............
C0pF
..............
Lea
.................
Nickel.-. .................
Tin ......................
Zinc......................
0

(1)

(')

::...

69
288,271
3,786
1,749
381
116.743

...................

410,999

Secondary metal content of brass
and bronze castings:
Alum~nnm.. ..............
................
Nickel ....................
Tin ......................
Zinc..- ...................

135
99,959
15,415
112
6,459
7,022

...................

129,102

- - - - - - - - .- - - - - .

P

0

See fwtnotete.at end of table.

(9
(9

8(9
(3
(')
(3

ion, short tuns
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1951

Brass and bronze ingot produotion:
Aluminum. ...............
Cop er

121
285,480
12,159
575
10,202
38,655

~e~~..~::::::::::::::~:~:

Nickel.. ..................
Tin ......................
Zinc......................

. .

' 347,192

T o t ...................
Secondary metal content of
br-mill
products:
Aluminum. ...............
Cop e~
Leal.::::::::::
Nickel.. ..................
Tin .......................
Zinc.. ....................
Total ...................

45
327,376
5, G+o
2,340
415
118,203
453,439

Secondary metal content of braea
and bronee castings:
Aluminum ................
Cop er

47
108,617
15.146
15
5,525
8, 545

L
~~~..II:::::::::::I::~::
Nickel.. ..................
T h ......................
Zinc......................

Total..................-

137,895

I

Brass and bronze ingot produot~on:
64
Aluminum- ...............
Copper ................... 248,828
Lead ..................... 20,240
Nickel....................
526
Tin ......................
14,703
Zinc .....................
32,639

1

Total ................... 317,000
Secondarv metal content of I
brass-mill products:
76
Aluminum.. ............-Copper ................... 290,552
Lead .....................
3,359
Nickel ....................
1,627
Tin ......................
94
Zinc......................
87,349

I

383, 057

Nickel ....................
Tin ......................
Zinc.....................

152
80,540
11,602
51
4,666
5.795

Total ...................
Secondary metal content of brass
and bronze castings:
Aluminum.. ..............
Cop eI

has-.:::::::::::::::::::

I
61
224,703
17,425
493
12,828
28,737
284,247

261,322

I

1

I
65
205,536
16,643
418
12,265
26,395

I

293,194

I
28
245,968
2,620
1,205
180
69,124

95
249,597
3,167
1,408
94
75,597
329, 956

--

(

64
231,196
18, 701
438
13,931
28,864

319, 125

12
326,040
3,595
1,412
132
92, 598

(

423,789
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TABLE
34.-Produ&onl

1
Grom weight...........................
Copper content.. .......................

of copper sdjete, short tons

1

1926

1

'2

1

1927

1929

18,020
4,590

1930

1938

22,232
5,663

1939

44.450
11,260

1

I I 1 1
7, 152

Gross weight ...........................
Copper content- .......................

(

-

Gross w e t .........................
Copper content.. .......................

I Co~perreRnerleJ

1

1928

43,266
11,013

20,129
5,128

18,488
4,710

1935

1936

31,197
7,944

35,204
8,955

1940
67,016
17,047

1931

-

1941
85,489
21,668

17,633
4,492
1937
47,253
11,972
1942
105,204
26,466

only through 1981; all plants thereafter.

TABLE
35.-Production, shipments, and stocks of copper sdfate, short tons

Production:
Gross weight ..................
Copper content ................
Shipments, gross weight ............
Stocks end of year, gmss weight

89,100
22,264
79,900
14,300

102,600
25,646
97,900
10,300

125,500
31,391
114,800
9,400

127,800
31,956
124,700
13,000

89,100
22,276
86,600
10,ZOO

96,700
24,186
93,100
11, 800

Production:
Gross weight ..................
Copper content................
Shipments, gross weight............
Stocks end of year, gross weight I....

79,000
19,749
84,400
6,400

87,300
21,814
91,300
2,ZOO

106,944
26.736
104,260
4,888

94,536
23,634
92,472
6,884

72,844
18,236
72,188
7,072

65,308
16,327
66,488
5,540

'...

Production:
Gross weight ..................
Copper content ..............
Shipment, gross weight .............
Stocks end of year, gross weight '....

78,088 66,808 70,680 48,596 40,292 58,000 48, 584
19,522 16,702 17,670 12,149 10,073 14,500 12,146
79, 112 67,008 70,256 46,580 42,100 54,272 46,544
4,852
4,068 3,828 5,168 2,500 5,480 6,740

39,984
9,996
40,332
5,572

' Some small quantities are purchased and used by prodwiry oompsnies,thus figures glmn do not balance eractly.
against blight, against leaf spot a t banana
plantations, and a t tea, coffee, and rubber
plantations. Among industrial applications,
copper sulfate is used as a flotation reagent by
mining companies, in copper-plating processes,
in the dyeing and paint industries, m d as a
wood preservative.
Canada.-The importance of Canada as a
producer of wpper began about 1886. With
development of wpper mining in British
Columbia and of nickel and co per mining in
Ontario, output increased steadi y (table 37).

I'

Canada has ranked fifth among the world
producers since 1951. At the beginning of
World War I1 the British Government contracted for most of the Canadian copper output,
and production reached a new high in almost
every year. The contracts were terminated
January 31, 1945, but because of continued
demand for enormous quantities of copper in the
United States, there was a steady market for
Canadian output. Labor shortages and strikes
in 1946 resulted in the lowest output after 1934.
The demand for nickel, which is associated with
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TABLE
36.-Shipments o j copper sulfate %ported by producing companies,' short tons

Agriculture..................
Industrial.. .................
Other .....................

&
33.300

Totd.. ...............

104, 300

I

I

26,100
24,000
42.400

1

I

92.500

1

1956

1957

.....................

13,900
22,000
31,100

15,700
20,800
33,800

20,800
18,100
7,600

T o t .................

67,000

70,300

46,500

A r i c u l t e ..................
n d t...................

0

1

B m k d o m of shlpmenta not amilsble before 1851.

3

fi

1

t17.600
g

1

18,200
21.500
39.400

I

I

72,200

66,500

79,lM)

- 1962

1960

1961

19,400
19,200
3,500

16, 700
20,000
17,600

17,800
20,000
8,700

17,800
20,300
2, 200

42,100

54,300

46,500

40,300

-1959
-

Cbleay br export.

wpper, is also a factor in determining the rate
of copper production in Canada. For many
years, 50 ercent or more of Canadian output
has come rom the Province of Ontario, where
International Nickel Co., Ltd., with mines in
the Sudbury District, is by far the largest
cop er producer in Canada. Other important
proiucers in Ontario are Falconbridge Niokel
Mines, Ltd., and Geco Mines, Ltd.
Quebec is the sewnd largest producing
Provmce in Canada; output in 1956-62 more
than doubled that in the World War I1 period.
Three companies, Noranda Mimes, Ltd.; Waite
Amulet Mines, Ltd. (subsidiary of Noranda);
and Normetal Minin Corp., Ltd., in that order,
accounted for virtua y d l of the Quebec output
from 1939 to 1948. In 1949 Quemont Mining
Corp., Ltd., and East Sullivan Mimes, Ltd.,
(now Sullico Mines, Ltd.) joined the ranks of
leading producers. Opemiska Copper Mines
began producing in 1954, and Campbell Chibougamau Mines, Ltd., and Gasp6 Copper
Mines, Ltd., (subsidiary of Noranda) were
brought into production in 1955.
Copper produced in Saskatchewan and Manitoba comes almost entirely from properties of
the Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.,
and Sherritt Gordon Mines, Ltd.
Output in Newfoundlnnd rose sharply following the start of operations a t the Maritimes
Mining Corp., Ltd., properties in 1958.
Granby MiningCo., Ltd., and Howe Sound
Co. (Britannia
ivmon) are the principal
producers in British Columbia.
Smeltin and refining developed much more
slowly in &mads than did mining, and the f i s t
refined copper was produced in 1916 at Trail,
British Columbia. In 1920, 5 smelters and 2
refineries were operated. In 1924 the refinery
a t Deschenes, Quebec, ceased operations, and
in 1931 production was discontinued a t Trail.

7

1958

19,900
180 0
34.300

Two new refineries, under constrnctiol~ in
1929--Montreal East, Quebec, and Copper
Cliff, Ontario-began operating in 1930. Annual cnpacities increased from 65,000 and
120,000 tons, respectively, in 1930 to 284,400
and 168,000 tons, respectively, in 1962. Six
smelters treat copper and copper-nickel oresand are located at Falconbrid e, Copper Cliff,
and Coniston in Ontario; urdochville and
Noranda in Quebec; and Flin Flon, Manitoba.
Annual capacity in tons of charge is 9.8 million
tons.
Xexico.-For
many years most Mexican
wpper came from Sonora and Baja California.
In Sonora the largest producer8 were Cananea
Consolidated Copper Co., at Cananea, and
Moctezuma Copper Co., a t Nacozari. The
Compania del Boleo operated a mine and
smelter near Santa Rosalia, Baja California.
Production has been at a fair1 constant rate
except for 1932-36. The wor dwide depression in the 1930's was a factor in the decreased
output in the early part of the period, and the
low of 33,000 tons in 1936 was a result of labor
difficulties and strikes. Output in 1 9 4 1 4 3
exceeded all previous years to !931, partly
due to agreements between Memco and the
United States whereby the Metals Reserve Co.
purchased copper, among other metals,, a t
prices that stimulated increased production.
Except for 1951, output was well below the
average of 75,700 tons for 1926-30.
Miming operations ceased at Nacozari in
1949, and leaching operations, begun m 1949,
stopped in 1960. The Boleo property was
operated from 1886 until 1954; since then more
than half of the output of Mexico has come
from Cananea.
Cuba.-The principal copper-producing property in Cuba has been Minas de Matahambre,
Pinar del Rio Province.

d'
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TABLE
37.-Copper produced (mine o.&plu) in Canada, by Provinces, shod tons

British Columbia .....................
Manibba ...........................
New Brunswick ......................
Newfoundland .......................
Northwest Territoriea .................
Nova Scotia .........................
Onbrio .............................
Quebec..............................
Saskatchewan ........................
Total .........................

British Columbia .....................
Manitoba ...........................
New Brunswick ......................
Newfoundland .......................
Northwest Territories.................
Nova Scotia .........................
Ontario .............................
Quebec..............................
Saskatchewan........................

British Columbia .....................
Manitoba ...........................
New Brunswick ......................
N e w f o u n h d .......................
Northwest Territories.................
Nova Scotia .........................
Ontario- ............................
Quebec..............................
Saskatchewan.. .....................
Total-..............

British Columbia......................
Manitoba.. .........
New Brunswick .......................
Newfoundland-.. .....................
Northwest,Territories.. ................
Nova Scotla ..........................
Ontario- -...-........................
Quebec----...----....................
Saskatchewan .........................
Totd.. .-......................
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TABLE37.-Copper

+

prodwed (mine atput) i n Canada, by Prouinces, short tunecontinued

Briti~hColumbia.......................
15, 845
8,121
16,559
12,454
Manitoba .............................
12,945
12, 793
New Brunawick ......................................................................
15,752
Newfoundland.........................
14,989
13, 863
463
520
494
Northwest Territories ...................
Nova Scotia .........................................................................
211, 647
188,272
Ontario...............................
206,272
149,007
134,912
157,470
Quebec.. ..............................
33,479
35,536
Saskatchewsn ..........................
31,785
Total ...........................

395,269

South America
For more than 150 years the west coast of
South America has been an important world
source of copper, and for the third quarter of
the 19th century it was the greatest source.
A decline began thereafter, and until the
be ning of the 20th century production was
.
After foreign capital took
of ittle importance.
an active interest in Chilean and Peruvian
copper deposits, production rose rapidly.
These two countries account for most of the
South American output, although copper also
has been produced in Ar entina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Ecuador, and ~enezuefa.
Chile.-Chile
was the largest producer of
copper in the world for many years. About
1870, however, its output was exceeded by that
of the United States, and the decline in ro
duction extended into the 20th century. $he
development of three large mines by U S .
interests led to Chile becoming the second most
important producer of copper in 1918. I t has
held second position since, except in 1919 when
it was displaced by Japan; in 1934 when Chilean
output surpassed that of the United States to
make i t first.; and in 1953, 1954, 1960, and 1961
when i t dropped to third, following Northern
Rhodesia.
The El Teniente mine of Braden Copper Co.
was the first of three mines developed, and after
its acquisition by Kemecott Copper Corp. in
1915, output rosc steadily. By 1927 it accounted for more than one-third of the total
production of Chile. The Chuquicamata mine
of Chile Exploration Co. was acquired by The
Anaconda Company in 1923. More than

y.
'

439,262

I

439,088

53,709
10,934
6,628
18,342
304
245
184,683
151,390
32,126
I

458,590

100,000 tons of cop er was produced in that
year, and except or the depression years,
output has never fallen below this rate. In
1916 Andes Copper Mining Co. (subsidiary of
The Anaconda Company) was formed to develop the Potrerillos property. World War I
and postwar conditions delayed operations,
and production began in 1927. From 1927 to
1959, when Potrerillos was replaced by the El
Salvador mine. about 1.75 million tons of
copper w m produced.
In 1957 the La Africana mine of Santiago
Mining Co., another Anaconda subsidiary,
began production.
Production from U.S.-owned properties in
Chile accounts for about 90 percent of the
Chilean total. The remainder comes from a
number of small- and medium-size copper
mines. In addition to blister-copper productlon
at the three properties, he-refined copper is
produced a t Braden; electrolytic copper, at
Chuquicamata. The Governmenhwned P v pote smelter near Copiapo began production in
1952, treatin about one-third of the output
from the sma% and medium-size mines. The
remainder is exported as ore, concentrates, etc.
Peru.-Peru is one of the early copper producen of the world; its production probably
antedated the Spanish wnquest. However, it
was not until the advent of foreign capital that
Peruvian production of copper assumed large
proportions. I n 1916, production totaled
47,500 tons, compared with an aversge of
31,800 tons in the previous 5-year period.
Most of the copper output came from the Cerro
de Pasw, Morowcha, and Casapalca districts,

?
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where the Cerro de Pasco Corp. was, by far,
the largest producer.
Production in Peru was fairly stable thereafter; in 1960 output totaled more than 200,000
tons, and the country became the sixth leading
copper producer. This was achieved with the
first copper production a t Toquepala in early
1960. Development of this project was begun
in 1955 by thc Southern Peru Copper Corp.,
jointly owned by American Smelting and
Refining Company, C e m Corp., Newmont
Mining Corp., and Phelps Dodge Corp.

Europe
Finland.-AU
wpper output comes from
pyritic ore from Outokumpn, near Joensuu
in eastern Finland. The concentrate was
exported for treatment until 1936 when the
Governmenbowned smelter began operation.
In 1945 another smelter was built at Harjavalta,
and output rose markedly. In addition to
smelter and refinery operations, Outokumpu Oy
also has copper, brass, and bronze foundries; a
r o h g mill which produces plate and strip; and
a tube mill.
Norway.-Copper is the second most important mineral in Norway, hut it is produced
chiefly as a byproduct of pyrite. Two exceptions are the R0ros mine, where copper is the
primary product, and Vestre Mofjellet, where
wpper is a byproduct of zinc. Most of the
copper concentrates are treated at the Sulitjelma smelter, and the resulting blister is
refined on a toll basis in West Germany and
Sweden and is returned to Norway. The only
refinery producig electrolytic copper is Falconbridge Nikkel-verk A/S Kristiansand S., a
subsidiary of Falconbridge Nickel Mine, Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada, which ,refines Canadian
copper-nickel matte on a toll basis.
Spain.-The
wpper district of southern
Spain, which extends into Portugal, has been
an important source of copper for many centuries, as far back as Phoenician times. Output
was derived from the low-grade pyritic belt
from which the Rio Tinto mine was the chief
producer. Since the end of World War 11,
however, output has declined.
Sweden.-The
Boliden Mining Co. is the
largest producer of copper in Sweden; it mines
copper ore and copper pyrites from the Boliden,
Kristineberg, and Laver mines.
U.8.S.R.-The
U.S.S.R. became the leading
source of European copper in 1935 when output
was more than double that in Spain and
exceeded Yugoslavia by 62 percent. Most of
the copper was reported to be in the Kazakhstan
area (Kounradskiy near Karsakpay and Balh a s h near the northern shore of Lake Balkhash)
but important quantities came from the Urals,

and from deposits in Uzbekistan, Bashkiria,
middle Volga, west Siberia, Transcaucasia,
Leningrsdskaya Oblast', and the Kola Peninsula.
Information on recent copper production is not
available.
Yugoslavia.-The Bor mine is an important
source of copper in Europe. Much of the output was shipped as crude copper to the United
States for refining until July 1938, when an
electrolytic refinery was completed in Yugoslavia. The mine was operated by the French
until June 1940, when it was taken over by the
Germans. The Yugoslav partisans acquired
the property in 1944. I n 1958 development
was begun at the Majdanpek deposits, Eastern
Serbia, and the first shipment of ore was delivered to the Bor plants in July 1961.
Other Countries.-Copper also has been produced in Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, and the
United Kingdom. The first recorded output
for many ears in Ireland was in 1958 from the
St. ~ a t r i c l m i n e as t Avoca.

Asia
Cyprus.--Copper is the most important mineral product of Cyprus, and the present mines
are on sites worked by the Phoenicians and
Romans. The Skouriotissa and Mavrovouni
mines, Morphou Bay, were rediscovered in 1913,
and production began in 1922 under U S . ownership. I n the months preceding World War 11,
production was begun at the Kalavasso mines,
southeast of Troodos. Production was intermittent and negligible during the war years hut
by 1949 was near prewar levels. The Cyprus
Mines Corp. installed an acid-leaching section
at the Mavrovonni mine in 1952 and production
rose markedly.
Japan.-Copper mining is one of the oldest
industries in Japan, dating back about 1,200
years. During the early 1930's Japan was self
sufficient in wpper but in 1933 with the start
of the military program imports began, increasing progressively through 1940. During World
War I1 copper production was very activeabout 500 mmes produced 89,000 tons of copper
in 1943. Many of these properties were marginal; most of them were shut down or abandoned after the war, and production declined
sharply. An upward trend began in 1947 and
continued through 1957.
Philippines.-The first recorded production
of wpper in the Philippines came from Lepanto
Consolidated Mining Co. in 1937. Production
was small and ceased completely in 1946.
Operations were resumed in 1947 and except for
1953 increased each year. The open-pit wpper
mine and flotation plant at the Toledo mine of
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Atlas Consolidated Mining & Development
Corp. began operations in early 1955, and production advanced substantially. Other producing properties are the Sipalay and Bagacay
of Marindnque Iron Mines Agents, Inc., and
the Santo Tomas group of Philex Mining Corp.
Turkey.-The
two chief copper areas in
Turkey are at Madeu and Damar. The Ergani
mine, Maden, began producing copper in 1939.
In the early 1930's some copper was produced
at the Kuvarshan mine, near Damar, and the
Eti Bank, which controls all three mines, began
development of the Damar property in 1938.
All of the output of Turkey comes from the
Damar and Ergani mines.
Other Countries.--Other sources of copper in
Asia are Burma, China, India, Indonesia,
Republic of Korea, Saudi Arabia, and Taiwan.

Africa
Republic of the Congo.-The Re ublic of the
Congo has been the sixth lea&ng copperproducing country since 1946, supplying about
7 percent of the world total. All of the copper
comes from properties of the Union Miniere
du Hant Katanga; its mines in the Western
Group and the Prince Leopold mine in the
Southern Group account for most of the output.
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasa1and.Northern Rhodesia, usually the third or fourth
copper producer in the world, displaced Chile
in 1953, 1954, 1960, and 1961 and ranked
second to the United States in copper production in those years. The opening of the Roan
Antelope mine in 1925 led to extensive prospecting and to discovery of other large mines in
the copper belt. Although output was small,
owing to the world depression, copper smelting
was begun at Roan Antelope in 1931 and a t
Nkana (Rhokana Corporation) in 1932.
Large-scale production began in 1933 and
was derived chiefly from Roan Antelope Copper
Mines, Ltd., Rhokana Corporation, Ltd., and
Mufulira Copper Mines, Ltd. An electrolytic
refinery at the Nkana plant of Rhokana went
into operation in early 1935, and the Mufulira
smelter began operating in 1937. The Nchanga
Consolidated Copper Mines, Ltd., was formed
in 1936 to develop the Nchanga and Chingola
mines, and the first copper production was reported in 1939. For many years these four
producers accounted for virtually all of the
output of Northern Rhodesia. In the latter
part of 1955 mining was begun a t the Chibuluma mine of Chibuluma Mines, Ltd., and the
h t full year of operation was completed in
1957. The Kansanshi mine, Kanshanshi Coper Mining Co., Ltd., was reopened in 1956,
put the mme was flooded and was closed in
November 1957.

In 1946 Rhodesia Copper Refineries, Ltd.,
was formed by Rhokana Corp., Ltd., and
Nchanga Consolidated Copper Mines, Ltd., to
purchase the Nkana refinery from Rhokana
and to take over and expand Rhodesian reb i n facilities. The electrolytic refinery of
Ndo a Copper Refineries, Ltd., subsidiary of
Roan Antelope a t Ndola, began operating
in 1958.
Production in Southern Rhodesia was negligible for many years and Game chiefly from the
Umkondo mine of Messina (Transvaal, Republic of South Africa) Development Co., Ltd.
In 1954 the company acquired the Mangula
mine in the Sinoia district (formerly the Molly
mine); operations were begun in 1957, and
output rose sharply. Near the end of 1960
production was begun a t a new copper smelter
m the Lomagundi
and refine a t Alaska SI
district. T h e plant, pwn by Messina Rhodesia Smelting & Refining Co., Ltd., was erected
to treat copper concentrate from the Messina
Mangula and Alaska mines.
South-West Mica.-The
only copper pmducer in South-West Africa is the Tsumeb
mine of Tsumeb Corp., Ltd. Output rose
rapidly following the acquisition of the property (formerly the Otavi) by Tsumeb in 1947.
The company copper smelter was completed
in November 1962.
Republic of South Africa.-(Officially changed
from Union of South Africa May 30, 1961.)
The Messins mine of Messina Development
Co.. Ltd.. Northern Transvaal was the principal
copper pirodncer for many years. ~ e r a t i o n s
in the Namaqualand area, which ceased in 1919
and were reactivated on a greatly reduced scale
from 1922 to 1932, were resumed in 1940 by
O'okiep Copper Co., Ltd. These two producers account for virtually all the output
from South Africa.
Other countries.-Production has been reported from Algeria, Angola, French Equatorial Africa, Kenya, Morocco (southern zone),
Tanganyika, and Uganda. In Uganda, the
Kilembe mine, Kiembe Mines, Ltd., began
operations in 1956. The company operates a
concentrator, roasting plant, and smelter: Production averaged 11,000 tons annually m five
years of operations.

f

3'

Oceania
A'ustra1ia.-The
upward trend in copper
production in Austraha has been virtually nninterrupted since the late forties, chlefly because of expansion a t Mount Isa Mines, Ltd.,
Queensland. Other important producers are
Mount Lyell Mining & Railway Co., Ltd.,
Tasmania, and Morgan, Ltd., ueensland. In
addition, Peko Mines, N. L., orthern Tem-

%
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tory, and Ravensthorpe Copper Mimes, N. L.,
in Western Australia, have contributed to
Australian output.
A new electrolytic refinery was completed
and began operating in 1959; the plant is
operated by Copper Refineries Pty., Ltd., a
subsidiary of Mount Isa.

WORLD CONSUMPTION
Data on copper consumption by uses throughout the world are not available. Despite the
absenqe of a uniform method in compiling
statist~csby countries and the lack of complete
iuformat~on,such data as are available are of
value because they present a picture of world
trends (fig. 37).
Tables 38 and 39 have been compiled from
yearbooks of the American Bureau of Metal
Statistics (ABMS). U S . data, however, are
apparent consumption until 1945 when the

Bureau of Mines began compiling refinedcopper consum tion data. These are used in
the tablm a n 8 world totals and, therefore,
differ from those published b the ABMS.
For many years the Unite States consumed
more copper than Continental Europe, but in
1930 t h ~ ssituation was reversed. I n the preWorld War I1 period the peak of consumption
in the United States was reached in 1929,
whereas the peak in Europe occurred in 1938.
Data for 1939 t h o u h 1945 are not available,
but there is no dou t that consum tion was
maintained at a high rate because o preparation for war.
World consumption declined in 1949 mainly
because of a 20-percent decline in U.S. wnsnmption due to a eneral business recession.
After the outbreak ofwar in korha in mid-1950
demand increased and, except for 1953 when a
surplus developed, world consumption has
risen without interruption.

g
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TABLE.
38-Copper consumption of the world, 192648, h a n d s of e h m t tm
Country

1

1926

United States ...............
785
18
Canada.....................
Other...............................
Total

803

L
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Amtria.. ...................
Belgium.. ..................
Czechoslovakia. .............
Frmce .....................
&many ...................
Hungary....................
Italy .......................
Netherlands.................
Poland .....................
Spain.......................
Sweden.....................
Switzerland- ................
U.5.S.R....................
United Kingdom.............
Other.. ....................

17
126
185
(I)
(I)

74

(I)

16
18

I ::

Total .................

687

Japan ......................
Other......................
Total .................

104

Africa ......................
Awtralia.. .................

4
10

Grand total ...........

1,608

S e fmtnote at end of table.
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TABLE38.-Copper consumption
Country

1933

United States................
Canada... ..................
Other......................

339
32
6

1

377

Austria.....................
Belguim ....................
Czechoslovakia. .............
France .....................
Germany...................
Hungary ....................
Italy .......................
Netherlands.. ...............
Poland .....................
Spain ......................
Sweden .....................
Switzerland.................
U.SS.R....................
United Kingdom.............
Other......................

8
22
14
119
187
6
66
5
8
10
33
16
45
160
16

Total.................

T o t d ................

715

Japan ......................
Other......................

91
10

Total.................

101

Africa ......................
Australia ...................

3
7

Grand total ...........

1, 203

1

926-58. thousandg of short t o n A o n t i n u e d

Incl~dedunder "Other."

United States
No data on consumption of copper by end
uses are available . In some selected periods
estimated end-use data have been compiled
that indicate the principal uses of copper .
See chapter 2 on uses .
A parent consumption data on primary refinel copper, which include deliveries to the
stockpile. are available and cover a long
period . The method for calculating these data
1s shown in table 40 . At the beginning of the

20th century consumption of copper was less
than 200. 000 tons annually . It rose to 831.000
tons in 1918. a rate not reached again until
1929. Business and industrial expansion during 1925-29 required large qnantit~esof copper .
The years 1933-36. and part of the next
five years in the United States. were years of
depression . Consumption of copper declined
sharply . I n 1939 business activity was accelerated because of fear of war; consumption
rose rapidly. reaching a record high of 1.64
million tons in 1941.

r conszlmption o j th world. 1946-68. thousands of shod tons
Country

1946

United States ...............1, 187
Canada .................... 81
8
Mexico.....................
7
Argentina ..................
Brad1...................... 15
Chile....................... 10
1
Othcr ......................

-

Total ................1, 309
Austria.. ...................
Belgium.................... (28
4
Denmark ...................
i n l a n d .................... 16
France ..................... 113
West Germany.............. 20
a . . . . . . . . . . . 26
11
Netherlands ................
Noway ....................
2
4
P O I. . . . . .. .....
17
Spain ......................
72
Sweden.....................
Switzerland ................. 29
United Kingdom ........... 365
Yugoslavia .................
24
Other ......................
7

-

Total ................ 758

-1

India ......................
24
a
n ...................... 30
0
......................
5
T o t ................
59
f
a......................
5
A u s t r a l ................... 26

.

Total free world .......2, 157
U S S R .................... 165
Soviet countries in Europe
and Asia .................
8
Total ................ 173

-

Grand total...........2, 330

TABLE40.-Primary ~ejned-~opper
wpply and withdrawals on domestic account, short tons

I

1926

1927

I

I928

1

1929

I

Pmduotion from domestic and foreign
or-, eto .........................
Importe............................
Stocks at beginning of year ........

1930

1

1

1931

z

0

I932

I

1,161,243
85,283
62,000

1,162,882
51,640
73,000

1, 243. 804
42,365
85, 500

1,370,056
67, 007
57,000

1,078, 530
43,105
153,000

750,721
87.225
307,500

340,434
83,897
462,300

1,308,526

1,287,522

1,371,669

1,494,063

1,274,635

1,145,446

886,631

450,457
73,000

490,542
85,500

510,400
57,000

451,771
153,000

334,626
307,500

232,114
462, 300

125,029
502,000

523,457

576, 042

567,400

604, 771

842, 126

694,414

627, 029

Apparent withdrawals on domestic
account" ........................

785,100

711,500

804,300

889,300

632,500

451,000

259,600

Production from domestic and foreign
ores, etc .........................
Imports ............................
Stooks a t beginning of year I.. .......

370,789
5,432
502,000

445,360
27,417
406,500

588,805
18,071
284,500

822,489
4, 782
175,000

1,066, 814
7,487
110,000

792,416
1,801
179,000

1, 009, 515
16,264
181,000

973.217

1.2m 779
..-

310,396
179,000

385,223
181,000

396,406
95,500

489.396

566.223

'.

Totsl available supply..--.-..
Copper exported ....................
Stocks at end of year ...............

'

Total..

--

......................

1

Total available supply.
... ........

/

878.221

Copper exported.. ..................
Stocks a t end of year ...............

132,371
406, 500'

272,138
284,500

Total.. ......................

538,871

556,638

339,400

879.277

/

891.376

1

1.002.271
,
.

I

.

1., 184.301

1

~. I
~~

-.---,

275,006
175,000

236,091
110, 000

450.006

346.091

322,600

441,400

656,200

694,900

407,000

714,900

1,313,556
68,337
95,500

1, 395, 309
346,994
91,500

1,414,561
401,436
77,500

1,379,263
402,762
84,000

1,221, 187
492,395
68,500

1,108,599
531,367
81, 000

878,662
154,371
130,000

Total available supply .........

1,477,393

1, 833, 803

1,893,497

1,866,025

1,782,082

1,720,966

1, 163, 033

Copper exported. ...................
Stocka a t end of year ...............

377,108
91,500

114,753
77,500

Apparent wthdrawals on domestic
account .........................

'

Production from domestic and foreign
ores, etc .........................
Imports.-. .........................
Stooks a t beginning of year I.. .......

'

Total.. ......................

1

468,608

1

192,253

I

I

131,406
84,000
215,406

I

175,859
68.500
244,359

I

I

68,373
81.000
149,373

I

48,563
130.000
178,563

I

I

491.906

52,629
96.000
148,629

8

;
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